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ABSTRACT 
Resilience is defined as the ability of an animal to maintain a high level of performance 
in any environment. Swine breeding companies are organized in a pyramid-like structure. As a 
result of management differences between the different tiers of the pyramid, genotype-by-
environment (GxE) interactions have become a much bigger issue that continues today. Genetic 
selection for resilience can be accomplished in at least two ways, i) measuring indicator traits in 
the nucleus, such as antibody levels, and ii) measuring performance phenotypes in commercial 
testing herds. Both of these techniques provide opportunities to improve resilience in livestock.  
Total lost productivity in swine in an ideal versus heavily challenged commercial 
environment has been estimated at 30%, indicating a large opportunity to close this gap. Porcine 
reproductive and respiratory syndrome (PRRS) costs the swine industry an estimated $664 
million annually. Forty-five percent of this cost is due to economic losses in breeding herds. The 
objective of this thesis was to quantify resilience in sows using an indicator trait, PRRS antibody 
levels in blood after an outbreak, and to quantify and determine the genetic basis of resilience in 
growing pigs using individual daily feed intake data.  
Antibody levels were quantified using blood from sows during a PRRS outbreak in a 
nucleus herd, as an indicator trait to improve resilience. Antibody level was estimated to have a 
heritability of 0.17±0.05 and low genetic correlations with litter size traits during the outbreak, 
which conflicts a previous study, except for the genetic correlation with the number of stillborns, 
which was -0.73±0.29. Future research is needed to understand why antibody level in sows after 
a PRRS outbreak was not a good genetic indicator of resilience in this study.  
Collecting commercial data directly for selection is a viable alternative to using indicator 
traits to quantify resilience. The current thesis quantified resilience phenotypes from individual 
ix 
daily feed intake data in a natural disease challenged environment. The root mean square error 
(RMSE) phenotype quantified within animal variation in feed intake over time. The quantile 
regression (QR) phenotype quantified the proportion of off-feed days. Finally, the run of 
depression (ROD) phenotype quantified the proportion of days that fall in consecutive stretches 
below the expected feed intake. These novel resilience phenotypes can be used to quantify and 
select for resilience, which was validated with heritability and genetic correlation estimates with 
mortality and treatment rate. Further modifications of these phenotypes were tested, but many of 
these failed to improve the phenotype in terms of heritability and genetic correlations with 
mortality and treatment rate. As the use of precision agriculture becomes more common in the 
commercial livestock industry, genetic evaluation systems will need to find ways to harness 
these data to improve resilience and other traits.  
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CHAPTER 1.    GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
A genotype-by-environment (GxE) interaction has been exacerbated in the swine 
breeding industry due to the different management applied to the tiers of the pyramid with 
separate breeding, multiplication, and commercial sectors. While this has created opportunities 
for the swine industry to take advantage of heterosis and breed complementarity, it has also 
hampered the ability to select for resilience. Resilience is defined as the ability of an animal to 
maintain a high level of performance in any environment. When comparing the performance of 
animals in highly managed and generally healthy nucleus farms (top tier) to the very 
unpredictable and typically diseased challenge commercial industry (bottom tier), performance 
typically declines and the ranking of animals at the genetic level usually change. Animals or 
genetic lines that do not experience a large drop in production would be considered resilient, 
while animals or lines that lose a considerable amount of productivity are classified as not 
resilient or susceptible. One study found that only 70% of the growth was achieved in animals 
within a commercial grow-finish environment compared to those in a unrestricting research 
environment (Holck et al., 1998). This indicates that there is a huge opportunity to limit the 
impact of stressors in the swine industry, using both management and host genetic selection.  
There are two basic strategies for selection for resilience. The first strategy involves using 
indicator traits collected in the nucleus that are typically moderately to highly heritable and are 
genetically correlated with resilience. The second strategy involves directly collecting 
commercial phenotypes and utilizing this data in the selection index for nucleus animals. Both 
strategies have advantages and disadvantages, which will be covered in chapter 2. Both of these 
two strategies will be difficult and costly to implement into a breeding program.  
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Serão et al. (2014) found that antibody levels taken 46 days after a porcine reproductive 
and respiratory syndrome (PRRS) outbreak on a small pedigreed sow farm was highly heritable 
(0.45±0.13) and showed moderately strong genetic correlations with reproductive performance 
during the outbreaks (~0.70 in absolute value). This suggests that antibody level following PRRS 
infection or vaccination could be used as an indicator trait to select for disease resilience in sows. 
Serão et al. (2014) was limited to only 641 sows with an antibody record. Therefore, one of the 
objectives for this thesis was to validate the findings of Serão et al. (2014) using sow antibody 
levels taken after a PRRS outbreak.  
While antibody levels have provided one example of a potentially useful phenotype to 
select for resilience, precision agriculture technology will allow for a much more detailed 
phenotype over time (Berckmans, 2017; Vranken and Berckmans, 2017). These technologies 
include robotic milking machines, activity trackers, cameras, video, electronic identification of 
animals, feed intake recording systems, among many other technologies. The dairy industry is 
leading the way in precision agriculture in many regards. Technology can replace labor, such as 
robotic milking machines. The use of this high-density data can improve animal welfare by 
alerting farmers when animals need individual attention, typically earlier than the farmer would 
recognize there was a problem with that particular animal. In the future, data will be 
continuously collected on large numbers of animals at the commercial level. A by-product, or 
possible co-product, of the use of precision technology in animal agriculture is the use of the 
resulting data to phenotype animals for genetic evaluation to improve many types of issues, 
including resilience. High-density phenotyping allows for extremely detailed insights into the 
performance of an animal over time. In the past, the dairy industry for instance, used test-day 
milk yields (Pool et al., 2000). Today, robotic milking machines provide not only measures of 
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daily milk yield, but also of milk yield at each milking, from each udder quarter, and how many 
times each cow was milked (Elgersma et al., 2018; King et al., 2018). Although precision 
agriculture technology is exciting from a research perspective, animal breeders still need to 
combine all sources of data into one final value for selection decisions on farm. These final 
numbers for selection may be known as a terminal sire index (TSI), maternal line index (MLI) 
in swine, or total merit index (TMI) in dairy.  
To date, little research has been completed on quantifying phenotypes from this high-
throughput precision agriculture data. Thus far, it appears that only Elgersma et al. (2018) has 
quantified resilience for a genetic analysis using daily lactation milk yield data from robotic 
milking machines. Elgersma et al. (2018) showed that within animal variation in total daily milk 
yield was genetically correlated to diseases such as udder health, ketosis, and longevity. 
Condensing high-density data into useful phenotypes, such as resilience, will be highly useful in 
the coming decades. These phenotypes can easily be integrated into breeding program selection 
indices. In swine, electronic feeding stations can collect individual feed intake data from group 
housed pigs. This individual feed intake data may be useful for quantifying resilience under a 
disease challenge. Therefore, the second major objective of this thesis was to quantify resilience 
from individual daily feed intake data in growing pigs under a severe health challenge. These 
phenotypes quantified from individual feed intake data under challenge could possibly be used in 
a swine breeding program to ultimately increase resilience to many stressors in commercial 
animals.  
Thesis Organization 
A review of the current literature on resilience in sows and growing pigs will be covered 
in Chapter 2. This will provide an overview of a typical commercial swine breeding program and 
why resilience is such an important issue today. This review will also provide details on terms 
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commonly used in the literature, including resistance, tolerance, resilience, and robustness. These 
terms originated within immunogenetics literature, but as you will see, terms such as resilience 
are not limited to pathogenic disease. A review of the stressors on pigs in commercial 
environments will be discussed, including infectious and non-infectious diseases, and stressors 
not related to disease. A background on maternal resilience will be covered, including previous 
literature on litter size and antibody levels in sows. In sows, PRRS is a major economic burden 
to the swine industry, therefore chapter 2 will also provide a review on PRRS. The review in 
chapter 2 will end with a summary of precision agriculture and its role in the future of 
phenotyping large numbers of commercial animals, which may prove to be useful for creating 
novel resilience phenotypes.  
Chapter 3 explored the utilization of PRRS specific antibody levels taken during a PRRS 
challenge to improve disease resilience to PRRS in sows. Chapter 3 has been published in the 
Journal of Animal Science. Chapters 4, 5, and 6 explored the ability to directly quantify 
resilience using individual daily feed intake data on finishing pigs under a natural disease 
challenge. Chapters 4 introduces two resilience traits computed from individual animal feed 
intake data. The first phenotype introduced, the root mean square error (RMSE), quantified the 
within animal variation in feed intake. The second phenotype introduced was the quantile 
regression (QR) phenotype, which quantified the proportion of off-feed days from feed intake 
data. Chapter 4 has been published in Frontiers in Genetics. Chapter 5 introduced the run of 
depression (ROD) phenotype, which quantified the percentage of days that fall below the 
expected feed intake of the animal, in consecutive stretches, indicating there is an impact from a 
stressor. Chapter 6 explored possible improvements to the previously identified resilience 
phenotypes. Chapter 6 also explored the possibility of combining the ROD and RMSE 
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phenotypes. Chapter 7 provides a general discussion on the contributions of this thesis to 
selection for resilience in animal breeding.  
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CHAPTER 2.    LITERATURE REVIEW 
Since the establishment of breeding companies with large amounts of capital, swine 
breeding is organized in a pyramid to multiply and cross purebred and/or composite lines to 
maximize heterosis and to capitalize on breed complementarity (i.e. each breed selected for 
specialized purposes or different markets). Purebred animals and/or composite lines (closed lines 
developed from other breeds/lines) are developed in the ‘nucleus’ to genetically improve each 
individual line for profitability or efficiency, with the goal being to maximize profitability and 
efficiency at the commercial level. Typically, two maternal lines are developed and crossed with 
each other in the middle ‘multiplier’ stage of the pyramid. Finally, at least one terminal sire line 
is crossed to the commercial F1 female at the bottom ‘commercial’ level to create a final terminal 
crossbred animal (Fragomeni et al., 2016b). All major global swine breeding companies, 
independent or a subsidiary of an integrated company, utilize some form of this model today.  
 Breeding pyramids have been very useful because only a relatively small number of 
animals from a few closed lines need to be managed, phenotyped, and genotyped at the nucleus 
level. Additive genetic values then flow down the pyramid to the final commercial sector over a 
period of several years in swine, leading to higher productivity and more efficient production at 
the commercial level. There is at least one major pitfall of this pyramid structure, which is that 
the management differs significantly in one major way between the top and bottom of the 
pyramid. This difference is the lack of major diseases at the nucleus level, due to strict 
biosecurity. Genetics suppliers must have a reputation of sending high health animals/semen to 
the commercial sector to reduce introducing new pathogens to their customers’ farms. 
Production would suffer heavily if every time a producer bought a load of gilts, they came with a 
new major disease or strain to devastate production in that system. Therefore, the higher tiers, 
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nucleus and multipliers, are typically kept free from all major pathogens. This creates what is 
referred to as genotype-by-environment (GxE) interactions. A simple definition or interpretation 
of GxE interactions across subject fields is, “the ability of genotypes to express different 
phenotypes when influenced by different environmental signals” (de Leon et al., 2016). This 
phenomenon can exist in any biological system including microbiology, plants, humans, and 
livestock. Pathogenic disease is one of the major factors behind GxE interactions in swine, 
poultry, and other similar breeding schemes, induced by the pyramid structure described above. 
A simple example from beef cattle could be the cross of Bos indicus with Bos taurus to increase 
tick and heat tolerance in southern states, such as the Brangus composite breed.  
Another very significant reason to keep higher tiers of the pyramid healthy is the ability 
to transport genetics across borders to other countries for breeding companies. In many cases, 
pigs and/or semen have to be negative for many diseases to be transported to other countries 
depending on the country of origin and the country receiving. Although disease is the major 
driver of GxE in swine breeding systems, other stressors, including heat stress, 
transportation/handling stress, social interactions, and metabolic stress from things such as out-
of-feed events (Martínez-Miró et al., 2016), could theoretically impact performance in a nucleus 
breeding system as much as at the commercial level. Therefore commercial productivity 
becomes a function of productivity potential and level of resistance (van der Waaij et al., 2000), 
assuming disease is the only cause of lost productivity. Although some diseases do persist in 
nucleus farms, major pathogens such as porcine reproductive and respiratory disease (PRRS), 
porcine circovirus type 2 (PCV2), and at least severe strains of Actinobacillus pleuropneumoniae 
(APP), Mycoplasma pneumoniae (M. hyo), among others, are typically absent in nucleus farms, 
although outbreaks do happen from time to time, more often than companies would like 
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unfortunately. To limit the risk of exposure to pathogens, these nucleus farms are typically 
positioned in remote locations with few other pig farms around, creating GxE in the form of 
reduced pathogen load and other stressors.  
Genotype-by-environment interactions can also be created from a host of other factors. 
Stemming from the biosecurity issue, locating nucleus farms in locations distant from the 
targeted environments can cause GxE. This is typical in the swine industry as companies seek 
out remote locations where pig density is low to minimize the risk of exposure to pathogens. The 
cost comes from GxE that can be caused by utilizing different diets between regions and climate 
differences between the farms. This literature review will give an overview on the study of 
stressors causing GxE interactions for animal breeding, with a focus on swine and disease.  
 The study of GxE in swine is typically expressed by examining the purebred-crossbred 
genetic correlation between the top level, purebred nucleus animals and bottom level, 
commercial production animals (𝒓𝒑𝒄; Wientjes and Calus, 2017). Dr. Douglas Falconer 
introduced the concept of a genetic correlation between two environments for the same trait back 
in 1952 (Falconer, 1952). The multiplier level is often not considered in literature. The genetic 
correlation between nucleus and crossbred animals can be lower than one due to dominance and 
epistasis, genotype-by-genotype (GxG) interactions, GxE, or differences in trait measurements 
(Wientjes and Calus, 2017). Selection schemes using crossbred data can be referred to as 
combined crossbred and purebred selection (CCPS; Wei and van der Steen, 1991; Dekkers, 
2007). CCPS systems utilize crossbred animals with a known pedigree and/or genotypes to 
connect them back to nucleus animals for selection. Some companies today refer to this as a 
commercial test herd (CTH). The average 𝑟&' from literature review on estimates in swine is 
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~0.60 across many traits (Wientjes and Calus, 2017), indicating the two traits are positively 
associated as expected, yet lower than 1.  
A simple example of GxE is two genotypes changing their mean value or re-ranking 
between two environments (Figure 1). Animal breeders are most concerned with GxE that 
changes the ranking of genotypes across discrete environments or environmental gradients. If 
there is simply a shift in means, scale, or any interaction that leads to the same ranking of 
animals or lines (e.g. Figure 1B), swine breeders are typically less concerned because the best 
animals in one environment are the same animals that are best at the other environment if the 
genetic correlation is close to 1. There are many biological causes for GxE in plants and animals 
that can be extracted from molecular biology or biochemistry (see Colditz and Hine, 2016). 
A comprehensive review of GxE in plant breeding, which is also relevant to animal 
breeding, is given by Allard and Bradshaw (1964). Given n genotypes and m environments there 
are [mn! / (m!n!)] combinations of interactions (Allard and Bradshaw, 1964). A genotype is 
defined loosely in this context, it can be defined at any level. This could be an inbred line in 
plants, it could be a small selected group of animals such as those found in swine, or could be 
between two individuals within a breed or species. Given only 2 genotypes and 3 environments, 
60 types of interactions are possible. This quickly leads to a near infinite number of 
combinations. For instance, let us assume there are eight genotypes (companies) of pigs in the 
world and 100 different environments, 800!/(8!100!) different combinations, which was too large 
to compute even with Stirling’s approximation in R (Stirling’s approximation for 100! is 
~9.3*10157). This is a daunting task for genetics companies selling across the globe because they 
would need to beat all competitors in all areas of the world to dominate.  
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Figure 2.1. Several examples of genotype-by-environment (GxE) across two environments, 
adapted from de Leon et al. (2016). Points represent a genotype at any level (individual, 
breeds, or companies). The line connects the two genotypes performance in each of the 
different environments (x-axis).  
 
 Dekkers (2004) published a highly influential paper on marker assisted selection (MAS). 
In this paper, it was stated that traits that are difficult to improve by conventional selection 
methods have the greatest opportunity to benefit from MAS, although currently attention has 
switched to genomic selection (GS), the idea is the same. This category included low heritability 
traits and traits that are difficult to measure, expensive to measure or collect, only expressed later 
in life, or not possible to record on selection candidates (Dekkers, 2004). One could argue that 
disease resistance, in one way or another, falls into all of these categories. Fitness traits, 
including disease resistance, are typically thought of as having low heritability (Falconer and 
Mackay, 1996). They can be expensive and difficult to collect if blood sampling is involved (e.g. 
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Lunney et al., 2011 for the PRRS host genetics consortium). If sib testing and/or progeny 
commercial testing is involved, it can be logistically difficult and expensive to collect this data 
(Knap, 2005; Bishop and Woolliams, 2014). In a large-scale commercial testing system, tags 
alone can cost thousands of dollars per year. Extra staff will likely need to be hired to be in 
charge of either sib or progeny testing schemes. Databases and people to manage the animals and 
data will add to development and maintenance costs. Although disease resistance of wean-to-
finish pigs can be collected relatively early in life, as demonstrated later, maternal resistance 
cannot be measured until later in life, along with the fact nucleus sows are not typically 
challenged.  
 Much can be learned from the research of GxE in plants due to the lack of control of the 
environment for plant breeders, relative to swine breeders, making the study of GxE more critical 
(de Leon et al., 2016). Extensive details of plant GxE is beyond the scope of this review, 
however, it is interesting to discuss the major causes of GxE and use examples from studies in 
plants at times. Swine breeders, in general, have to worry less about GxE than plant breeders 
because the commercial swine sector can manipulate the environment of the animals effectively 
in carefully managed barns. For instance, sprinklers/misters and cool cell pads can be added to 
finishing and sow barns to reduce the impact of heat stress on efficiency. Complex ventilation 
systems are added to barns that contribute to minimizing the impact from day-to-day weather 
changes. Heat is typically provided as well, reducing the range of temperatures each pig is 
exposed to over the growing period. Diets can be optimized and manipulated easily by adding 
different ingredients, additives, or enzymes (e.g. phytase) to help pigs utilize nutrients from feed. 
Currently literature and industry research is being conducted on the gut microbiome. Although 
some GxE can be created when feeding alternative, such as low-energy, diets to save on costs 
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(Godinho et al., 2018; Mauch et al., 2018), these GxE effects are in general poorly documented 
in swine. Typically, GxE in swine has been simply addressed by treating nucleus and 
commercial data as two separate, correlated traits (Falconer, 1952; Brascamp et al., 1985; 
Lutaaya et al., 2001; Wientjes and Calus, 2017). Stringent biosecurity can be added to minimize 
the stress of pathogens on swine, which is employed heavily in the nucleus and multiplier stages 
of the pyramid, however is not often enforced in the commercial sector (Simon-Grifé et al., 
2013). One factor that limits the use of biosecurity on commercial farms is the economic cost of 
implementing some of these approaches such as off-site units for quarantining new breeding 
animals (Simon-Grifé et al., 2013). Others biosecurity measures such as disinfection programs 
and insect/rodent control may be more affordable, but less effective at controlling disease spread. 
Some very progressive producers have started to invest in expensive HEPA filtering systems as 
aerosol transmission is possible for many pathogens. Some producers create their own 
replacement gilts to minimize risks associated with bringing in pathogens from gilt replacements 
(Desrosiers, 2011). Vaccinations can also reduce GxE between the nucleus and commercial 
sectors, but vaccines are not completely effective for some major diseases such as porcine 
reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus (PRRSV). Therefore, perhaps the largest contributor 
to GxE is pathogen spread causing disease from the lack of biosecurity measures on commercial 
farms, as many other impacts that cause GxE can be carefully controlled through management 
strategies. For PRRS alone, estimated economic losses were $664 million per year (Holtkamp et 
al., 2013), while heat stress amounted to $299 million per year (St-Pierre et al., 2003). Economic 
losses from disease can be 20-50% of turnover depending on if the country is developing or 
developed (Bishop and Woolliams, 2014). Furthermore, major diseases from pathogens have 
animal welfare and trade implications (mentioned above), as well as a human health aspect from 
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zoonotic potential (Bishop and Woolliams, 2014). Given these economic and social impacts, it is 
clear why we need to continue to put resources toward understanding and limiting the impacts of 
GxE in a breeding program.  
 It may be obvious, but not addressed commonly, that GxE interactions exist not only 
between nucleus and commercial environments. GxE can be between any two environments 
(farms) in swine. Figure 1 from Brascamp et al. (1985) shows a path diagram to illustrate this 
idea, although it shows only one ‘testing’ (nucleus) environment. Using Smithfield Premium 
Genetics data, Fragomeni et al. (2016) showed that the nucleus farm in Texas had more than 
74% of the records above a 70 THI, versus 50% for the North Carolina nucleus farms. So 
although we generally describe broad categories such as nucleus versus commercial 
environments (Wientjes and Calus, 2017), there is a continuous degree of difference among 
farms at a county, state/provincial, country, or world level.  
Overview of Disease Resistance 
Immunogenetics is the study of the relationship between the immune system and genetics 
(Lamont, 1994). Much of this work has been led by poultry science, beginning with the B blood 
groups in the 1960’s (Schierman and Nordskog, 1961). Within immunogenetics, much confusion 
has been generated with the study of disease resistance in primary literature, mostly in terms of 
definitions and how traits are measured (i.e. phenotyped). Disease resistance has been 
historically referenced in terms of research related to host genetics influencing disease status. 
The term ‘disease’ has been poorly utilized in disease resistance literature for animals and 
throughout the human medical field as well (Scully, 2004). Merriam-Webster defines disease as, 
“a condition of the living animal or plant body or of one of its parts that impairs normal 
functioning and is typically manifested by distinguishing signs and symptoms”. Disease in pigs 
would then include traits such as lameness, hernias, prolapses, and ulcers. Typically, the study of 
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‘disease resistance’ in domestic animals has focused on the study of host genetics and infectious 
diseases involving viruses, bacteria, and parasites (see Bishop and Stear, 2003; Keeling and 
Rohani, 2008; Bishop and Woolliams, 2014), typically referred to as pathogenic diseases. The 
focus on pathogenic diseases may partially be due to the fact that non-infectious diseases can 
typically be captured with nucleus data (e.g. hernias; see Sevillano et al., 2015) but mostly due to 
the large economic losses associated with pathogenic diseases such as PRRS (Holtkamp et al., 
2013). Although disease includes all sorts of issues that are not infectious pathogens, these are 
typically not the focus of study for disease resistance unless linked to infectious diseases because 
infectious diseases are a major factor driving the GxE observed in swine (Holck et al., 1998).  
 Keeling and Rohani (2008) made a clear distinction between several confusing subjects 
within the study of the overall topic of disease resistance (Figure 2). First, diseases can be 
separated into infectious and noninfectious diseases as mentioned above. Second, infectious 
diseases can be separated into infections by micro- and macroparasites (Keeling and Rohani, 
2008). Microparasites are typically small in the form of viruses, bacteria, protozoa, or prions and 
typically multiply within the host, while macroparasites are larger and typically multiply outside 
the host (Bishop and Stear, 2003). Examples of macroparasites includes helminths and 
arthropods, commonly studied in sheep parasite resistance studies (Albers et al., 1987; Bisset and 
Morris, 1996; Woolaston and Baker, 1996). In the literature, many times the term parasite refers 
to macroparasites. Microparasites would typically be referred to by their more specific category 
such as virus or bacterium, typically with the name of the disease or the genus/species named 
specifically. Finally, infectious diseases can be categorized into pathogens with direct or indirect 
transmission (Keeling and Rohani, 2008). Direct transmission is from close contact with an 
infectious individual, while indirect refers to contracting the infectious disease through the 
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environment. The majority of disease resistance research focuses on directly transmittable 
pathogens. The focus of this literature review will be on infectious diseases that are either 
directly or indirectly transmittable, including viruses, bacteria, and macroparasites.  
 
Figure 2.2. The concept of disease divided into infectious/non-infectious, micro/macroparasites, 
and direct/indirect routes of transmission. Adapted from Keeling and Rohani (2008).  
 
Defining Resistance, Tolerance, and Resilience to Disease 
 Immunogenetics literature in livestock has focused on separating the underlying 
biological paths to reduce the impact of infection on performance (Bishop and Woolliams, 
2014). One popular theme in the literature has been separating and defining the terms resistance, 
tolerance, and resilience to disease as a subset of the broader study of ‘disease resistance’. Here, 
confusion again arises because ‘disease resistance’ usually describes the study of all three 
components. In more recent literature, resilience has been contrasted with robustness (Colditz 
and Hine, 2016). The aim of this section is to clarify the distinctions among these terms. As a 
starting point Figure 3 demonstrates the relationships between resistance (x-axis), tolerance 
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(slope), and resilience (y-axis), adapted from Bishop and Woolliams (2014), will be used in the 
following to help define and describe the terms resistance, tolerance, and resilience.  
 
 
Figure 2.3. A graphical representation of resistance (x-axis), tolerance at the group level (slope), 
and resilience (y-axis) using a correlation of -0.5 between resistance and performance. 
Adapted from Bishop and Woolliams (2014). Simulated dots represent individual 
animals’ growth and total viral load over a period of time.  
 
Resistance refers to the animal’s ability to exert some degree of control over the pathogen 
life cycle (Albers et al., 1987; Bisset and Morris, 1996; Woolaston and Baker, 1996; Bishop and 
Stear, 2003; Lewis et al., 2007; Bishop and Woolliams, 2014). Historically, in sheep nematode 
resistance research, fecal egg count (FEC) was used to measure resistance to nematodes in 
sheep. An example of resistance research in pigs would be measuring the viremia levels after 
infection with the PRRS virus in PRRS host genetic consortium (PHGC) trials (Lunney et al., 
2011; Boddicker et al., 2012). A relatively high FEC or viral load (VL) would indicate a less 
resistant animal, while a lower FEC or VL would indicate relatively more resistant animals. It is 
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important to note that resistance is typically relative, not absolute, meaning that animals do not 
have to be completely resistant to infection to be considered ‘resistant’ (Bishop and Stear, 2003). 
Although measuring resistance seems straightforward, obtaining the right samples at the right 
time and having precise assays can be a challenge. For instance, in the PHGC trials cited above, 
total VL was measured as the area under the curve from a smoothed curve of viral load on age 
from 0 to 21 days post infection (dpi), although some viremia was still present in many pigs after 
21 dpi (up to 42 dpi). Viral load data after 21 dpi was removed in Boddicker et al. (2012) due to 
‘rebound’ animals, which added noise to the data. Factors that can influence VL measures can 
include the specific days of blood collection (dpi), the total number of days (e.g. 21 vs 42), the 
lab assay used to calculate VL (as new ones may appear over time), transformations of the data 
(e.g. log or square root), and the method used to calculate total VL (LOESS regression or other 
smoothers). Another factor is the disease itself, for instance, trends over time for VL of PCV2 
VL after infection are not as clear as for PRRS (Dunkelberger et al., 2017b). Because VL is 
dynamic over time, all these factors must be considered when collecting resistance measures 
from a well-designed experiment. More recently, Wood’s curves were used to quantify different 
aspects of the dynamic changes in VL over time (Hess et al., 2016). Wood’s curves are 
incomplete gamma functions that have been used to model lactation curves in the past 
(Boujenane and Hilal, 2012). Five new phenotypes from this dynamic change over time were 
quantified using these curves, which will be discussed below.  
Some resistance traits will be more repeatable than others. Stability in a breeding 
program is imperative. Highly repeatable phenotypes are ideal. Repeatability for FEC, for 
instance, can be between 0.4 to 0.6 over time (Woolaston and Baker, 1996). Accuracy of 
selection is therefore expected to increase with repeated measurements of FEC (Karlsson and 
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Greeff, 2012), yet these repeated measures come at an economic cost. Measuring resistance may 
initially seem to be easy to quantify, however many variables influence the quantification as 
indicated above and many phenotypes can be extracted making it less straightforward for 
implementation into a breeding program.  
In addition to viral load, other measures (i.e. traits) can also be associated with resistance. 
Flori et al. (2011) measured 54 immune traits after vaccination against Mycoplasma 
hyopneumoniae. Traits measured can quantify global immunity, cell-mediated adaptive 
immunity (i.e. many cytokines), and humoral-mediated adaptive immunity (i.e. antibodies). 
Many of these traits were moderately to highly heritable in the study of Flori et al. (2011), 
although the size of this study was small, 443 pigs. It is possible that some of these traits could 
be utilized in selection for generalized immune response, which is much more attractive to 
breeding companies, because individual diseases only comprise a relatively small portion of the 
overall impact of disease.  
One advantage that comes with selection for resistance is the benefit to other animals that 
are not resistant by limiting the contamination of the environment with the pathogen (so called 
‘shedding’ animals; Bishop and Stear, 2003; Karlsson and Greeff, 2012). One possible negative 
side-effect of selection for resistance is that it can create an over-reactive immune system, 
termed hypersensitivity (Williams et al., 2008; Karlsson and Greeff, 2012). This suggests that an 
intermediate optimum likely exists for immune response, but this optimum is unknown and will 
need future research on a disease specific basis.  
 Tolerance is a relatively new term in immunogenetics research, compared to resistance 
and resilience (Doeschl-Wilson et al., 2012). Tolerance refers to the animal’s ability to minimize 
the impact of the infection on performance as a function of pathogen burden (Bishop and Stear, 
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2003; Bishop and Woolliams, 2014), i.e. as viral load continues to increase, how is performance 
maintained. Conceptually, repeated measurements would be taken on an animal across time, with 
a gradient of pathogen burdens, along with the phenotype of interest. Those animals that 
maintain a similar performance level as pathogen burden increases (i.e. flat slope) are considered 
tolerant to the disease. Steeper negative slopes indicate less tolerant animals. As with resistance, 
tolerance should be thought of as relative, rather than absolute. Therefore, although slopes may 
be negative for all animals, those with less steep (i.e. negative) slopes have the highest tolerance. 
Depending on the pathogen, complete tolerance may be plausible, for other pathogens, the focus 
should be on relative tolerance. Commensal bacteria can be considered bacteria for which 
animals are completely tolerant, as they do not impact the performance of the animal and many 
times can be beneficial (e.g. probiotics). Estimation of tolerance is, however, problematic 
(Bishop and Woolliams, 2014), which has been acknowledged and the focus of previous research 
(Doeschl-Wilson et al., 2012). Since tolerance describes a change in performance as pathogen 
load changes, it implicitly assumes that the pathogen load and performance could be repeatedly 
measured over time within an animal to get a slope for each animal. Therefore, the slope in 
Figure 3 is at the group level but individual tolerance measures are needed for genetic evaluation, 
which may involve using the additive genetic relationship matrix (A). Given immunological 
memory and other factors such as vaccination status, measuring tolerance at the individual level 
is impossible, except for traits expressed repeatedly and diseases where the immune system’s 
memory is weak (Bishop and Woolliams, 2014). Tolerance can be accomplished by running 
models at the sire level so the sire can act as the repeated measure in the analysis (Lough et al., 
2017). Tolerance is generally quantified using reaction norms (discussed below) by utilizing the 
numerator relationship matrix (A matrix) in a mixed model (Kause, 2011). However, datasets 
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need to be large and family sizes sufficient for these to work effectively (Knap and Su, 2008; 
Kause, 2011). In conclusion, although definitions for tolerance are fairly consistent across the 
immunogenetics literature, its quantification is problematic and slowly being addressed in the 
literature (Doeschl-Wilson et al., 2012; Lough et al., 2017).  
 In contrast to resistance and tolerance, resilience is not consistently defined across the 
immunogenetics literature as well as measurements of resilience. Resilience uses measures of 
performance in some challenged environment, similar to tolerance, however does not consider 
pathogen burden within animals or at the group level. The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines 
resilience in two ways, i) “the capability of a strained body to recover its size and shape after 
deformation caused especially by compressive stress” and ii) “an ability to recover from or adjust 
easily to misfortune or change”. These definitions, in general, refer to the ability to recover after 
a stressful incident (i.e. perturbation). In immunogenetics, there are two competing definitions 
for resilience. Clunies-Ross (1932) first clearly recognized that resistance to infestation and the 
effects of infestation were different, yet they provided no clear definitions at that time. Perhaps 
the earliest definition for resilience came from Albers et al. (1987) as “the ability to maintain a 
relatively undepressed production level when infected”. This definition has been utilized almost 
unchanged in more recent literature (Bishop and Stear, 2003; Doeschl-Wilson et al., 2012; 
Mulder and Rashidi, 2017). Van der Waaij et al. (2000) alternatively defined resilience as, “The 
effect of level of disease resistance on production level” (citing Bisset and Morris, 1996 and 
Woolaston and Baker, 1996). One issue is that Woolaston and Baker (1996) defined resilience as 
‘production during parasitism’, which is different than maintaining performance. Bishop and 
Woolliams (2014) defined resilience as, “productivity of an animal in the face of infection”, 
similar to Woolaston and Baker (1996). Albers et al. (1987) was able to clearly separate 
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resistance, productivity under challenge (to H. contortus), and resilience, measured as production 
depression, in a carefully designed experiment with controls. It needs to be emphasized that 
productivity under challenge and resilience should be separated. Resistance was measured using 
FEC and hematocrits. Productivity was measured based on weight gain, wool growth, and fiber 
diameter. Resilience was measured by the productivity depression in these three productivity 
traits as a result of the challenge (Albers et al., 1987). One of the possible causes of the 
discrepancy for definitions presented above is that under a designed study for short periods of 
time with randomized assignment of animals to treatments, the contrast in production under 
challenge for groups representing challenged and controls would represent loss of productivity 
(or lack of maintaining productivity). The main point is that production under challenge and 
production loss as a result of challenge (i.e. resilience) are in fact different traits and should not 
be viewed as the same (Woolaston and Baker, 1996). For the rest of this review and thesis, 
resilience will be defined as the ability to maintain a relatively undepressed production level 
under any number of stressors (tweaked from Albers et al., 1987).  
 The definition of resilience is just the first step, measuring and quantifying resilience 
phenotypes is another issue and is, in general, not straightforward either. Albers et al. (1987) 
were very explicit in how they quantified resistance, resilience, and production traits, something 
that is generally lacking in current research on resilience. One problem with more current 
research in the area of overall disease resistance is the use of controls. Albers et al. (1987) 
quantified resilience as the depression of live weight gain, wool growth, and fiber diameter 
compared to uninfected controls, representing ‘lost productivity’ due to a stressor. 
Antibody level is a trait that is often used in infectious disease studies (see examples 
below) but it is often unclear whether this trait quantifies resistance, tolerance, or resilience. 
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Antibody level, biologically, should be inversely related to viral load or parasite load within the 
animal, which quantifies resistance, indicating antibody levels would be an indicator of 
resistance. Hess et al. (2018) investigated antibody level as an indicator trait for selection for 
improved host response to PRRSV infection. They found that antibody level following infection 
had negative genetic correlations (-0.20 and -0.69) with viral load, indicating they are inversely 
correlated, yet separate traits. Serão et al. (2014) investigated antibody level following a PRRS 
outbreak in a sow farm as an indicator trait for reproductive performance under PRRS but did not 
specify whether antibody level was an indicator of resistance or resilience. In general, it is 
important that authors clearly describe the traits they use to determine resistance, tolerance, or 
resilience. It likely does not matter much in practice but if discussion on the aforementioned 
definitions (resistance, tolerance, or resilience) takes place, it would help to categorize the traits 
into what they quantify.  
A New Outlook on Resilience 
One issue is that the previous literature on resilience typically only consider infection to 
pathogenic diseases. It is clear that any production trait can be influenced by any number of 
stressors in a commercial environment (Martínez-Miró et al., 2016). Martínez-Miró et al., 2016 
indicated that these stressors can come from five broad categories, i.e. social, environmental, 
metabolic, immunological, and human interactions. Early research on the topic of general disease 
resistance focused on single pathogens, not all commercial conditions. Literature has studied 
production traits in designed research trials that carefully control for other factors. Colditz and 
Hine (2016) described resilience in terms of all environmental stressors a pig can experience, 
broadening the definition of resilience as “the capacity of animals to cope with short-term 
perturbations in their environment and return rapidly to their pre-challenge status”. This is 
considered ‘general environmental resilience’ (Colditz and Hine, 2016). Disease resilience is a 
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narrower concept within general resilience (Colditz and Hine, 2016). One example of another 
major stressor impacting production is heat stress, which has been known to impact production 
for a long time (Fuquay, 1981), but is commonly ignored in the literature on resilience. 
Therefore, results from any study conducted in the hot summer months could also be impacted 
by heat stress, which may not be considered by authors when interpreting the data. When control 
animals are used in a pathogen challenge contrast differences are likely to be due solely to the 
disease, unless there is an interaction with heat stress (Monson et al., 2018).  
Robustness is another term in the literature that seems to be used without a common 
definition for those studying the field of immunogenetics. Colditz and Hine (2016) attempted to 
carefully distinguish resilience from robustness, which caused some confusion. Colditz and Hine 
(2016) defined robustness as, “the capacity to maintain productivity in a wide range of 
environments without compromising reproduction, health, and wellbeing”. Based on this, the 
distinction between resilience and robustness is that resilience is related to microenvironmental 
effects and robustness to macroenvironmental effects (Colditz and Hine, 2016). Unfortunately, 
this complicates the literature even more because distinguishing between macro and micro-
environmental factors is not always clear, as acknowledged by Colditz and Hine (2016). Knap 
(2005) defined robustness as “pigs that combine high production potential with resilience to 
external stressors, allowing for unproblematic expression of high production potential in a wide 
variety of environmental conditions”, which is closely related to the definition set forth by van 
der Waaij et al. (2000) for resilience. Notice that the word resilience was used within the 
definition of robustness. Some authors use the term plasticity or environmental sensitivity 
(macro or micro) without making reference to resilience or robustness (Mulder et al., 2013). 
These represent very similar concepts to resilience and robustness and will not be elaborated on 
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here. Double hierarchical generalized linear models (DHGLM) models will be described in a 
later section of this review. Due to the many published studies in this area with conflicting 
definitions there will likely never be a consistent and clear definition for resilience and a clear 
distinction between resilience and robustness or environmental sensitivity. Because of these 
issues surrounding the definitions, resilience has been used interchangeably with robustness or 
environmental sensitivity in many cases.  
 Van der Waaij et al. (2000) provided a simple outlook on production under commercial 
conditions that applies here to clarify the definition of resilience. Authors provided the following 
model for production under commercial conditions,  
𝑃' = 𝑃& 	× 	𝑓(𝑅), 
where 𝑃' is productivity under commercial conditions; 𝑃& is the productivity potential and 𝑓(𝑅) 
is a function of resistance (R). Van der Waaij et al. (2000) focused on the narrower concept of 
disease resistance instead of general resilience, however it is easy to generalize this equation by 
replacing resistance by resilience. The term 𝑓(𝑅) would then be a function of general resilience 
and represent lost productivity in commercial environments. No matter how resilience is defined, 
the concept of lost productivity or productivity depression should be clear with this equation. 
Resilience is the concept of maintaining performance or lost production potential compared to 
production in an ideal environment. As an example, Holck et al. (1998) found that pigs raised in 
commercial conditions achieved 70% of the live weight gain compared to a control group raised 
in an ‘unrestricting’ research environment. This loss of 30% is directly related to resilience; as 
pigs become more resilient, production losses as a percentage decrease (toward 0%). At the 
group level, using this example, a simple way to think of 𝑓(𝑅) would be set it equal to 0.70, 
therefore 70% of the productivity potential was realized in the commercial environment. In 
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reality, this would also be at the individual level, but can be considered for different groups of 
animals. Some pigs may have an 𝑓(𝑅) equal to 5%, while other pigs may have an 𝑓(𝑅) equal to 
50%, or in the case of mortality, 100%.  
 Because resilience measures the aggregate phenotype of commercial productivity, 
resilience is really a function of resistance and tolerance. Mulder and Rashidi (2017) showed that 
selection for resilience is a pragmatic approach to selection for a combination of resistance and 
tolerance because the latter requires pathogen load. Although they showed a clear benefit of 
collecting pathogen burden (i.e. higher response to selection using pathogen load compared to 
selection using resilience), this will likely not offset the cost and logistics of collecting such data.  
Practical Considerations of Resistance, Tolerance, and Resilience for Genetic Improvement 
 Research literature has spent substantial effort on defining and studying different traits of 
interest for resistance, tolerance, and resilience or robustness, but relatively little attention has 
been focused on implementation strategies and practical issues surrounding these traits. The 
logistics, time, and costs that would be associated with many of the traits cannot be taken lightly 
by a breeding program. The following will review issues that need to be addressed before 
selection for resistance, tolerance, or resilience can be implemented.  
 One major issue is that there are many infectious diseases and combinations thereof. The 
US commercial swine population harbors many major pathogens such as PRRS, Actinobacillus 
pleuropneumoniae (APP), Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae (M.hyo.), swine influenza (SIV), and 
porcine circoviruses (such as PCV2 with a newer PCV3 developing), along with dozens of other 
pathogens (Zimmerman et al., 2012). Not only are there viral and bacterial diseases impacting 
swine production, but there are also parasites including large roundworms and mange. 
Worldwide, the issue becomes much worse for genetics companies, as each area or country has 
its own unique disease pressures (https://www.pigprogress.net/Home/General/2012/6/Health-
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challenges-are-top-obstacles-to-Full-Value-Pigs-PP008833W/). Much of the literature on 
resistance, tolerance, or resilience currently targets single diseases such as PRRS (Lunney et al., 
2011) or PCV2 (Engle et al., 2014). These diseases are very important, but their impact is less 
significant when all diseases are put into perspective. One issue for the swine breeding industry 
is determining how to simultaneously select for resistance, tolerance, and resilience to all of 
these pathogens. Companies must consider the severity of a disease, along with the prevalence or 
incidence of each.  
The balance of the immune system needs to be considered as well, prior to implementing 
selection for a particular indicator trait for a disease, such as VL or antibody response. A major 
finding of Gross et al. (1980) after selection for antibody response to sheep red blood cells in 
chickens was that the selected line was relatively more susceptible to bacterial infections. Thus, 
there is a delicate balance among components of the immune system that must be considered 
prior to initiating selection against a single disease (Lamont, 1994). Many swine diseases also 
occur as co-infections in the commercial industry. Dunkelberger et al. (2017b) investigated the 
impact of controlled coinfection with PRRS and PCV2 in the PHGC trials (discussed below). 
Hess et al. (2016) reported that trial 6 from the PHGC PRRS infection trials resulted in 46% 
mortality because of secondary infections with bacterial pathogens. Interactions between 
different pathogens and their effects on the host are very difficult to study in a designed 
experiment because there is an almost infinite number of possible combinations of pathogens, 
dosages, strains, and ages that pigs can get infected.  
In a commercial environment, data on viral load (resistance) or antibody level can be 
noisy because pigs will have been infected at different times (Doeschl-Wilson et al., 2012). 
Dynamics of each pathogen will determine how often blood collection for viral load or antibody 
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level needs to be done. Ideally, one biological sample could be used to quantify something such 
as peak viral load to predict the total viral load over a period of time in order to save costs in 
sampling. Hess et al. (2016) extracted peak viral load from a Wood’s curve using many samples 
over time, however ideally peak viral load would be quantified with one blood sample several 
days after infection (for PRRS), assuming they were all infected at the same time. This would 
save costs compared to the many blood samples needed to quantify area under the curve or a 
Wood’s curve.  
Tolerance has been the least studied out of the three terms (Doeschl-Wilson et al., 2012). 
Tolerance as a trait has issues and limitations, the main problems were well addressed by 
Doeschl-Wilson et al. (2012). Previously, authors had mostly considered tolerance only at the 
group level (McIntyre and Amend, 1978; Mauricio et al., 1997). The main issue with measuring 
tolerance at the individual level is pathogen burden within animal needs to be measured to result 
in unbiased estimates of tolerance (Doeschl-Wilson et al., 2012). Pathogen burden would need to 
be collected at many time points after infection with a dynamic change over time in pathogen 
burden specific to each animal. Figure 2 from Doeschl-Wilson et al. (2012) describes only one 
‘arbitrary time point’. As with resistance, estimation of tolerance typically assumes that all 
individuals get infected with the same pathogen, the same challenge dose, and that measurements 
are taken at the same time. In commercial conditions, at least the latter two assumptions will be 
violated and, therefore, determining whether the difference in pathogen load is due to resistance 
from the host, dosage, or timing of the challenge is not possible (Doeschl-Wilson et al., 2012). 
Recently, Lough et al. (2017) struggled to find the evidence of tolerance at the genetic level 
using data from the PHGC PRRS trials, albeit with a relatively small experimental dataset, and 
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concluded that quantifying tolerance is more difficult that quantifying resistance. Due to these 
challenges, it is unlikely tolerance will ever enter a real-world selection index.  
Given the practical constraints for selection on resistance and/or tolerance, the 
commercial swine breeding industry will likely focus on resilience as a breeding goal. Deriving 
relative economic values for resistance to disease is difficult (Woolaston and Baker, 1996) and 
the same will hold for resilience. Knap (2005) chose to add growing pig survival directly to the 
profit equation, which simplifies things because mortality can be viewed as 100% lost 
productivity (discussed within van der Waaij et al., 2000). For mortality, it is relatively easy to 
determine the cost of the weaned/grower pig plus the amount of feed and veterinary care 
(vaccinations and treatments) accrued per pig that dies. The hard part is estimating the cost of 
lost productivity for pigs that are impacted by diseases and other stressors. Animals are not 
infected over the entire wean-to-finish period. Therefore, only a certain percentage of time pigs 
will be ‘under challenge’ (see Figure 1c from Doeschl-Wilson et al., 2012 for an example). 
Hermesch et al. (2014) also chose to add growing pig survival to the terminal index and found it 
was the most economically important trait (44.5% of the index).  
The Impact of Disease and Other Stressors on Feed Intake 
 Many stressors can impact feed intake in pigs (Colditz and Hine, 2016; Martínez-Miró et 
al., 2016). The most commonly thought about stressor that affects feed intake is pathogenic 
diseases. Although pathogenic disease is likely the stressor with the single biggest impact on 
feed intake, the total impact of all other stressors can add up. Each stressor will also have a 
different impact on feed intake and therefore on growth. Woolaston and Baker (1996) 
acknowledged this for the simpler case of only parasite resistance in sheep and stated: “The 
degree to which production is suppressed is not always obvious, and there are surprisingly few 
relevant data available for even one environment”. Holck et al. (1998), mentioned above, found a 
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30% loss of productivity for pigs in a commercial versus unstressed environment, an example of 
the type of research in swine that is needed to understand lost productivity from stressors. 
Estimating lost productivity due to each stressor would be impossible at the commercial level 
and very difficult in a research setting, especially for infectious disease trials. This is because a 
control group would be needed, and it would not be possible to control pathogens between pens, 
rooms, or sections of the barn with a traditional commercial barn. Two barns some distance apart 
would be required but this would confound a location effect with lost productivity due to the 
infection or other stressor, which makes it impossible to separate the effects of each stressor. One 
possible solution would be split litters evenly and send half of them from nucleus farms to 
commercial farms to determine the lost productivity between the two environments. Again, this 
is not ideal as stressors still are present in the nucleus environment, however it could quantify the 
impact of less carefully managed farms and disease. These commercial barns may stock pigs at 
higher densities, have more out of feed events, and large variations in disease prevalence.  
Impact of Infectious Disease on Feed Intake 
 A reduction in feed intake typically happens after infection with a pathogen, which can 
be referred to as anorexia or fasting (Kyriazakis and Doeschl-Wilson, 2009; Sartin et al., 2011). 
Prior to technology and computers, collecting individual feed intake data required animals to be 
housed individually, which creates GxE (individual versus group housing) and required an 
extensive amount of labor to weigh how much each animal ate each day. Typically, these 
individual feed intake records were collected on boar test stations with an interest to determine 
performance under more ideal circumstances and studying the effects of disease was not of 
particular interest (e.g. Drewry, 1980; Bryner et al., 1992). One of the first papers describing the 
use of electronic feeders for collecting individual feed intake on group-housed pigs was from 
Haer et al. (1992) on IVOG feeders (still in use today). Today, it is common to collect individual 
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feed intake in nucleus farms, yet it is still common to also utilize pen records on commercial 
farms and group the animals within each by sire due to the cost and recurring upkeep of 
individual electronic feeding systems. One of the systems today are Nedap feeders and they can 
run $8-10 thousand per feeder (personal communication, Iowa Pork Congress January 2018).  
Although it has been known for a long time that disease impacts production, in 2009 
Kyriazakis and Doeschl-Wilson (2009) stated, “Whilst the phenomenon is well established 
[anorexia from pathogens], its timing, magnitude, duration and recovery from exposure to 
pathogens are poorly understood”. There are three main sources of variation observed for 
anorexia. The pathogen, host nutrition, and host genotype all contribute to variation observed in 
anorexia (Kyriazakis and Doeschl-Wilson, 2009). Even these three factors are a dramatic 
simplification of a much more complex system of appetite control (simplified in Figure 1 from 
Sartin et al., 2011). Animal breeders are most interested in the host genotype component, 
although the other two factors, nutrition and the pathogen, are very important.  
 From a physiological standpoint, there is a lack of knowledge of the interaction of disease 
and feed intake in farm animals and, therefore, a portion of the literature cited in the following 
uses animal models such as rats (Sartin et al., 2011). Sartin et al., 2011 covered much of the 
physiological aspects of feed intake in animals, including under a disease challenge. One of the 
common stimuli to induce an immune reaction is lipopolysaccharide (LPS; see Leininger et al., 
2000; Daniel et al., 2003). Webel et al. (1997) found increases in the level of TNF-𝛼, IL-6, and 
cortisol in blood following an E. coli LPS injection in pigs, which were speculated to induce 
protein catabolism based on previous research (Memon et al., 1994). These cytokines and other 
molecules such as cortisol (usually thought of as a stress hormone) provide the biological 
understanding of the physiological changes that take place in an animal when suffering from an 
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illness. Neuropeptide Y (NPY) is a neurotransmitter that is reduced in animals after infection, 
along with an increase in proopiomelanocortin (POMC), an appetite inhibitory neurotransmitters 
(Sartin et al., 2011). Rats that were injected into the left ventricle with TNF-𝛼, IL-1, and IL-6 to 
mimic an infection, responded with fever, decreased feed intake, and body mass wasting 
(Grossberg et al., 2010). Jenkins et al. (2004) infected pigs with Salmonella typhimurium and 
observed significantly increased rectal temperatures and reduced feed intake.  
 Leptin is a hormone made by adipose cells that helps to regulate energy balance by 
inhibiting hunger. One hypothesis was that leptin levels increase during infection and that this is 
responsible for the reduction in feed intake (e.g. Greer et al., 2009) but this has not been 
supported by experimental results (Soliman et al., 2001; Daniel et al., 2003; Greer et al., 2009). 
Greer et al. (2009) infected sheep with Trichostrongylus colubriformis and found no associated 
increase in plasma leptin but did find that leptin levels were greater in corticosteroid-treated 
animals. Soliman et al. (2001) injected LPS and found it created a fever and increases the serum 
cortisol, insulin, and glucose, yet no change in serum leptin. This appears to be in contrast to 
what is expected from rodent and human research.  
 A melanocortin receptor (MCR) gene, MC4R, was found to contain a missense mutation 
that was found to be a large QTL in pigs (Kim et al., 2000). Pigs with the ‘favorable’ genotype 
were fatter, had higher feed intake, and grew faster (Kim et al., 2000). Agouti-related protein 
(AgRP) is a neuropeptide produced in the brain by the AgRP/NPY neuron gene. AgRP was 
given to block MC4R before LPS was injected and the AgRP treatment prevented feed intake 
from being depressed (Sartin et al., 2008). This demonstrated that MC4R is a critical component 
of the mechanism for appetite suppression due to LPS (Sartin et al., 2008). More research still 
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needs conducted to determine the role of MC4R in suppression of appetite under disease in farm 
animals (Sartin et al., 2011).  
 Animals under a disease challenge not only reduce feed intake, impacting growth, they 
also have an increased metabolic rate (Sartin et al., 2011). Maintaining energy homeostasis is a 
crucial physiological task for survival, which is sacrificed during an illness. Fever is very costly, 
yet necessary as a general immune defense mechanism to favor immune cell proliferation 
(Grossberg et al., 2010). While fever has been well understood evolutionarily, reasons for 
reductions in feed intake with disease have not been as clear. Force feeding mice their normal 
energy intake was found to reduce survival times and increase mortality (Murray and Murray, 
1979), therefore it is not simple to correct the issue. It has been well established that the 
hypothalamus plays a major role in the response to disease (Hetherington and Ranson, 1940; 
Brobeck et al., 1943). A review on cachexia related to hypothalamus function by Grossberg et al. 
(2010) indicated a need for continued research in this area to understand the physiological basis 
of anorexia fully.  
One thing to keep in mind is that the reduction in feed intake depends on the disease at 
hand. Shuster et al. (1991) did not observe a decrease in feed intake when two quarters of the 
udder in dairy cattle were injected with endotoxin, likely because a localized infection such as 
mastitis does not cause a systemic response to infection. There likely is a continuous distribution 
of impacts of disease on feed intake and growth, depending on the pathogen (strain), host 
genetics, and environmental effects such as seasonality and previous exposure. To date, it 
appears that the process of reducing feed intake during an infection remains a complex issue, 
although some indicators are available.  
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This is why estimating the relative economic value for resilience is very difficult. The 
actual production potential of that group of pigs will never be observed because the commercial 
sector contains many stressors. Research trials are required to determine the impact of the 
stressors with control groups. For instance, Greer et al. (2005) observed a 30% reduction in feed 
intake and 20% reduction in gross efficiency of metabolizable energy for net energy deposition 
in parasite infected sheep. This 30% reduction was compared to control animals that were not 
infected the particular parasite. These studies are integral in understanding the productivity lost 
and the economic value for resilience.  
Impact of Noninfectious Diseases and Other Stressors on Feed Intake 
 Many factors can cause changes in feed intake other than immunological (disease) stress. 
Stressors are multifactorial and can stem from social, environmental, metabolic, and human 
interactions (Martínez-Miró et al., 2016), which all have the ability to impact feed intake. It is 
important to recognize that many factors will influence the animals response to external stimuli 
such as age, host genetics, production management, and previous exposure to each stimulus 
(Martínez-Miró et al., 2016).  
Environmental stress is very common in both nucleus and commercial swine herds. The 
second most costly stressor in swine (behind disease) is heat stress (St-Pierre et al., 2003), with 
losses estimated at $299 million per year for swine alone (St-Pierre et al., 2003), although other 
estimates are upward of $900 million per year (Pollmann, 2010). Heat stress has been known to 
impact feed intake for a long time (Fuquay, 1981). Clear drops in feed intake are shown in 
Figure 2 of Rauw et al. (2017) from several periods of heat stress in pigs. GxE due to heat stress 
between nucleus and commercial environments is expected to be less than disease because heat 
stress is a common stressor in nucleus environments as well. Smithfield has one nucleus in Texas 
with a large percentage (74%) of days with a THI greater than 70 (Fragomeni et al., 2016). 
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Therefore, GxE from heat stress will be caused by differences between climate environments, 
rather than differences between nucleus and commercial environments. Opportunities exist to re-
rank nucleus animals based on an environmental gradient of THI from weather station data 
(Fragomeni et al., 2016). Although heat stress has been studied for a very long time, it continues 
to be the focus of current research projects (Seibert et al., 2018).  
 Social stress, such as stress caused by mixing or regrouping pigs, is a result of the 
dominance hierarchy within groups that must be established (or re-established) when mixing 
occurs (Coutellier et al., 2007). Although a stress response from mixing is evident, a significant 
impact on overall growth is typically not observed (Coutellier et al., 2007), likely because the 
dominance hierarchy is usually established fairly quickly after mixing animals (other examples 
in Merlot et al., 2011). Once established, animals can get back to being productive. In animal 
breeding, this competition is knows as social, indirect, or competitive genetic effect models 
(Muir, 2005; Bijma et al., 2007; Wade et al., 2010).  
 Another stressor is metabolic stress from incidences such as out-of-feed events, which are 
all too common in swine. Brumm et al. (2005) identified three causes of out-of-feed events; 
human errors in ordering feed, feed bridging, and equipment malfunctions. Feed bridging is 
when feed does not flow properly to the feed lines from the bin, which is typically associated 
with smaller particle sizes and high fat content of the diet. One impact of out-of-feed events is an 
increase in activity from feeding motivation (Brumm et al., 2005), which, anecdotally, leads to 
large increases in fighting and aggressive behaviors (Brumm et al., 2005). This provides a link 
between metabolic stress (out-of-feed events) and social interactions among pigs, creating an 
interaction between the two. Feed deprivation for more than 45 hours was shown to produce 
behavioral changes, although the physiology of the animals reacted to bring the animal back to 
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homeostasis (Toscano et al., 2007). Feed deprivation and social interactions are not only 
observed in growing pigs but also in sows, especially with group housing of sows. Brouns and 
Edwards (1994) found that when groups of sows were fed low density, ad libitum diets, low-
ranking sows gained the same amount of weight as high-ranking sows. This indicates that 
although social interactions and out-of-feed events exist, they can be managed and improved.  
 Although not extensively studied, poor air quality can be a factor that leads to changes in 
productivity and possibly causing reductions in feed intake or causing other issues such as 
disease that lead to further reductions in feed intake and productivity. Environmental stress can 
stem from dust, gases such as ammonia, sound, humidity (THI with temperature), and light 
(Martínez-Miró et al., 2016). The impact of these stressors has not been studied extensively in 
swine. Impacts from lighting have been studied extensively in poultry (Manser, 1996) but not 
much in other livestock species. Although dust has not been a focus in swine research, applying 
canola oil in swine barns to reduce dust has shown positive impacts on human health (Donham et 
al., 1984; Bongers et al., 1987; Zejda et al., 1993; Senthilselvan et al., 1997). Pedersen et al. 
(2000) acknowledged that the impact of dust on swine productivity is not extremely well 
documented do to the difficulties associated with its quantification. Farmers and researchers have 
largely ignored improvements in air quality and reductions of dust’s impact as a management 
strategy to improve productivity. Ventilation is the main management strategy to control dust in 
swine barns. Many ventilation systems are very complex and not very user friendly. A few 
researchers have attempted to look into the impacts of dust on swine productivity (Donham, 
1990; Donham, 1991). As expected from the human literature, the concentrations of several air 
contaminants such as dust, ammonia, and microbes were correlated with swine health, in 
particular from pneumonia and pleuritis (Donham, 1991). Kovacs et al. (1967) discovered that 
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87% of the cases of pneumonia in pigs at slaughter were in sheds with a high level of dust. The 
actual mechanism behind decreased productivity, aside from introducing and spreading 
pathogens, has not quite been resolved (Pedersen et al., 2000), but one likely hypothesis is that 
the dust is constantly eliciting an immune response. The animal then has to devote resources 
toward an immune response and less toward productivity. Pedersen et al. (2000) indicated that 
dust could also cause a reduction in feed intake.  
 The impact of human interactions is typically limited in commercial swine farms, as most 
pigs are not handled or moved often after weaning, except during transportation to finishing or 
the abattoir. However, in research settings, stress responses can be elicited by handling and by 
collection of tissues and/or blood. Commonly nose-snares are used on older pigs, while younger 
pigs are typically flipped upside down to collect blood (Martínez-Miró et al., 2016). These are 
other stressors not well studied in pigs or in other livestock species. Merlot et al. (2011) 
completed a thorough testing of common stressors from human interactions with pigs, including 
noise, electric shocks, ear tagging, tattooing, snaring, blood sampling, and pen relocations. 
Snaring, relocation, and bleeding from the neck produced longer stress responses than other 
stressors (Merlot et al., 2011). Many of these stressors are, however, quite temporary. For 
example, levels of cortisol returned to close to baseline levels 90-120 minutes after snaring 
(Merlot et al., 2011). Transportation stress is another type of stress caused by the interaction of 
pigs with humans. Dalin et al. (1993) studied the effect of transport stress on catecholamines, 
cortisol, and corticosteroid-binding globulin in pigs: total white blood cells increased, 
lymphocytes decreased, and neutrophils increased significantly, along with cortisol levels (Dalin 
et al., 1993). Cortisol, however, returned to baseline levels after four hours (Dalin et al., 1993).  
Stressors can act as separate additive effects but interactions between stressors can exist as well, 
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although evidence for this is not always strong (investigated by McGlone et al., 1987; Hyun et 
al., 1998). Hyun et al. (1998) investigated interactions of heat stress, stocking density, and social 
group stress (i.e. mixing/regrouping) in growing pigs and found these stressors to act additively 
on performance. Other studies have found interactions between heat stress and social stress, 
indicating mixing during heat stress is detrimental for performance, but not under thermoneutral 
conditions (McGlone et al., 1987). Recently, Seelenbinder et al. (2018) tested the effects of heat 
stress in combination with a PRRS infection on production and found these two stressors to act 
additively. Although interactions between stressors are not found to be significant in some 
studies, it does not mean they do not exist, as statistical power of these studies to detect 
interactions is often lacking because they are often deeply phenotyped with assays, which 
typically comes at the cost of sample size. For instance, Seelenbinder et al. (2018) conducted a 
2x2 factorial experiment with heat stress and PRRS infection with six animals per treatment 
combination (n=24 total). These sample sizes are hardly large enough to capture main effects. 
Thus, prior to investigating interactions, statistical power needs to be assessed.  
Selection Strategies to Deal with Genotype-by-Environment Interactions 
Challenge Studies 
 The first way to deal with GxE interactions from disease would be to set up a ‘challenge 
facility’ to progeny- or sib-test individuals in an environment with disease or inject them with 
pathogens. The idea behind challenge facilities is to challenge all animals equally with a 
particular disease, typically the most economically impactful disease. One example of a specific 
pathogen challenge for research purposes is the PRRS host genetics consortium (PHGC) trials 
performed at Kansas State University (Lunney et al., 2011). These challenge studies were 
performed in nursery pigs after weaning in groups of approximately 200 pigs. Many results from 
these trials have already been cited above (Boddicker et al., 2012; Boddicker et al., 2014; Hess et 
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al., 2016; Dunkelberger et al., 2017b). These pigs were challenged with one of two strains of 
PRRS, as well as in a coinfection with PCV2. When the disease challenge is standardized in a 
controlled environment, resistance, tolerance, and resilience can be studied effectively without 
the noise of differences in infection time and other factors.  
One example of the use of a challenge facility in a breeding program is by Hy-Line 
International, which has challenging chickens from their lines with Marek’s disease for many 
years (at least since 2002, see Fulton et al., 2013). At seven days of age, chicks are challenged 
with a strain of Marek’s disease, after being vaccinated at hatch with a commercial vaccine. 
Results after 11 generations of selection against mortality during challenge show significant 
negative trends in mortality for eight of nine lines (Fulton et al., 2013). Regression coefficients 
of mortality percentage on generation ranged from -0.1 to -14.6%, with a mean of -3.2% and a 
median of -1.5% per generation. Due to selection and vaccinations, the impact of Marek’s 
disease has decreased dramatically as a major economic burden to the layer industry. This 
however, covers just one of the major pathogens in the layer industry. Because these disease 
challenges happen in an industry population, it is unknown whether these birds are more 
susceptible to other diseases as a result. This should be investigated by any company selecting 
specifically for one major disease.  
Testing Crossbreds in a Commercial Environment 
 The second strategy for dealing with GxE in commercial swine breeding programs is to 
establish ‘commercial test herds’ (CTH). In the past, these systems may not have been 
implemented because of the cost and logistical difficultly of collecting commercial data (Bishop 
and Woolliams, 2014). These CTH farms are typically used to test the final terminal cross, 
typically an F1 (Landrace x Large White) female crossed to a Duroc male, although many lines 
today are actually composites. Many breeding programs at this time are focusing on commercial 
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wean-to-finish mortality, since that is the most important economic trait in the terminal index 
(Hermesch et al., 2014), although growth in these commercial environments is also of interest 
(Dufrasne et al., 2014). Although mortality should be considered high on the maternal index, as 
the commercial dam contributes 50% of the genetics of the final cross, it does not appear to be 
included in dam indexes at this time (see Amer et al., 2014). This is likely due to the generation 
lag between the nucleus animals in the maternal lines and the commercial dams in CTH herds to 
collect this data. Breeding programs will have to find alternative ways, such as indicator traits, to 
select maternal lines for resilience or find a way to test them in commercial environments. Knap 
(2005) introduced mortality directly into the selection index. In the past, commercial offspring 
had to be pedigreed for their data to be included in genetic evaluation of nucleus animals. With 
high-density SNP genotyping, boars, sows, and nucleus or commercial offspring can be 
genotyped to create a genomic relationship matrix (G) (Hayes and Goddard, 2008; VanRaden, 
2008), which can be combined with the numerator relationship matrix (A) to incorporate 
genotyped and non-genotyped animals to create a blended matrix (H; Legarra et al., 2009; 
Christensen and Lund, 2010).  
Studies exist using CTH data in swine, but because academia does not have the money or 
resources to undertake this scale of production, they are relatively limited compared to other 
traits such as litter size that is regularly available data on any farm in the world. Many companies 
now have commercial data, compared to the past, yet it tends not to get shared as much as data 
such as litter size as this has provided a competitive advantage over competition. Large family 
sizes are needed for traits with such low heritability. Dufrasne et al. (2014) analyzed mortality 
and hot carcass weight data from the Smithfield Premium Genetics’ (SPG) CTH system using a 
sire model. Mortality was split into preweaning, farrowing, nursery, and finishing ‘culling’. The 
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latter culling phenotype appeared to include those culled prior to slaughter with defects and 
mortality, with those being culled early being able to be sold in alternative markets, therefore 
regaining some revenue value. Analysis was performed separately for each mortality trait and 
also combined (Dufrasne et al., 2014). They found that mortality traits are not highly correlated 
and may be best analyzed as separate traits in a selection index. Currently in the US swine 
industry, PIC (Hendersonville, TN, USA) and Smithfield Premium Genetics (SPG, Rose Hill, 
NC, USA) have been performing CTH selection for the longest amount of time, PIC at least back 
to 2005 (Knap, 2005). After starting proprietary genetic lines, The Maschoffs (Carlyle, IL, USA) 
started their CTH system in 2013 by purchasing three large commercial farms in Indiana, USA. 
Many other major commercial swine genetics companies have or have more recently began 
collecting CTH data, including, but not limited to, Hypor Genetics (Boxmeer, Netherlands), 
Topigs Norsvin (Helvoirt, The Netherlands), DNA Genetics (Columbus, NE, USA), Choice 
Genetics (Des Moines, IA, USA), and Genesus (Winnipeg, MB, Canada). Results from some of 
these companies has not yet been published and several companies are still trying to figure out 
how to integrate this data into the selection program, along with what data to collect.  
Besides the Marek’s disease challenge protocol listed above, Hy-Line international has 
also been using a commercial testing scheme, equivalent to the CTH system in swine 
(http://www.hyline-france.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/Hyline-Innovations-
n%C2%B05.pdf). This field testing was implemented in the 1940’s and has continued since to 
collect data in broad range of environments. Both the Marek’s challenge and the field trials are 
designed minimize the GxE interaction. Hendrix Genetics has implemented a similar CTH 
system in their layer breeding program. Amuzu-Aweh et al. (2015) reported on data from 
210,000 commercial crossbred layers from Hendrix’s commercial testing system. Data is 
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collected from lower commercial tiers on crossbreds and fed back into the nucleus animals for 
selection decisions. Collecting field data is costly and logistically difficult, but a necessity in 
today’s animal breeding environment.  
Porcine Reproductive and Respiratory Syndrome Virus (PRRSV) 
Background and Epidemiology of the Virus 
Porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome (PRRS) virus has been estimated to cost 
the swine industry $664 million US annually (Holtkamp et al., 2013), up from the previous 
estimate of $560 million US (Neumann et al., 2005). Much of the attention so far in animal 
breeding has been placed on growing pigs, yet 45% of the $664 M has been attributed to 
breeding herds (Holtkamp et al., 2013). The previous estimate of losses in sow herds was much 
lower at 15% (Neumann et al., 2005). To study host genetics in growing pigs and find ways to 
reduce the economic impact, the PRRS host genetics consortium began in 2008 (Lunney et al., 
2011).  
The PRRS virus was a very mysterious disease that struck the US in 1987 and shortly 
after in Europe (Christianson and Joo, 1994). It was actually first described as ‘mystery swine 
disease’ (MSD) due to its unknown nature and was better known to producers as blue-eared pig 
disease due to this clinical symptom. In Europe, it became known initially as the ‘Lelystad virus’ 
(Wensvoort et al., 1991). The disease was known to impact reproduction in terms of infertility, 
abortion, and mortality in piglets, both in utero and after birth. It also heavily impacts the 
respiratory track in growing pigs. For several years, the cause of the disease was unknown, until 
Wensvoort et al. (1991) described the cause and effect relationship between the Lelystad virus 
and this new mystery swine disease. Surprisingly, the strains present in the US and in Europe 
were quite diverged (Nelsen et al., 1999); only 55-70% nucleotide identity was established 
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between the strains, indicating they had evolved separately from a common ancestor (Lunney et 
al., 2016).  
The PRRS virus is in the Arteriviridae family and is an enveloped, positive-stranded 
RNA virus. Inside, the viral genome is packed by nucleocapsid (N) proteins and the surface 
contains glycoproteins (GP) and other membrane proteins. This virus contains 11 known open 
reading frames (ORF), two of which are large, called ORF1a and ORF1b (Lunney et al., 2016). 
There are three stages of the PRRS infection i) acute infection, ii) persistence, and iii) extinction 
(Lunney et al., 2016). Antibodies can be present by seven days post infection (dpi) but 
neutralizing antibodies do not seem to appear until much later, around four weeks after infection 
(Lopez and Osorio, 2004). Early antibodies do not appear to play a role in host immunity to 
PRRS, as neutralizing antibodies are required for host immunity, although previous research 
contradicted this conclusion (Lopez and Osorio, 2004). Neutralizing antibodies target guanylate 
protein 5 (GP5) on the surface of the PRRS virus. The persistence phase typically lasts 18 weeks 
(126 dpi), although it has been established that PRRSV can last at least 251 dpi in the host (Wills 
et al., 2003).  
Gene Editing of Pigs for PRRS Host Resistance 
The PRRS virus mainly affects porcine alveolar macrophages (Lunney et al., 2016), 
although some evidence suggests that dendritic cells support PRRSV replication (Loving et al., 
2007). For quite some time, CD169 (SIGLEC1 or Sialoadhesin) was thought to be the key 
receptor on host cells that allowed replication of the PRRS virus (Zhang and Yoo, 2015). Much 
research was completed on CD169 until it was definitively rebutted that CD169 was required for 
replication in a gene knockout pig (Prather et al., 2013). Knockout CD169-/- pigs had the same 
viremia pattern as CD169-/+ and CD169+/+ pigs following PRRSV infection (Prather et al., 2013). 
Subsequently, attention turned to CD163 as the main receptor for PRRS virus replication. This 
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receptor is a macrophage-specific protein in the scavenger receptor cysteine-rich (SRCR) 
superfamily (Welch and Calvert, 2010). Dr. Prather’s group at the University of Missouri then 
went to work on making a CD163 knockout to test them for PRRS resistance. After creating the 
initial set of pigs with insertions and deletions in this gene, a male and female founder with 
mutations in exon 7 of CD163 were mated to produce a litter (Whitworth et al., 2016). After 
weaning, three CD163-/- piglets (knockouts) were sent to Kansas State University, along with 
eight wild-type piglets for a PRRS challenge. All three CD163-/- piglets exhibited no response in 
terms of PRRS specific viremia or antibodies (Whitworth et al., 2016). Current research is being 
completed on the impact of the previously fairly unknown roll of CD163. If knockout pigs are 
less fit or have other issues such as poor fertility, this will impact their usefulness in a breeding 
program. Although it is a concern, no known reports exist to show the mutation caused 
deleterious effects. One solution is to modify the gene edit so as to not completely knockout the 
function of CD163, while still conferring resistance to PRRS virus replication. Burkard et al. 
(2017) stated they had successfully made a partial knockout by preserving functions of all other 
domains except domain number 5 (or the “pearl”) code by exon 7 within the CD163 gene. This 
gives an advantage of gene editing over finding a naturally occurring CD163 knockout (if it 
exists) in a breeding population, which would be the other way to obtain a resistant population. 
The advantage comes from being able to precisely edit the gene to preserve other functions. 
There does not appear to be any literature about how to screen a population for a naturally 
occurring knockout of CD163 cost effectively. Genus PIC (Pig Improvement Company) 
currently holds the exclusive license on this gene edited knockout, at least in the United States.  
Host Resistance to PRRS using Traditional Breeding 
Although gene editing clearly is viable and useful in a breeding program, the question is 
whether the public will accept the technology as a normal part of traditional animal breeding (i.e. 
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non-GMO). In the meantime, selection based on natural variation for resistance/resilience will be 
the focus. PRRS is a prime candidate for genetic selection to improve resistance of the host. One 
factor that can influence whether or not a company should implement selection against a disease 
is the ability to create a vaccine against the pathogen, which would subsequently eliminate the 
need for genetic selection altogether, aside from the obvious cost of the vaccine. One example of 
a vaccine that essentially eliminated the need for genetic selection on host response to a disease 
was based on research completed at the University of Nebraska – Lincoln (UNL) on porcine 
circovirus type 2 (PCV2). PCV2 is a single-stranded DNA virus (Madson and Opriessnig, 2011). 
Fort et al. (2008) showed that PCV2 vaccines elicited PCV2-specific neutralizing antibodies and, 
therefore, the commercial swine breeding industry has been much less interested in host 
resistance to PCV2 as a viable commercial mitigation strategy. Vaccines for PRRS, in contrast, 
have seen limited effectiveness for a very long time, in large part due to the very high mutation 
rate (diversity of PRRS) and the immune evasion strategies of the PRRS virus (Kimman et al., 
2009). The main reason for the high mutation rate is the fact that PRRS is a single-stranded RNA 
virus, which lack the proofreading capabilities during replication of DNA viruses, which makes 
them very error prone, estimated at one mutation per replication (Brar et al., 2015). This makes 
the virus extremely elusive to known control strategies. New mutations at antibody-binding sites 
create a selective advantage to mutant virus as they propagate, also known as antigenic drift 
(Kimman et al., 2009). Selective pressure on pathogens to evolve with increasing selection for 
host resistance was a major concern of Dr. Stephen Bishop as breeding programs start or 
continue to select for host resistance in livestock species (Bishop and Stear, 2003).  
The PRRS host genetics consortium (PHGC) trails were designed in the mid 2000’s 
(Lunney et al., 2011). Groups of 200 pigs at weaning were sent to Kansas State University to 
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perform the experimental challenge studies. Pigs had blood and weights taken periodically for 42 
days post infection. One of the main objectives was of course to scan for QTL that control the 
host genetics resistance to PRRS. Using the 60k SNP panel and the first three groups of pigs 
(n=570), Boddicker et al. (2012) reported a substantial QTL on chromosome 4 that explained 
15.7% of the genetic variance for viral load and 11.2% for weight gain to 42 days (tag SNP 
WUR10000125 also referred as ‘WUR’ for short). After reconstructing the region of the genome 
that was near the QTL, Koltes et al. (2015) reported a putative causative mutation next to an 
intron in guanylate binding protein 5 (GBP5) that caused the intron not to be removed during 
normal RNA processing. This mutation effectively produced a knockout by producing an early 
stop codon. Subsequent work on data from the PHGC trials was completed pertaining to 
accuracy of genomic prediction, other significant QTL, the effect of alternative strains, 
bioinformatic analyses, and coinfection trials. Some of the analyses for this project are still under 
way.  
One of the first questions that one might ask after a challenge study with an RNA virus 
that mutates rapidly, is whether or not results from infections with one strain are predictive of 
results from infection with other strains. Hess et al. (2016) reported the combined results of trials 
from two strains, NVSL and KS06, and validated the WUR SNP on both isolates, although the 
effect of WUR was not statistically significant for weight gain with the less virulent KS06 strain, 
although it was numerically higher for the favorable allele. This indicates that predictions from 
WUR across isolates are likely stable. Alternative phenotypes, including VL (calculated 
differently), time to peak viremia (TP), peak viremia (PV), maximal decay rate (Vmax), and time 
to maximal decay (Tmax) were extracted from Wood’s curves fitted to viremia over time (Hess et 
al., 2016). These phenotypes may be useful to further define resistance more precisely but suffer 
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from the fact that many blood samples will need to be taken to estimate the curves and calculate 
these phenotypes; it would be nice if simply the peak viremia from one sample could be utilized 
as an indicator trait for VL. The problem is not knowing when the peak viremia occurs at the 
group or individual level. The estimate of peak viremia based on fitted Wood’s curves was 
highly genetically correlated to overall VL, 0.85 and 0.91 for infections with the NVSL and 
KS06 strains, respectively (Hess et al., 2016). This would save money and costs associated with 
blood sampling and logistics of collection.  
 Boddicker et al. (2014) tested the accuracy of genomic prediction of resistance to PRRS 
and showed that the WUR genotype had more predictive ability than rest of the genome, 
effectively validating that there was a large QTL in that region on chromosome 4. The rest of the 
genome only had an accuracy of 0.09 (Boddicker et al., 2014). The PHGC trials were setup with 
different genetics companies providing pigs each trial. Thus, when validating across populations, 
it is expected that the predictive ability will be poor (Kizilkaya et al., 2010). Brard and Ricard 
(2015) reviewed some deterministic equations for the accuracy of genomic prediction 
(Daetwyler et al., 2008; Goddard, 2009; Goddard et al., 2011; Meuwissen et al., 2013) and 
determined they performed poorly and that no simple rules exist for calculating the expected 
accuracy of selection. Lee et al. (2017) updated these equations and accounted for differing 
degrees of genetic relatedness between training and validation populations, showing they 
perform better than previous deterministic equations.  
 Boddicker et al. (2014) also investigated other genomic regions impacting host 
resistance/resilience to PRRS, finding some regions on chromosome 5, 7, and X, but overall 
concluding that marker-assisted selection for these would contribute little to host resistance. 
Later, it was shown that using the whole genome for prediction was quite comparable to using 
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only the WUR region for genomic prediction and that the rest of genome (outside WUR) 
provided little prediction accuracy (Waide et al., 2018), validating early results. Waide et al., 
(2018) also showed that it was possible to predict across PRRSV strains. Results from these two 
studies indicate that prediction across populations and strains is made possible by the major QTL 
(Boddicker et al., 2014; Waide et al., 2018).  
One complication for animals with PRRS is that the PRRS virus attacks part of the 
immune system, thereby increasing the severity of secondary infections. Macrophages, the main 
cells susceptible to PRRS, are important for an innate response to many infections. In the 
commercial industry, it is common for the PRRS virus to appear with other pathogens such as 
Streptococcus suis and swine influenza virus (SIV). Mortality reached 46% in one PHGC trial, 
for which secondary pathogens were identified, such as Escherichia coli, Streptococcus suis, 
Staphylococcus aureus, and Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae (Boddicker et al., 2014). Other 
anecdotal reports from the commercial industry suggest that mortality can reach around 50% 
when PRRS is introduced with Streptococcus suis (personal communication from Dr. Benny 
Mote, University of Nebraska - Lincoln). Therefore, coinfection trials with PRRS and another 
disease were also of interest to the PHGC. For a model of coinfection, pigs in several PHGC 
trials were co-infected with PRRS and PCV2. Although there is an effective PCV2 vaccine, 
PCV2 is a stable virus and, therefore, can be used as a model of co-infection. Dunkelberger et al. 
(2017) reported results from two trials of a PRRS/PCV2 co-infection at Kansas State University. 
The effect of WUR was validated for viral load (VL) and partially for average daily gain (ADG; 
Dunkelberger et al., 2017). It was also shown that the favorable WUR genotype resulted 
significantly lower vaccination VL and in a numerically greater effect following primary 
exposure compared to pre-vaccinated animals (Dunkelberger et al., 2017). Abella et al., 2016 
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determined that the WUR genotype had significant associations with ADG after pigs were 
challenged with an attenuated European PRRS virus strain. These results provide evidence that 
response to vaccination may be able to be used as an indicator trait in genetic improvement for 
host response to PRRS (Dekkers et al., 2017).  
One lingering question is why the favorable allele at the WUR SNP has a rather low 
frequency across populations. An average allele frequency of 0.14 for the favorable ‘G’ (the 
other is A) allele was reported by Boddicker et al., 2014, ranging from 0.02 to 0.42 in different 
sire and dam lines/crosses. Another study reported an average frequency of 0.18, ranging from 
0.07 to 0.25 depending on the population (Abella et al., 2016). One hypothesis was that the 
WUR genotype could be negatively associated with performance under healthy conditions such 
as in the nucleus. It could be that this QTL was negatively associated with a trait in the breeding 
objective or was in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with another QTL that was negatively impacting 
production measures. Dunkelberger et al. (2017a), however, reported no relationship of the WUR 
genotype with the overall selection index in Topigs Norsvin lines, although in one sire line, AG 
and GG pigs had significantly lower ADG than AA pigs. This was confirmed by another study 
that found lower ADG for the G allele under non-PRRS conditions in both Duroc and maternal 
Large White x Landrace lines (Abella et al., 2016). In the maternal cross, this difference was not 
only statistically significant but also highly significant in a practical sense, as in one trial, AA 
pigs grew 0.842 kg/day, while AG grew 0.734 kg/day (p < 0.05) (Abella et al., 2016). This over 
the span of 100 days (80 to 180 days of age) amounted to 10.83 kgs (or 23.83 lbs). This 
difference was similar for the other maternal cross in that study(0.837 vs 0.754 kg/day; Abella et 
al., 2016). In the Duroc population, this difference was small, but still statistically significant for 
one trial and numerically higher for all three trials (Abella et al., 2016). Growth difference results 
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may explain why the favorable allele at the WUR SNP has been observed to be at low 
frequencies across all investigated populations (at least the minor allele). Terminal lines have 
growth as one of the main index traits (17.4% in Hermesch et al., 2014), but also in the maternal 
lines (22% in Amer et al., 2014). This creates a predicament for genetics companies when 
implementing selection on the WUR SNP, and each company will have to compare the economic 
benefit on growth in healthy environments versus growth under PRRS challenge.  
Maternal Resilience 
Litter Size in Pigs 
 Litter size has been the economically most important trait for maternal lines in pigs for 
many years (Amer et al., 2014). Su et al. (2007) indicated that Danish breeders have been 
selecting for total born since 1992. Surprisingly, many researchers long ago did not believe 
selection for litter size would be successful due to the low heritability of this trait (Haley et al., 
1988). The ‘old school’ thought was that traits needed to have at least moderate heritability for 
selection to work effectively. Dr. Johnson at the University of Nebraska – Lincoln (UNL) 
devoted much of his career to the study of litter size in pigs and is most recognized around the 
world for his work in this area. When Dr. Johnson started, best linear unbiased prediction 
(BLUP) was just being implemented and it was not mainstream yet. Computing resources were 
quite limited as well, and flexible and optimized programs such as ASReml, DMU, or BLUPF90 
did not exist at that time. Often animal breeders forget that, with BLUP, heritability does not 
directly enter the breeder’s equation. Instead, it is accuracy of selection that is in the numerator 
of the breeder’s equation. Accuracy of selection is affected by heritability of the trait but also the 
number of records available on the animal itself and its relatives, as well as the statistical model 
applied for genetic evaluation. When heritability is not zero, the question becomes how much 
data is needed to achieve an acceptable accuracy of selection. The issue for litter size is not only 
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that it has a low heritability but also that the number of phenotypes that can be collected each 
generation (or year) is limited due to the older age of animals when they receive a phenotype. 
Meuwissen and Goddard (1996) correctly separated traits for MAS that were recorded prior to 
selection (e.g. growth) and those recorded after selection (e.g. litter size). This that has been 
lacking in more recent literature studying accuracy gains from genomics (e.g. Christensen et al., 
2012), although the results from this study may still be useful for pre-selection animals to enter 
the feed intake stations. Even a large breeding program may only have one to three thousand 
sows for each line. With an assumed 50% culling rate with 2000 sows, only 1000 phenotypes can 
be collected every generation. These 2000 sows would produce approximately 20,000 offspring 
per generation (assuming 10 pigs per litter surviving to maturity), of which only ~1000 (~5%) 
would receive phenotypes for litter size. In contrast, 100% of the phenotypes for a trait such as 
average daily gain could be collected. This shows that selection for litter size is more difficult 
than many other swine traits. In spite of these challenges, huge gains in litter size have been 
shown over many years due to powerful statistics and large portions of indexes devoted to 
selection for litter size (Nielsen et al., 2013).  
Haley et al. (1988) published a popular review on litter size research up to 1988. The 
conclusion was that litter size was lowly heritable (~0.10), lowly repeatable (~0.15), and the 
genetic correlation between parities was very high, although likely not one. Johnson et al. (1984) 
determined that selection on an index of ovulation rate (OR) and embryonic survival (ES) would 
be far superior (2.5 times) than selection on litter size itself, which was a dramatic 
overestimation. This claim was addressed in a later paper by Johnson et al. (1999), despite the 
obvious lack of phenotypic trends from response, especially in number weaned (NW), the 
genetic trends showed that the selection was effective over time in increasing litter size at birth. 
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It is assumed that the initial index of ovulation rate and embryonic survival proposed by Johnson 
et al. (1984) was not effective after several generations and the selection index was therefore 
switched to selection on initial litter size (fully formed pigs; Johnson et al., 1999). At the end of 
the long selection experiment, Hsu and Johnson (2014) acknowledged that, “Selection on an 
index of OR and ES at 50 d of gestation was not an effective strategy to increase litter size at 
birth”. Authors indicated it could have been related to the lack of uterine capacity after selection 
for ovulation rate and embryonic survival, ultimately limiting the ability to increase total litter 
size. There is an obvious jump in litter size at generation 12 after direct selection for fully formed 
piglets (Johnson et al., 1999). Shockingly, little research has been devoted to understanding why 
the initial selection index projection was so far from what was observed after several generations 
of selection. This may provide some reason for caution prior to implementing indicator traits 
given biological constraints such as uterine capacity in this example.  
 Johnson et al. (1999) also recognized three important things i) that higher litter sizes at 
birth was associated with higher prenatal mortality in terms of stillborns and mummified pigs, 
phenotypically and genetically, ii) that higher numbers of fully formed piglets tended to be 
associated with lower average birth weight in piglets, perhaps leading to higher preweaning 
mortality, and iii) that ovulation rate was not genetically correlated with number born alive and 
had a negative genetic correlation with NW. Higher total number born (fully formed piglets) is in 
fact genetically correlated with the number of stillborn piglets, shown in more recently literature 
as well (Su et al., 2007; Nielsen et al., 2013; Putz et al., 2015). There is a large misconception in 
the literature on the use of indirect selection on birth weight to achieve lower preweaning 
mortality. The major flaw with selection on birth weight is that many articles have been 
published on the phenotypic relationship between birth weight and preweaning mortality and 
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interpret the result as a genetic relationship, suggesting the index include birth weight (Knol et 
al., 2002). The genetic relationship between birth weight and preweaning mortality is in fact 
negative, although it is quite low, indicating selection on birth weight would not be very 
successful at reducing preweaning mortality (Knol et al., 2002; Putz et al., 2015). The reason 
selection for birth weight may not be effective comes from the simple fact that relatively smaller 
piglets have to compete with relatively larger litter mates, regardless of the litter average (Haley 
et al., 1988). Finally, one large mistake made in economic weight literature is assuming that 
traits such as total number born and number born alive have an economic weight (e.g. Amer et 
al., 2014). In fact, many of these component traits are indicator traits for the trait with economic 
value which is the NW or a similar trait. Selection for increasing litter size at birth over 14 
generations showed negative trends for NW (Johnson et al., 1999). Due to these results, an 
alternative trait, litter size at day 5 (LS5) has been suggested to replace total born or number born 
alive in the selection index (Su et al., 2007; Nielsen et al., 2013; Putz et al., 2015).  
Host Resistance to PRRS in Sows 
Of the estimated annual cost of PRRS in the US of $664 million, 45% was attributed to 
breeding farms (Holtkamp et al., 2013). Surprisingly, very little animal breeding research has 
been done on host resistance, tolerance, or resilience to PRRS in sows. This is likely due to the 
cost and logistical constraints of such studies compared to growing pig trials. One thought is that 
selecting for resistance, tolerance, or resilience to PRRS in nursery or finishing pigs from 
maternal lines will result in sows that are more resistant, tolerant, or resilient to PRRS, under the 
assumption that many of the QTL that control resilience during the wean-to-finish phase also 
control maternal resilience. Serão et al. (2014) investigated this hypothesis by testing the effect 
of WUR, previously identified as a QTL in growing pigs (Boddicker et al., 2012), on maternal 
performance during a PRRSV outbreak. Results for the WUR SNP on maternal resilience were 
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not conclusive; the favorable WUR allele was shown to have numerically higher born alive and 
lower stillborns under challenge, but these effects were not statistically significant. It is expected 
that QTL will be similar, with positive genetic correlations, however the extent of the 
relationship is unknown at this time.  
An exciting discovery came from Serão et al. (2014), when he found that antibody levels 
taken from blood after a natural outbreak of PRRS in a pedigreed multiplier farm was genetically 
correlated (~0.70 in absolute value) with reproductive performance during the PRRS challenge. 
The heritability estimate for antibody levels (S/P ratio) to the N protein 46 days after the initial 
outbreak was 0.45 ± 0.13 (Serão et al., 2014). This indicates that antibody level following the 
outbreak could be utilized as an indicator trait for resilience in sows, given that it has a much 
higher heritability than litter size traits, and is genetic correlated to litter size traits. Serão et al., 
(2014) also found two large QTL on chromosome 7 that explained ~40% of the additive genetic 
variance for S/P ratio, but one of these was in the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) 
region of the genome, which is typically thought of as ‘off-limits’ for selection. The thought is 
that the MHC controls antigen presentation for many diseases, so selection for one allele in this 
region will cause linkage drag (or a ‘selective sweep’) in this region of the genome and may have 
very negative consequences because the MHC should be highly polymorphic for overall fitness 
(Hedrick, 1998). Balancing selection appears to have acted on the MHC region in the past, with 
excess heterozygosity commonly observed in this region (Hedrick, 1998). This fact is also why 
some authors have suggested using optimal contribution selection (OCS) to focus attention on 
certain regions such as the MHC, effectively weighting it more than other regions across the 
genome due to its importance (Gómez-Romano et al., 2016). This higher weight would actually 
cause fewer animals in the selected group to contain the same alleles. Direct selection for 
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specific marker alleles in the MHC region (i.e. MAS) is therefore generally not recommended for 
a breeding program.  
 Serão et al. (2016) reported  subsequent study on antibody levels to PRRS in a gilt 
acclimation project. Heritability estimates of S/P ratio validated findings from the previous study 
(Serão et al., 2014) and increased from 0.28 to 0.47, rising with the proportion of animals within 
a contemporary group that were positive for PRRS antibody. This was important because 
heritability estimates in the 2014 study were based on a small number of animals (only 641 sows 
were blood sampled in Serão et al., 2014). Although the heritability estimate was validated, no 
validation has been performed yet on the genetic relationship of S/P ratio with reproductive 
performance during a PRRS challenge. This will be the focus of future research with other data 
sets.  
 Lewis et al. (2009) analyzed data from a sow farm with three separate PRRS outbreaks 
over six years. Using a 30-day rolling average, it was established that using the rolling averages 
was slightly better than using the diagnostic dates to separate the data into ‘healthy’ (or clean) 
and ‘diseased’ (or dirty) phases. Heritability estimates for piglet mortality traits spiked during the 
PRRS phases, as well as for other traits such as number of services and NW. The PRRS outbreak 
decreased the heritability of the number born alive (NBA) only slightly from 0.17 to 0.15 and did 
not seem to impact total born (fully formed piglets) at all (Lewis et al., 2009). Estimates of 
genetic correlations between phases were moderate for NBA (0.56), positive for stillborn (0.70), 
and negative for number of mummified piglets (-0.11; Lewis et al., 2009). More current literature 
with outbreak data have used reaction norm analyses instead of multivariate analyses, these will 
be covered in the following section with a prior introduction to random regression models.  
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Random Regression and Reaction Norms to Quantify Maternal Resilience 
 Prior to random regression models, repeated records within each animal (longitudinal 
data) were typically dealt with in one of two ways, i) a repeatability model where each individual 
gets one additive genetic EBV with the assumption that same trait is expressed over time and ii) 
multivariate analyses where each repeated record is considered its own trait, calculating a 
separate EBV for each time period or relative time period (Arango et al., 2004). For instance, in 
the case of litter size in pigs, it would be simple to model each parity as its own trait and analyze 
the genetic correlations among them (Haley et al., 1988); for example, if there are 5 parities 
present, the genetic (co)variance matrix would be 5 x 5 (15 elements plus 15 more for the 
residual (co)variance matrix, resulting in 30 parameters to estimate). This becomes more difficult 
as the number repeated measurements increases, such as weights across time during the growing 
period of animals. One landmark conference paper by Schaeffer and Dekkers (1994) described 
the use of random regression models in animal breeding. These models work by applying fixed 
regression terms using linear and/or polynomial terms and then applying random linear or 
polynomial terms for each animal so a simple parsimonious model can be applied to longitudinal 
data (Jamrozik et al., 1997). Animal breeding updated these models by integrating the numerator 
relationship matrix (A) or rather its inverse into the mixed model equations to take advantage of 
known additive genetic relationships based on the pedigree (Henderson, 1976). This way data 
can be borrowed across families and animals without phenotypes can receive an EBV, exactly 
the same as a typical BLUP animal model. These random terms solved for in the mixed model 
equations are the regression coefficients deviated from the fixed regression coefficient estimates.  
A covariance function (CF) describes the covariances between records taken a different ages by 
only estimating the coefficients, dimensionality can be reduced substantially (Kirkpatrick et al., 
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1990; Meyer, 1998). This data is longitudinal and are considered ‘infinite-dimensional 
characters’ between the minimum and maximum of the regressor variable. A large genetic 
(co)variance matrix has far too many parameters to estimate and, thus, estimating the coefficients 
of a regression for each animal dramatically reduces dimensionally (Misztal et al., 2000). A nice 
example from a discrete to continuous function can be observed going from Figures 1 and 2 in 
Kirkpatrick et al. (1990). Kirkpatrick and Heckman (1989) described the use of orthogonal 
(Legendre) polynomials, which are important with higher order polynomials (3rd, 4th, 5th order, 
etc). Orthogonal polynomials provide better convergence for the model, but it involves scaling 
the original regressors to a -1 to 1 range (Pool and Meuwissen, 1999). One advantage of using 
random regression (coefficient) models is that data does not have to be equally spaced and 
animals do not have to have the same number of records (Kirkpatrick et al., 1990).  
Random regression models begin by fitting a fixed trajectory across ages to account for 
the overall trend of the response across time. One common example is lactation data in dairy 
cattle. Typically, a fixed 4th or 5th order polynomial is fit for the lactation curve in dairy cattle, 
along with other fixed effects (Pool and Meuwissen, 1999; Pool et al., 2000), followed by a 
lower order (1st, 2nd, or 3rd order) fit for the random additive genetic effects, depending on the 
trait/dataset. Therefore, the total number of random genetic effects estimated is the number of 
animals in the pedigree times the order of the genetic fit plus 1 (e.g. 3th order has 4 parameters to 
estimate with the intercept included). This is what leads to the dimensionality reduction 
mentioned above. Even with weights taken at 100 ages, the additive genetic trend may be able to 
adequately described with a 1st order term (intercept + slope or 2 parameters per animal). 
Furthermore, typically a permanent environmental component is modeled to account for 
environmental effects impacting each record for an animal over time (Pool et al., 2000). Finally, 
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the (co)variance matrix of the additive genetic effects for each regressor value (x axis) can be 
recovered using the (co)variance matrix of coefficients (reduced) and the standardized (-1 to 1) 
Legendre polynomials if used (Equation 6 from Kirkpatrick et al., 1990). Legendre polynomials 
are orthogonal polynomials scaled to the range of -1 to 1 for stability of convergence in random 
regression models. This genetic (co)variance matrix can then be standardized to a correlation 
matrix to obtain genetic correlations between levels of the regressor values in a continuous 
fasion. This matrix can be used to make figures of the genetic variances, covariances, and 
correlations among all regressor values such as those presented in Pool et al., 2000 (see Figures 
1-5).  
Although random regression models provide a parsimonious model for the analysis of 
longitudinal data, some issues remain for these models, although at least partial solutions have 
been proposed for many of these. The first issue is that unrealistic estimates of the additive 
genetic variances at the extremes of the regressor values (early and late in the lactation curve for 
dairy cows) can be obtained, causing very high heritability estimates at these end points. This 
also causes most distant test-days to have low or negative genetic correlations (Bohmanova et al., 
2008; Jamrozik et al., 2001). These are both likely related to the fact that the random regression 
model implicitly impose a functional form of the covariance structure among the observations, 
which may be a strong assumption in some cases (Meyer, 1998). Higher order polynomials also 
commonly produce ‘wiggly’ functions, causing a magnification of small sampling errors, 
effectively overfitting the data (Meyer, 1998). Furthermore, data points at the extremes can have 
a large influence on the regression coefficients (Meyer, 1998). This can be minimized in random 
regression models by having a ‘large’ number of data points per individual. However, this is not 
typically the case for the use of random regressions in reaction norm models (discussed below), 
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for which the total number of data points may be limited compared to the number of individuals. 
Finally, random regression models can run into ‘end-of-range’ issues, which results in erratic and 
implausible estimates of variance components from the use of higher order polynomials (Meyer, 
2005). This likely due to overfitting again.  
 Reaction norm models are similar to random regression models used for quantifying the 
change in each animal’s EBV over an environmental gradient, not time. This then has the ability 
to quantify environmental sensitivity at the genetic level for each animal. Reaction norm models 
are essentially random regression models but, instead of regressing on time, such as days-in-milk 
(DIM) in dairy cattle or age for growth in pigs or broilers, the variable regressed on is a 
continuous environmental variable such as the contemporary group average for the trait of 
interest. These models are essentially continuous extensions of the classical discrete cases of 
GxE (Haldane, 1946). The contemporary group is typically the herd-year-week, month, or season 
depending on the data. Knap and Su (2008) first introduced reaction norm models to the analysis 
of resilience in sows using random herd-year-season predictions of litter size as the regressor 
values. Positive predicted herd-year-season indicate a relatively ‘good’ environment for the 
animals in that contemporary group, while more negative values would represent poorer 
environments overall. The intercept EBV from this reaction norm model was highly correlated to 
the EBV from traditional animal repeatability model (Knap and Su, 2008). The regressor values 
are typically calculated in a first step by fitting a simple mixed model using a random herd-year-
week/month/season, followed by extracting these solutions and then use them as regressor 
variables in the original dataset. The underlying principle is that animals that are resilient or 
robust will have slopes that are closer to zero than other animals, assuming a first order 
polynomial is fit (i.e. intercept and slope). Slopes close to zero indicate the animals performs 
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relatively similar relative to other animals across environments compared to the average. It is 
also important to have high average performance across environmental gradients as well, which 
is indicated with a high intercept in the reaction norm model (Knap and Su, 2008).  
 More recent papers on the use of reaction norms for resilience have analyzed outbreaks 
with reaction norm models using herd-year-week as the regressor values (Rashidi et al., 2014; 
Herrero-Medrano et al., 2015). This is not limited to PRRS, other outbreaks can exist, such as 
those observed in Herrero-Medrano et al. (2015). Week level granularity, as opposed to season, 
is needed for outbreaks such PRRS because of the rapidly changing environment during a PRRS 
outbreak (see Figure 1 from Herrero-Medrano et al., 2015). Rashidi et al. (2014) analyzed 
outbreak data from an unpedigreed sow farm in Canada. One main conclusion from this study 
was that using the first stage mixed model to predict NBA herd-year-week effects (fit as random) 
was superior to using raw weekly averages for determining diseased phases, with the mixed 
model producing higher sensitivities to detect the outbreaks than using raw weekly averages 
within farm (Rashidi et al., 2014). Likely because mixed models can regress small contemporary 
groups towards the mean. Rashidi et al., 2014 lacked a pedigree, therefore the other conclusions 
from this research are relatively suspect. Herrero-Medrano et al. (2015) analyzed a large dataset 
from both pedigreed purebred and crossbred sows. For this study, challenge load was used as the 
regressor value, which was defined as an index of number born alive, number born dead (sum of 
stillborns and mummified piglets), and NW, which was found to be much more sensitive than 
using only NBA (Mathur et al., 2014). This index value was then used to get the predicted herd-
year-week value for each record to regress on. Heritability estimates for NBA with the reaction 
norm model were higher at the extremes of the challenge load regressor, from 0.104 at low 
challenge load, down to 0.085, then back up to 0.098 at high end challenge loads (Herrero-
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Medrano et al., 2015). Genetic correlation estimates between healthy and diseased phases using a 
bivariate model ranged from 0.51 to 0.75, indicating a positive, but moderate genetic relationship 
between the same traits in different phases (Herrero-Medrano et al., 2015).  
 There is an issue with using the data to estimate contemporary group averages in the 
reaction norm models. Slopes from the reaction norm are considered an estimate of tolerance 
(mentioned above). These estimates of tolerance are biased when using group averages because 
each animal is infected at different times, possibly very different times on large farms (Doeschl-
Wilson et al., 2012). The sows that perform well within a CG may not have been exposed yet, 
especially if they were housed in a different part of the barn (such as gilts or return sows in a 
typical sow swine barn). In order to correct the issue, pathogen load would need to be collected 
and recorded. Repeated individual records, such as those collected in PHGC trials (Lunney et al., 
2011), would be required in field data with different infection times. This is impractical on many 
levels and it is unlikely that the gain from creating unbiased estimates of tolerance using this 
approach would outweigh the economic cost of this type of data collection. Some authors may 
argue that reaction norm models quantify resilience or robustness and not tolerance (Knap, 
2005), this comes from never ending confusion within the literature. Mulder et al. (2013) side-
steps this issue of definitions by referring to the reaction norm part of the study as macro-
environmental sensitivity, neither referring to tolerance, resilience, or robustness. Bishop and 
Woolliams (2014) define resilience as the productivity of an animal in the face of infection. 
Under this definition, reaction norm models would also capture resilience, although this 
definition is not ideal, as stated above. Definitions of resilience and robustness from Colditz and 
Hine (2016) may also support calling slopes from reaction norm models resilience or robustness. 
Herrero-Medrano et al. (2015) and Rashidi et al. (2014) refer to reaction norm models as 
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capturing ‘overall or general robustness’. Literature should not spend any more time trying to re-
define these terms or as they are quite confusing and have ultimately led to more confusion 
instead of clarity. Instead, more focus should be placed on what data and models are needed for 
optimal selection in a breeding program, along with the selection index and economic weights 
(similar to Knap, 2005).  
 The main issue for the application of reaction norm models for quantification of 
sensitivity to changing environmental conditions is the need to collect data in as many 
environments as possible to obtain accurate estimates of reaction norm slopes (Knap and Su, 
2008). There is nothing any statistical model can do to make up for lack of data. The issue for 
many animals to achieve an accurate EBV estimate is having too few records over a small range 
of environmental conditions (what Knap and Su, 2008 call variance in the regressor values, 𝜎23). 
For litter size specifically, culling is on average between 3.1 and 3.7 parities (Gruhot, 2017). In 
nucleus farms, the culling rate is typically much higher because breeding companies have fast 
generation intervals and, thus, many sows will obtain only one or two records for litter size. The 
generation interval is low either because the breeding company targets a certain parity for culling 
(i.e. less than parity 3 to reduce generation interval) or the young animals would naturally be 
favored in the selected group due to genetic progress. Lactation milk yield with test day records 
typically have 10 records per lactation (10.7 on average in Pool et al., 2000). Growth in pigs may 
have weekly or daily weights. Both milk yield and growth data would have data extending to 
both extremes in time (i.e. have records at the beginning and end of the lactation or growth 
curve, respecitvely), making the random regression models more stable at the extreme values. 
Reaction norm models typically suffer because most of the data is closer to the mean values in an 
approximately bell-shaped distribution, see e.g. Figure 2 from Knap and Su (2008). Some 
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animals may only have records that span a small portion of range of regressor values. For 
instance, in Rashidi et al. (2014) only 50% of sows had a record in a diseased phase. This is 
partially overcome by use of the A matrix to connect relatives’ information to increase the 
accuracy of the EBV, but the model is still limited in its ability to improve EBV accuracy 
because the number of records on related individuals may also be limited with a trait such as 
litter size (see above).  
Quantifying Resilience in Animals for Animal Breeding 
 As indicated above, resilience has many definitions and all these definitions really 
diminish the effectiveness of the word, as every author has their own opinions about what the 
word represents. For this section, a definition set forth by Colditz and Hine (2016) will be 
utilized. Resilience can be defined as, “the capacity of animals to cope with short-term 
perturbations in their environment and return rapidly to their pre-challenge status” (Colditz and 
Hine, 2016). Robustness can be defined as, “the capacity to maintain productivity in a wide 
range of environments without compromising reproduction, health, and wellbeing” (Colditz and 
Hine, 2016). For this section these two terms can be used interchangeably but will be referred to 
as resilience, as the distinction between resilience and robustness is complex and arbitrary.  
Precision agriculture (or precision ag) is technology such as computers, cameras, and 
other electronic equipment being used in agriculture to improve the efficiency, quality, and 
overall profitability of producers by allowing them to manage plants and animals better and 
collect needed data to improve management. Precision agriculture is expected to increase in the 
future (Miller et al., 2017), especially at the commercial level. While producers are currently 
using the technology to help manage animals (better animal welfare) and increase productivity, a 
byproduct is that the data is available for genetic evaluations. There is currently a limited amount 
of research on traits developed from this high-density precision agriculture data produced on 
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farms. With all of this technology, we will need to be able to extract information from all the 
data being produced by the hour, minute, or second for many of these technologies. The use of 
this technology has been termed ‘smart farming’ (Wolfert et al., 2017). With less labor (time) per 
animal available, farmers will need to find ways to compensate. Technology such as those 
mentioned above can replace a labor force that is disappearing rapidly and provide early alerts 
sooner than trained personnel (Hostiou et al., 2017). An overview of precision agriculture will be 
covered, followed by some of the methods in animal breeding used to quantify resilience in 
animals using this precision agriculture data. 
An Overview of Precision Agriculture in Animal Agriculture 
 The era of precision agriculture and big data in has begun (Berckmans, 2017). The 
development of the computer, largely in the 1990’s when computers became more mainstream, 
has allowed agriculture to harness the power of technology. Large data sets can be generated and 
analyzed. As with resilience, there will likely not be one definition for precision agriculture 
(McBratney et al., 2005). One general definition that will be used in this review is, “the adoption 
of new technologies for managing spatial and temporal farming variation for improving overall 
efficiency and economic return” (Miller et al., 2017). Although much of precision agriculture is 
thought to be new, examples can be found at least back to the 1990’s with electronic feed intake 
recording systems in animal production. Examples of research using precision agriculture 
include the use of cameras (Kashiha et al., 2013; Song et al., 2018), video systems (Abdul Jabbar 
et al., 2017), water intake (Madsen and Kristensen, 2005; Kashiha et al., 2013), feed intake (de 
Haer et al., 1993; Casey et al., 2005; Jiao et al., 2014), activity monitors (Nielsen et al., 2018), 
and sound sensors (Vranken and Berckmans, 2017). This is just beginning to scratch the surface, 
as there is virtually an unlimited number of technologies that can be introduced and utilized in 
agriculture across agronomy and animal science. By implementing precision agriculture, 
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companies and producers can gain an efficiency edge in a market with tight margins at times 
(Aronson et al., 2018). With precision agriculture, not only do we have increased abilities to 
phenotype animals but also to collect better environmental data (Vranken and Berckmans, 2017), 
thereby helping the reaction norm models by utilizing these environmental data to derive an 
environmental gradient as the regressor value. A ‘by product’ of this technology is the use of 
these data in genetic evaluation systems on a very large scale in all species, possibly with the 
help of genomic information. Companies and national evaluation systems (e.g. dairy or beef 
cattle) should be looking for ways to harness these data in order to integrate them into genetic 
evaluations around the world.  
Precision Agriculture for Early Detection of Stressors in Livestock 
 In swine, the number of academic papers on precision agriculture technology is still fairly 
limited. The oldest example, comes from the use of RFID tags and automated recording of feed 
intake in pigs (Haer et al., 1992; de Haer et al., 1993). This technology works by frequently 
weighting the feed before and after animals eat, with a record of each ID that entered to eat the 
feed. Some of the major brands include IVOG (Insentec, marknesse, The Netherlands), FIRE 
(Feed Intake Recording Systems, Osborne, KS, USA), and now Nedap (Groenlo, The 
Netherlands) electronic feeders. Nedap and Gestal (Jyga Technologies, Québec, Canada) make 
similar electronic feeders for group sow housing and lactation feed intake. Petry et al. (2017) 
utilized IR thermography to measure body temperature of the pig compared to standard methods 
such as rectal temperature and validated a new orally administered digital temperature sensor, 
which make it possible to determine if animals have fever under a disease challenge. Madsen and 
Kristensen (2005) showed they could use water intake data on a group of pigs to determine if 
there was a health challenge one day prior to physical symptoms, but this will likely be 
dependent on the challenge faced by the animals. Kashiha et al. (2013) used cameras to monitor 
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water use in pigs and determined there was 92% accuracy to predict half-hourly water use based 
on the number of visits quantified from the cameras. The use of cameras is currently being 
utilized at the University of Nebraska – Lincoln (UNL), with Dr. Mote leading the project from 
the animal science perspective to track individual pig activity and behavior. This technology 
utilizes the Microsoft KINECT software to track a pig’s activity, time at the feeder, and time at 
the waterer, along with other metrics such as number of visits to the feeder or waterer (Mittek et 
al., 2017). One downside of using cameras and video is the lack of portability and the consistent 
cleaning required (Aronson et al., 2018). Ahmed et al. (2015) examined activity from a sensor 
placed on the backs of pigs and determined that movement was indeed altered after infection. 
These technologies being developed today will be the detailed phenotyping of tomorrow needed 
for optimal production and genetic evaluations.  
The dairy industry is by far the most progressive livestock industry in terms of 
implementing precision agriculture technology at the commercial level. Possibly the biggest 
advancement in precision agriculture in dairy has been the automatic milking systems (AMS; i.e. 
robots), now beginning to be implemented on more and more dairy farms (Jacobs and Siegford, 
2012). This technology is not new, they were actually implemented in 1992 in the Netherlands 
(Jacobs and Siegford, 2012). It was not until more recently that they have popular due to 
increasing labor costs and shortages of labor, along with the decreased time demand for farmers. 
One reason the USA is behind Europe and Canada in terms of implementing robotic milkers, is 
the availability of cheaper labor relative to other countries (Jacobs and Siegford, 2012), reducing 
the economic breakeven for implementation of them. Vast amounts of data can be collected 
using AMS and with more precision, including milk yield per quarter, rather than total milk yield 
(see Penry et al., 2018). Activity is easy to measure with sensors and has also been implemented 
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in the dairy industry (Müller and Schrader, 2003; Burnett et al., 2018). These can be very 
‘simple’ accelerometers. Rumination time can be monitored with collars (Gáspárdy et al., 2014; 
King et al., 2018). King et al. (2018) utilized robotic milking milk yield, rumination, and activity 
data to monitor the trend of each prior to several common dairy diseases. For displaced 
abomasum, clinical mastitis, lameness, and subclinical ketosis, at least one of the recorded 
variables was significantly different between diagnosed and healthy animals prior to the disease 
being diagnosis on farm (King et al., 2018). Studies such as this indicate that there is opportunity 
for early detection using precision technology data in dairy.  
The sheep industry does not appear to have implemented vast amounts of precision 
agriculture to date. Lima et al. (2018) reported that only 20% of responders to a survey indicated 
they used electronic identification technology. Likewise, the beef industry appears to be lacking 
implementations of precision agriculture technology. In both sheep and beef, this is likely due 
the technology failing to provide additional profits in an industry with low margins (Schellberg 
et al., 2008). Kawasue et al. (2013) utilized KINECT technology to analyze three-dimensional 
shape measurements in beef cattle to extract phenotypes. Unfortunately, Microsoft has stopped 
producing the KINECT system, alternatives are currently being tested. Although it is quite 
difficult to find articles on beef cattle in academic literature, this does not mean that some 
individuals and farmers are not attempting to utilize technology. For example, Dr. McGee at 
Virginia Tech is studying the use of drones in beef production 
(https://www.extension.org/integrating-drones-and-precision-agriculture-with-beef-production/).  
Poultry has begun its journey with precision agriculture, albeit limited compared to dairy, 
mostly due to the low value of each bird relative to the cost of the technology (Siegford et al., 
2016). Due to the continuing societal pressure and governmental regulations, the commercial 
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layer business has had to change from battery cages to open housing systems or larger, enriched 
pens (Tauson, 2005). Siegford et al. (2016) were able to utilize new technology to individually 
track the activity of layer birds within a flock. Due to the size of the birds, it is imperative that 
the sensors do not interfere with normal activity. Typically, in ecology, the recommendation is 
that the sensor weigh no more than 5% of the animals’ body weight (Siegford et al., 2016). 
Daigle et al. (2012) determined that after 16 days, behavior was comparable between sensor 
wearing and non-sensor wearing birds, although there were some differences prior to day 16. 
Therefore, it was concluded long-term behavior was not impacted. There will be more science on 
selection for birds that lay eggs inside the cages in the future. Hy-Line International has 
completed some research on this 
(https://www.hyline.com/UserDocs/Pages/Research_Genetic_Variability_2016.pdf). RFID tags 
exist for chickens as well (https://www.alibaba.com/showroom/rfid-tags-for-chicken.html), 
making it possible to electronically identify which eggs were laid by each bird.  
Precision agriculture data can be collected at different levels such as at a group of farms, 
a single farm, a room, a pen, or at the individual level. Data utilized in genetic evaluation (see 
below) is best at the individual level, however research has been conducted on how to utilized 
pen records (e.g. Su et al., 2018). Madsen and Kristensen (2005) utilized water flowmeters at the 
room level to determine if there was a disease issue, therefore individual data is not needed to 
detect issues for producers. This is also true for much of the technology presented in Berckmans 
(2017), including technology such as the eYeNamic system, which uses cameras from above to 
recognize patterns in the way the broilers are arranged in the barn. Thus, this technology works 
for large areas of the barn. It is important to note the level and granularity of the data for each of 
the specified technologies. Ideally, some technology could be utilized at multiple levels such as 
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the KINECT in pigs, which could be utilized to phenotype individual pigs and also perform 
similar tasks such as the eYeNamic system to determine if the distribution of pigs in the pen is 
irregular, indicating a problem in the pen or barn. If possible, producers should utilize 
technology to individually identify animals as it will increase animal welfare by monitoring them 
directly and provide data on individuals for genetic evaluations. This will come at a cost as tags 
or electronic tags may be needed to obtain individual data on each animal.  
One main usage of high throughput phenotyping in animal agriculture is to send alerts to 
farmers at the first sign of an issue. Precision agriculture equipment is more reliable and quicker 
than human observers because technology is available 24 hours per day, 7 days per week 
(Vranken and Berckmans, 2017), unless unexpected events such as power outages occur, which 
are assumed to be rare. One issue with all of this technology is that all of them, even combined, 
do not seem to have the ability to distinguish causes of the alerts. Specific patterns have to be 
examined on a group level and also on an individual level for more clues as to what is causing 
the alarms to go off. Future research should address this issue. The issue with some of the 
research using precision agriculture thus far is that they are based on averages, using statistics 
without accounting for individual behavior of animals. For instance, King et al. (2018) showed 
that on average, milk yield and milking frequency changed prior to clinical diagnosis of mastitis, 
but did not provide clear data on individuals. For instance, some animal with mastitis may have 
constant milk yield and simply go to the robotic milking machine fewer times. Each disease will 
have different data that can be used as predictors. Changes from each animals’ baseline will need 
to be addressed on an individual basis and not overall averages. 
Statistical Process Control 
 Statistical process control (SPC) is a statistical technique to determine when a process is 
out of order. This involves plotting response data over time, which is called a run chart (Anhøj 
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and Olesen, 2014). A baseline can be established from a preset value or using the mean or 
median of the data observed (typically median). SPC attempts to flag data points that are from 
non-random patters in the distribution of the sequence (Anhøj and Olesen, 2014). The use of 
SPC in manufacturing has been extensive, but the use in animal agriculture has been relatively 
limited (De Vries and Reneau, 2010). One possible reason is because biological data is much 
more complex than manufacturing processes that are designed to replicate the same product 
exactly every time. Biological systems have variation due to management, growth, and 
seasonality, along with individual animal variation. With growth for example, both a change in 
mean and variance are expected over time. This makes using and setting up control charts very 
difficult for biological systems, as demonstrated in Figure 4a from Madsen and Kristensen 
(2005). Nevertheless, the theory and ideas from SPC can be applied to biological data such as 
feed and water intake data, along with associated intake behavior data of each.  
 There are a few general techniques used to detect non-random variation in a process, 
indicative of an issue with the process in a run chart. In biological systems, issues causing non-
random variation could be disease, heat stress, or management changes, such as inclusion of a 
feed additive or a diet change. Perhaps the simplest rule to detect issues is the ‘three-sigma rule’. 
This rule will flag any data point outside of three standard deviations away from the mean or 
median, indicating an outlier (Anhøj and Olesen, 2014). Other methods to flag issues include the 
shift rule, the crossing rule, and the trend rule (Anhøj and Olesen, 2014). The shift rule looks for 
consecutive data points on the same side of the median. The crossing rule quantifies the number 
of times the series of data crosses the median. The trend rule quantifies stretches of data points 
going up or down, for instance, 5 straight days increasing from the previous day. For many 
biological systems, the interest is typically only in either above or below the median, but not 
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always. For instance, with feed intake data, the interest would be to identify intake values that 
are significantly below the median or that are trending down. For data such as temperature, 
values significantly higher than the median are of interest, indicating a fever may be present in 
the animal. All of these rules can be used to determine if there is an issue with the process in a 
run chart, i.e. non-random variation. Anhøj and Olesen (2014) indicated that the trend rule is not 
effective at finding changes in the underlying process, yet is still used in human health care. 
Although the trend rule may not be as effective as others, it gives another method for 
determining if a process is out of order, it sill could be somewhat effective and therefore useful 
in different circumstances. Perhaps the trend rule is in fact more useful with other data compared 
to human health care data.  
 Several papers exist on the theory of the expected variation from run charts. By 
quantifying or modeling the variation observed under the ‘null hypothesis’ of no change in the 
underlying process, one can establish the variation that is expected due to random chance. 
Schilling (2012) determined the length of runs on one side or the other of the median (the shift 
rule). Assuming no autocorrelation, the longest run of ‘successes’ that is expected in a series of 
observations, the maximum is given by 𝑙 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔7
8
(𝑛(1 − 𝑝)), with p equal to the probability the 
data point will be above or below the median and n is then number of trials. For data such as 
daily feed intake and using the median values, p = 0.5 and n equal to 100 days, the longest run of 
successes is expected to be 𝑙𝑜𝑔3 =
>??
3
@ = 5.64. This indicates that the longest expected run of 
depressed feed intake is ~6 days. With software such as R or Python, it is easy to simulate what 
to expect under the null hypothesis, ignoring autocorrelation. With no impacts on the process, 
data over time is expected to have an autocorrelation close to 0, however when problems arise, it 
would induce an autocorrelation that will be detected as non-random variation with statistical 
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tests (Anhøj, 2015). These problems in the process can be induced by one of the many stressors 
outlined above (e.g. infectious disease and heat stress).  
Phenotyping and Estimated Breeding Values of Resilience for Genetic Improvement 
Quantifying resilience has not yet been extensively studied in the literature using 
precision agriculture data, but an extensive amount of literature exists on quantifying resilience 
from using relatively complex models (many in Genetics Selection Evolution). These complex 
models to quantify resilience use the variance in the residuals among related animals, which 
includes a genetic component. Families with a large amount of variation, for example final 
weights in pigs, indicate a poor ability to minimize impacts of stressors (i.e. resilience). These 
models have typically been analyzed with a sire model, as an animal model with one record only 
will create biased estimates of EBV (Sonesson et al., 2013, described in more detail below), 
therefore the variance is from repeated records of the sire (i.e. offspring). Sonesson et al. (2013) 
also discusses the Mendelian sampling variation impacting the residual variance. Hill and 
Mulder (2010) provided a key review paper that brought attention from animal breeders on the 
ability of these models to quantify resilience in farm animals, combining ideas from population 
genetics. The residual variance from repeated records, termed ‘VE’, contains a genetic 
component that can be estimated. One could imagine two sows with several litter size records, 
with both having the same average phenotype, yet different variances around that mean. For 
example, sow 1 produces four litters of 10, 11, 9, and 13 piglets and sow 2 produces four litters 
of 16, 3, 7, and 17 piglets. The mean for each sow is 10.75 piglets, yet the standard deviations 
are 1.7 and 6.8, respectively. The sow with a larger variance from the mean indicates a less 
resilient sow. Sorensen and Waagepetersen (2003) studied litter size using these types of models 
with a genetic component on the residual variance. This variation around the mean is a trait itself 
(resilience, Hill and Mulder, 2010). Hill and Mulder (2010) had five main conclusions regarding 
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unknowns surrounding the knowledge and use of such models: estimates of the genetic variation 
in VE may be biased upward from confounding, no consistent choice of statistical model (until 
recently, see below), there is enough genetic variation in VE for selection to be effective with 
enough data, current models are simplistic and inadequate, with little information to improve 
them, and the understanding from a genetic (biological) basis is poor (Hill and Mulder, 2010). 
Research since 2010 has helped clarify some of these issues.  
 SanCristobal-Gaudy et al. (1998) introduced a log linear model for canalizing selection 
(selection for those closer to the mean), which became the basis for the many other models that 
have been developed since. This model was implemented with a Bayesian model, in contrast to 
the models currently being used today (Rönnegård et al., 2010; Mulder et al., 2013). They 
estimate additive genetic values for the mean (𝑢) and variance (𝑣) in the phenotypes of an 
individual, typically a sire. Selection of individuals with a low EBV for variation would lead to 
canalizing selection, while the mean could be selected toward a maximum, minimum, or 
optimum, depending on the trait, with less variation almost always being desirable in animal 
production systems. Some additive genetic component for residual variance from the model was 
found for pH carcass data in pigs, but an estimate of zero for additive genetic variance of residual 
variance was obtained for the ratio of fat to protein in goat milk (SanCristobal-Gaudy et al., 
1998). Zhang and Hill (2005) discussed canalizing selection from mostly a natural population 
standpoint. In order to explain the maintenance of environmental variance over time, two models 
were examined. One modeled changing environmental variances over generations, which 
included changing optimal phenotype and strength of stabilizing selection. The other was based 
on a cost of homogeneity, which is based on an ‘engineering cost’ of minimizing variability in 
development. It was determined that both these models may be plausible, but large amounts of 
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temporal variation in the optimal phenotype would be required versus only a small amount of 
homogeneity cost to account for the maintenance of environmental variability in nature (Zhang 
and Hill, 2005). This is relevant because, as stated above, the environmental variation within 
individual may have a genetic component.  
 For analyzing resilience, measured by residual variation within individual or sire group, 
one of the models has appeared to be a standard now, as mentioned in Hill and Mulder (2010), is 
the double hierarchical generalized linear model (DHGLM; Rönnegård et al., 2010; Mulder et 
al., 2013). Rönnegård et al. (2010) introduced the usage of mixed models to the analysis of 
DHGLM models, making them simpler for most researchers to understand and utilize with real 
data. These models work by iterating back and forth between the level of the raw data 
(‘phenotypic model’) and the level of the variances (‘variance model’). Rönnegård et al. (2010) 
utilized an updated model compared to the model utilized in Wolc et al. (2009) by making 
leverage corrections to the squared residuals, which is essential to get appropriate variance 
component estimates. Leverage values are needed for adjustment of the squared residuals 
because variance in the residuals is smaller than the true variance. These leverage values are 
obtained from the diagonals of the ‘hat’ matrix (that creates ‘y hat’ or predicted y values; 
Hoaglin and Welsch, 1978). Although no formal comparison appears to have been made between 
each model implementation. Rönnegård et al. (2010) failed to implement a covariance of the 
genetic effect of the mean model with the genetic effect of the variance model. Felleki et al. 
(2012) advanced the Rönnegård et al. (2010) model to include this genetic covariance component 
between the additive genetic mean and residual variance breeding values. Prior to Rönnegård et 
al. (2010), Bayesian models were used to analyze these types of models (SanCristobal-Gaudy et 
al., 1998; Sorensen and Waagepetersen, 2003), however Bayesian models can get quite complex 
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to understand and many researchers prefer to use traditional REML and BLUP approaches for 
ease of use. DHGLM models have been implemented into the popular animal breeding software 
ASReml (Gilmour et al., 2015), making them easy to access for most researchers. Mulder et al. 
(2018) has now implemented the ability to estimate breeding values for these effects in 
MiXBLUP (Mulder et al., 2017) using an iterative procedure. For Bayesian modeling, special 
software may be needed such as provided by Ibáñez‐Escriche et al. (2010).  
 Several attempts have been made to estimate the genetic component of residual variance 
(within family variance), attempting to quantify resilience although within family variance 
includes Mendelian sampling (addressed in Sonesson et al., 2013). Rowe et al. (2006) utilized 
broiler weight data and found strong evidence for heterogeneity in residual variance between 
families, with a standard deviation between sires in variance amounting to 15 to 18% of its mean. 
Outliers were determined to be an issue in this dataset, impacting the within family variance of 
residuals (Rowe et al., 2006). Log-transforming the data to account for scaling effects had some 
impact on the results, but it was not large (Rowe et al., 2006). Wolc et al. (2009) utilized a 
REML model and compared it to a Bayesian model and estimated the heritability of the residual 
variance to be between 0.02 and 0.04. Based on this, it was concluded that large family sizes 
would be required for accurate EBV (this is common in all of this literature). Some have chosen 
to set 100 progeny as the threshold to remain in the dataset or to simulate at least 100 progeny 
(Rowe et al., 2006; Mulder et al., 2013). Ibáñez-Escriche et al. (2008) found genetic variation for 
weight in pigs in both the mean and environmental variance for uniformity, although the estimate 
was extremely low for the environmental variance. The additive genetic variance was estimated 
at 0.11 kg, which was a small fraction of the 52.4 kg estimated for the additive genetic variance 
of the mean (‘Model 3’, Ibáñez-Escriche et al., 2008). Mulder et al. (2009) estimated the genetic 
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variation in residual variation for resilience in broiler chickens final weight and found heritability 
estimates ranging from 0.03 to 0.05. Sae-Lim et al. (2015) estimated genetic variation for body 
weight and for uniformity of body weight in trout. Very low heritability estimates were found for 
uniformity in both the breeding and production environments, between 0.01-0.02 (Sae-Lim et al., 
2015). As many authors do, they reported the coefficient of variation and found that the CV was 
relatively high at 19 and 21%, indicating selection would be successful with large family sizes 
(Sae-Lim et al., 2015). Sae-Lim et al. (2017) utilized a DHGLM model to estimate genetic 
variation in environmental sensitivity for growth in Atlantic salmon by utilizing a combined 
genomic (G) and pedigree (A) relationship matrix H (Legarra et al., 2009; Christensen and Lund, 
2010) and showed that accuracies of EBV increased between 41 to 78% compared to pedigree 
estimates. Increases in accuracy from the use of genomics with these DHGLM models would 
increase response to selection considerably. Sonesson et al. (2013) did not report heritability 
estimates but only reported estimates of genetic variances of the within family residual variances 
(0.4 to 1.2 kg2 for weight in salmon), indicating they were likely extremely low. As mentioned 
above, one major conclusion of this work was that fitting a full animal model results in severe 
biases in variance components for this type of analysis when only one records per individual but 
that a sire-dam model leads to better estimates. Studying the residual variance from a single 
observation makes little sense, which is why many studies in this area choose sire models with 
many offspring per sire (>100 per sire, as mentioned above). Ros et al. (2004) analyzed weight 
data in snails and found evidence of additive genetic variation, albeit small, for residual variance 
(~0.30 for variation versus 1.7 for additive genetic variance in the mean).  
 Mulder et al. (2007) presented several selection index equations for the selection changes 
due to selection on additive genetic values for the mean (Am) and variance (Av). This paper was 
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based on the additive genetic model for the residual variance proposed by Hill and Zhang (2004). 
An exponential model for the environmental variance (for the residual part of the model) was 
utilized in other papers (SanCristobal-Gaudy et al., 1998; Sorensen and Waagepetersen, 2003; 
Ros et al., 2004).  
 Mulder et al. (2013) investigated the use of a more advanced DHGLM model for 
quantification of two levels of environmental variance, using simulated data and real milk yield 
data from dairy cattle. Mulder et al. (2013) separated macro- and microenvironmental variances 
by fitting a reaction norm to quantify macroenvironmental sensitivity and combining with a 
DHGLM model to quantify microenvironmental sensitivity (‘macro-micro’ model), by analyzing 
the squared residual terms. Simulated data verified the use of the macro-micro model with 
varying degrees of genetic correlations among the additive genetic intercept and slope terms 
from the reaction norm model and the additive genetic residual variance component. In real milk 
yield from dairy cattle, estimate of additive genetic correlations among these three effects ranged 
from 0.63 to 0.81, indicating that they are all positively correlated (Mulder et al., 2013). With all 
of this evidence, it is clear that residual variation does include additive genetic effects for many 
traits that can be used for selection in a breeding program, albeit low. The implications are that 
simple phenotype collection, such as off-test weights in pigs, can be utilized on a large 
commercial scale to quantify resilience. Large datasets will be needed, which will come at a 
great economic cost for scales and labor to collect weights at the commercial level. There is 
technology that weighs pigs as the move to the feeder in finishing barns that may be able to be 
used in the future without the labor cost at least.  
For much of the literature cited above it was unclear whether the data came from nucleus 
environments or commercial environments. Nucleus environments will generally contain fewer 
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disturbances from health and other stressors. It is expected that variances (and therefore 
heritability estimates of the additive part of the residual variance) would increase in more 
stressful environments, although this is generally not acknowledged in the literature on models 
that attempt to quantify the additive genetics of residual variance. This was, however, not the 
case for Sae-Lim et al. (2015), who found very similar heritability estimates between the 
breeding and production environments in trout. More research is needed to confirm or deny this 
hypothesis. Knap (2005) insisted that data must be collected from relevant environments for 
genetic progress.  
Simplifying Resilience Phenotypes and Modeling of Resilience 
 Models described in the previous section are useful in their conceptual understanding of 
resilience but they are very complex for a breeding program to implement. Typically, large 
multitrait analyses using standard BLUP models are implemented in the swine industry. 
DHGLM models for instance, are not widely implemented into animal breeding software. 
ASReml has implemented these DHGLM models, but to the best of my knowledge, no swine 
breeding company uses ASReml for routine genetic evaluation, as it does not appear to have the 
capability to run evaluations for large swine breeding programs. In the US, BLUPF90 is the 
preferred choice for swine breeding companies, developed at the University of Georgia – Athens 
(Misztal et al., 2002). MixBLUP is currently being utilized by several of the Canadian (possibly 
also European) swine breeding companies for routine evaluation and has recently been updated 
to be able to solve mixed model equations for DHGLM or similar models (Mulder et al., 2018). 
However, it appears that ASReml is still needed to estimate variance components. Viable 
alternatives are needed to help breeding programs extract resilience phenotypes that can be 
utilized in current genetic evaluation system software and the selection index. Other software 
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currently being developed such as JWAS (Cheng et al., 2018) would be able to immediately 
analyze and calculate genomic EBVs for evaluation using simple resilience phenotypes.  
 Elgersma et al. (2018) proposed a simple alternative to these more complex models for 
analysis of resilience that can be utilized in any current software package, with no changes to the 
software needed (i.e. no new models). They extracted three simple phenotypes from robotic milk 
yield data in dairy cattle to quantify resilience: i) drop rolling average, ii) drop regression, and 
iii) the natural logarithm of the within cow variance (LnVar). The drop rolling average was 
calculated by averaging the 7 days prior to the day of interest. A simple t-test (1% threshold) was 
utilized to determine if the milk yield point was a ‘drop’. The second phenotype, the drop 
regression, utilized the prior 7 days as well, testing for significance of the negative regression 
slope. Both of these phenotypes quantify counts of drop points or slopes over a lactation, as 
drops in milk yield indicate a less resilient animal. The third phenotype extracted was the 
‘LnVar’ phenotype, which is the natural log of the variance of daily yields over the entire 
lactation. LnVar was determined to be the best response phenotype to quantify resilience, based 
on its heritability estimate (0.10±0.01) and approximate genetic correlations with traits such as 
ketosis, udder health, and longevity (Elgersma et al., 2018). Each of these three phenotypes, 
however, suffer from at least one drawback. For instance, the regression phenotype will not work 
as well at the beginning of lactation when cows are increasing their milk yield day-by-day. For 
the drop phenotype, if the depression lasts for 8 days, this phenotype will miss day 8 because the 
previous 7 days were depressed and therefore day 8 does not appear to be an outlier. In addition, 
the thresholds used with the drop phenotypes are arbitrary, leading to different rates of false 
positives and false negatives, which are inversely correlated. An issue with LnVar is that it did 
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not account for the within cow lactation trajectory and was stated to be the focus of future 
research (Elgersma et al., 2018).  
 The usefulness of these types of phenotypes from precision agriculture technology (such 
as robotic milking machines in the last example) has yet to be investigated from an animal 
breeding perspective in other species. Most of the research attention thus far has been on the 
DHGLM models to look for single data point variation among sires (such as weight). Data such 
as daily feed intake in pigs/broilers, daily egg weights or strength in layers, and weight gain in 
pigs/broilers could be utilized to calculate similar phenotypes described in Elgersma et al., 2018. 
Precision agriculture technology is essential to be able to collect the amount of phenotyping 
needed to extract these phenotypes. Human labor to collect this much data on a small scale 
would be very expensive and impossible on a large scale. Robotic milking systems are now even 
being fitted with the ability to quantify the somatic cell score (SCC; personal communication 
with Lely), which will be extremely helpful for reducing the incidence of mastitis. Novel 
resilience traits such as those in Elgersma et al. (2018) can be utilized to extract a mastitis related 
phenotype from SCC data. Novel data from precision agriculture that is becoming more widely 
available and common will be important for phenotyping for resilience in the future. At the core, 
precision technology for breeding will enable breeders to collect data on the environment and the 
animals themselves to quantify resilience to stressors.  
Quantifying Resilience Outside of Animal Breeding 
 Although quantifying resilience for animal breeding on a large scale from dense precision 
agriculture technology (e.g. Elgersma et al., 2018) has received limited attention to date, research 
has been completed in a small research project to quantify resilience in animals. González et al. 
(2008) utilized daily feeding behavior to look for early indicators of health disorders such as 
ketosis and other issues such as lameness. Feed intake, feeding time, and the number of visits 
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were recorded and analyzed. On average, a diagnosis from feed intake and associated behavior 
data came 3.6 d to 7.7 d prior to ketosis or lameness diagnosis by farm staff, respectively, but  
feed intake and behavior alone were not suitable for detection of mastitis (González et al., 2008). 
The phenotypes proposed by Elgersma et al. (2018) could be directly applied to both feed intake 
and feeding behavior data for any species.  
 King et al. (2018) performed a similar analysis as González et al. (2008), using high 
throughput data robotic milking systems, rumination time, and activity to describe the days prior 
and after diagnosis to determine the effectiveness of early detection. Robotic milking systems 
can also record milk temperature, milking frequency (number of visits per day), and conductivity 
(King et al., 2018). As stated above, some companies have added the ability to quantify somatic 
cells in milk (Lely company). New technology such as radar and local positioning systems can 
also be collect data on each animal within a barn for more precise recording of activity (Gygax et 
al., 2007). These systems could help identify animals that may have a positive or negative social 
interaction on other animals, which could be fed into genetic evaluation systems that include 
indirect genetic effects (i.e. social effects; Arango et al., 2005; Muir, 2005; Bergsma et al., 
2008).  
 One thing to remember is that early detection of issues (e.g. disease) is good but it does 
not solve the problem; early treatment can save costs but preventing the problems in the first 
place is much more ideal. Producers will be able to utilize the technology to test different 
intervention and prevention strategies. Once there is data available, it will be up to producers to 
determine how to improve their production. For dairy there does not appear to be a lot of 
biosecurity, however for swine, money could be better spent on showers, air filtration systems, 
disinfection rooms, and other biosecurity measures instead of precision technology to detect 
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illness after the fact. For this reason, producers need to be carefully convinced that sharing their 
data with companies and national evaluations systems will improve their competitive edge by 
delivering more resilient animals in the future. Convincing producers to openly share their data 
may be difficult for companies that do not own commercial barns themselves. Breeding 
companies that are integrated have an advantage, as they can require data to be collected and sent 
to the main data storage servers for processing. Breeding companies that are not integrated will 
have to convince producers or have to pay them for their data.  
The Future of Precision Agriculture in Livestock Production 
 Without the use of precision technology, the phenotypes being described in the previous 
section would not be possible. Big data from precision agriculture has a place in animal 
agriculture, but cost will be the limiting factor (along with return on investment), training, and 
reliability of these systems. Technology that does not replace labor, free up time (e.g. robotic 
milking machines) for other jobs/activities or provide better care to animals to create higher 
producing animals with better animal welfare, will not survive. While we are currently in the era 
of investigating these new technologies, eventually we will have to understand the economics of 
each and determine which provide value and which are ‘neat’ or for research purposes only. 
Most technology may play an important role in research in the future, if not in the commercial 
industry. Ease of use and training will also determine how satisfied producers are with the 
technology. Lely (robotic milking systems) trains independent consultants to be able to help 
producers fix issues and teach them how to use the robotic milking systems. Agronomic 
companies have had technicians available for quite some time to help farmers learn how to use 
new technology. Many co-ops have dedicated people available to assist crop farmers with 
precision agriculture technology. Eventually the animal sector will need this model and provide 
services to farmers to use technology or farmers will need to become more educated themselves. 
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Finally, the technology must be reliable (Zhang and Kovacs, 2012). Replacing farm labor with 
maintenance labor and down time does not help the situation. Farmers will lose trust in the 
technology if it is not reliable. Technology such as feeding systems or milking robots cannot go 
down or animal welfare will be compromised, as well as productivity. The future of these 
technologies is growing fast; however, it will take intuitive, easy to use hardware and software 
that provides an economic return to producers and improves the lives of animals and people.  
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Abstract 
 The objective of this study was to estimate genetic parameters of antibody response and 
reproductive traits after exposure to porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus 
(PRRSV). Blood samples were taken approximately 60 days after the outbreak. Antibody levels 
were quantified as the sample-to-positive ratio (S/P ratio) using a fluorescent microsphere assay. 
Reproductive traits included total number born (TNB), number born alive (NBA), number 
stillborn (NSB), number mummified (NBM), and number born dead (NBD). Mortality traits 
were log transformed for genetic analyses. Data were split into prior, during, and after the 
disease outbreak phases using visual appraisal of the estimates of farm-year-week effects for 
each reproductive trait. For NBA, data from all phases were combined into a reaction norm 
analysis with regression on estimates of farm-year-week effects for NBA. Heritability for S/P 
ratio was estimated at 0.17±0.05. Heritability estimates for reproduction traits were all low and 
were lower during the outbreak for NBA but greater for mortality traits. TNB was not greatly 
affected during the outbreak, as many sows that farrowed during the outbreak were mated prior 
to the outbreak. Heritability for TNB decreased from 0.13 (prior) to 0.08 (after). Genetic 
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correlation estimates between prior to and during the outbreak were high for TNB (0.86±0.23) 
and NBA (0.98±0.38) but lower for mortality traits: 0.65±0.43, -0.42±0.55, and 0.29±1.39 for 
LNSB, LNBM, and LNBD, respectively. TNB prior to and after the outbreak had a lower genetic 
correlation (0.32±0.33). In general, genetic correlation estimates of S/P ratio with reproductive 
performance during the outbreak were below 0.20 in absolute value, except for LNSB (-
0.73±0.29). Based on the reaction norm model, estimates of genetic correlations between the 
intercept and slope terms ranged from 0.24±0.50 to 0.54±0.35 depending on the parameterization 
used, indicating that selection for the intercept may result in indirect selection for steeper slopes, 
and thus, less resilient animals. In general, estimates of genetic correlations between farm-year-
week effect classes based on the reaction norm model resembled estimates of genetic 
correlations from the multivariate analysis. Overall, compared to previous studies, antibody S/P 
ratios showed a lower heritability (0.17±0.05) and low genetic correlations with reproductive 
performance during a PRRS outbreak, except for the LNSB.  
Introduction 
Porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus (PRRSV) severely affects both the 
breeding and growing sectors of the swine industry. In the breeding sector, PRRS causes 
abortions, stillborns, mummified piglets, pre-weaning mortality, and embryonic death (Lunney et 
al., 2016). It was estimated that $302 million (~45%) out of the annual $663 million in costs 
associated with problems caused by PRRS are due to losses in the breeding sector (Holtkamp et 
al., 2013). This was very different than estimates from a previous study by Neumann et al. 
(2005), where only ~12% was due to breeding herd losses. A relatively large amount of work has 
been done on the growing pig sector to reduce the economic impact of PRRS (Lunney et al., 
2011) and less attention has been focused on reducing the effects of the disease in breeding herds 
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(Lunney et al., 2016). One reason is that, prior to the availability of high-density genotyping, 
genetic analyses required a pedigree, which is typically not available for sows at the commercial 
level due to pooling of semen. Because nucleus and multiplier herds are managed to maximize 
biosecurity and minimize the risk of exposure to major pathogens such as PRRS, studies on 
outbreaks in herds with pedigreed sows are rare. Although pedigrees are not required with 
genomics, genotyping is still relatively expensive, and it still requires high-quality data, which is 
typically collected in nucleus herds. It is also much more expensive to set up experimental 
infection trials for reproductive traits in sows, as done in the PRRS Host Genomics Consortium 
nursery pig trials (Lunney et al., 2011). Breeding for increased resistance to PRRS is difficult in 
growing pigs and the problem becomes even more difficult for reproductive performance.  
 Antibody level in sows following an outbreak with a PRRSV could be used as an 
indicator trait for selection. Serão et al. (2014) demonstrated that antibody level measured as 
sample-to-positive (S/P) ratio from a commercial IDEXX ELISA analysis of blood samples 
taken after a PRRS infection was highly heritable (0.45) and had moderate to strong genetic 
correlations with many reproduction traits during the outbreak (~0.7 in absolute value for several 
traits). Since antibody levels under a real challenge may be impractical for commercial breeding 
programs, Serão et al. (2016) suggested that antibody following vaccination with a modified live 
virus (MLV) could be used as an indicator trait to select for reproductive performance under 
PRRS (Madapong et al., 2017). To the best of our knowledge, Serão et al. (2014) is the only 
study that has investigated genetic relationships between antibody level and reproductive 
performance under a PRRSV challenge. Therefore, it is necessary to validate these findings in a 
larger, independent PRRSV outbreak study.  
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To date, multivariate and reaction norm models are the two main methods that have been 
used for analysis of disease outbreak data. Lewis et al. (2009) first split reproductive data from a 
commercial herd that experienced a PRRS outbreak into healthy and PRRS phases and found 
that splitting the data based on trait rolling averages was better than using diagnostic lab 
confirmation dates. Estimated genetic correlations of reproductive performance between healthy 
and PRRS phases ranged from -0.13 to 0.98, although many genetic correlations were moderate 
or low between phases (Lewis et al., 2009). Lewis et al. (2009) only separated traits into two 
phases, while it is known that PRRS is a persistent infection (Lunney et al., 2016; Wills et al., 
2003), suggesting that the post-outbreak phase may need to be considered as a separate phase, 
creating three phases (prior, during, and after the outbreak). In addition, estimates of genetic 
correlations between reproductive traits within phase may also give some insight into how 
disease changes the relationship among traits during the different phases of an outbreak.  
 Reaction norm models are a common way to model genotype-by-environment 
interactions (GxE) but they have only more recently been utilized for litter size in pigs. Reaction 
norm models are an application of random regression (longitudinal) models that regress the 
response variable on a continuous environmental variable. These reaction norm models yield 
estimates of breeding values for an intercept term that is highly correlated to estimates of 
breeding values from routine genetic evaluations (Knap and Su, 2008) and estimated breeding 
values for a slope term that describes the additive genetic sensitivity to changes in the 
environment (when using an additive genetic relationship matrix). Reaction norm models have 
been used to analyze disease outbreak data by regressing phenotypes on estimates of continuous 
farm-year-week effects or on an index of challenge load from multiple traits (Mathur et al., 2014; 
Rashidi et al. 2014; Herrero-Medrano et al. 2015).  
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 The objectives of the current study were to (1) estimate the genetic parameters of 
reproduction traits prior, during, and after a PRRSV outbreak, and among traits within each 
phase, (2) estimate heritability and genetic correlations of sample-to-positive (S/P) ratio from 
blood during the PRRS outbreak with reproductive performance during the outbreak to validate 
findings from Serão et al. (2014) and (3) evaluate a reaction norm model to model the effect of 
PRRS on NBA.  
Materials and Methods 
Blood sampling of sows was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use 
Committee (IACUC, 4-15-8006-S). Reproductive data was retrieved from an existing database 
that included data collected as part of a routine breeding program and, therefore, did not require 
approval from an animal care and use committee.  
Outbreak, Inoculation, and Antibody Test 
 Three breeding farms from The Maschhoffs (Carlyle, IL), located in close proximity to 
each other in Illinois, USA, broke with a PRRSV strain in the spring of 2015. These farms 
included pedigreed purebred Yorkshire (YORK) and Landrace (LR) sows. Farm 1 and 3 
contained both breeds, while farm 2 contained only the LR breed. After suspect abortions, 
samples were sent for diagnostics and the 1-7-4 restriction fragment length polymorphism 
(RFLP) pattern (strain) of PRRS was confirmed by PCR analysis. This strain is a highly virulent 
strain. A nearby farm first broke with this PRRSV strain. To protect some high indexing sows in 
farm 1, they were preemptively sent to a quarantine facility to be tested for PRRS. After clearing 
these tests, these sows were then transferred to one of the other farms to farrow. Farm 1 was 
confirmed positive on March 5 and was then depopulated to try to protect other nearby farms 2 
and 3. Subsequently, farms 2 and 3 broke with PRRS and were then closed to new animals. Farm 
2 was confirmed positive on April 16 (42 days after farm 1) and farm 3 on April 9 (35 days after 
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farm 1). After the initial confirmed outbreak with several positive samples, all sows on farms 2 
and 3 were inoculated with live virus of a 1-7-4 RFLP pattern (strain) that was isolated at each 
farm (same strain) approximately three weeks later, on May 5 for farm 2 and on April 30 for 
farm 3. Inoculation was intranasal at farm 2 and intramuscular at farm 3. All sows were injected 
with an MLV vaccine approximately 30 days after the inoculation. Blood samples for antibody 
levels were taken from the anterior vena cava with vacutainer serum tubes from sows on farm 2 
on June 18 and from farm 3 on June 16, 17, and 19. This was approximately 60 days after the 
initial outbreak. Antibody levels taken at this time point should have plateaued for most animals 
(Lunney et al., 2016). Serum tubes were centrifuged at the farm and these serum samples were 
sent to Kansas State University for analysis. Antibody level against the PRRSV N-protein was 
measured using a fluorescent microsphere immunoassay (MFIA; Luminex®) and converted into 
a standardized sample-to-positive (S/P) ratio using positive and negative controls. This assay is 
conceptually similar to an indirect ELISA.  
Reproductive Data and Phases 
 Reproductive data obtained from routine data collection in these breeding herds included 
total number born (TNB), number born alive (NBA), number stillborn (NSB), number 
mummified (NBM), and number born dead (NBD; the sum of NSB + NBM). Raw weekly means 
for each farm are presented in Figure 1. For genetic analyses, mortality traits NSB, NBM, and 
NBD were all log transformed as ln(phenotype + 1) (Lewis et al., 2009) and will be referred to as 
LNSB, LNBM, and LNBD, respectively. Records on reproductive traits were separated into 
three phases (prior, during, and after the outbreak) based on estimates of farm-year-week (FYW) 
effects (extracted from the farrowing date) for each reproductive trait that were obtained from the 
following linear mixed model for each trait separately, 
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𝑦HIJKL = 𝑃𝐴𝑅H + 𝐹𝐴𝑅𝑀I + 𝐵𝑅𝐸𝐸𝐷J + 𝑓𝑦𝑤K + 𝑠𝑜𝑤L + 𝑒HIJKL, 
where 𝑃𝐴𝑅 is the parity effect (i=1,…,8), 𝐹𝐴𝑅𝑀 is the farm effect (j=1,2,3), and 𝐵𝑅𝐸𝐸𝐷 is the 
breed effect (k=1,2), which were fitted as fixed effects, while 𝑓𝑦𝑤 is the random FYW effect, 
assumed to follow ~N(0, 𝑰𝜎XYZ3 ) in which 𝜎XYZ3  is the FYW variance and 𝑰 is an identity matrix, 
and 𝑠𝑜𝑤 is a random sow effect, assumed to follow ~N(0, 𝑰𝜎[\Z3 ) in which 𝜎[\Z3  is the sow 
variance (following Rashidi et al., 2014). To make all traits comparable, estimates of FYW 
effects for each trait were standardized by their respective overall standard deviations (based on 
the variance estimated for FYW using lme4 in R; Bates et al., 2015) and plotted over time 
(Figure 2). Visual appraisal was used to split the data for each trait into three phases because it 
was known when the outbreak occurred (dates given above, similar to Serão et al., 2014). 
Preliminary analysis showed only minor changes in variance component estimates (< 0.1 for 
genetic correlations) when slightly different dates (by 1 or 2 weeks) were used to split the data 
into phases because these different dates changed the data sets very little. The PRRS outbreak 
phase for farm 1 was identified to be from March 12 to April 1 (20 days) and also from May 7 to 
May 27 (20 days), after sows were moved. The PRRS outbreak phase for farms 2 and 3 was from 
May 7 to August 5 (90 days). Based on these dates, data from each reproductive performance 
trait were separated into three traits (prior, during, and after), which were designated with 
subscripts p, d, and a, respectively, on the trait acronym (e.g. TNBp for TNB prior to the 
outbreak). Transition periods were masked for this analysis by removing data just prior to and 
after the outbreak phase (following Herrero-Medrano et al., 2015) because these records 
represented a ‘grey area’ for classification. For farm 1, data from one week prior to the first 
outbreak and from the three weeks between the two outbreaks were removed. For farm 2, data 
from one week prior to and two weeks after the outbreak were removed. For farm 3, data from 
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one week prior to the outbreak phase and seven weeks after the outbreak were removed. The 
latter were removed because rolling averages for TNB fluctuated continuously during these 
weeks, possibly from a rebound after the outbreak, which made it unclear how these data should 
be classified (see Figure 2).  
Multivariate Variance Components 
 Variance components among traits were estimated both between phases (e.g. TNBp with 
TNBd) and within phase (e.g. TNBd with NBAd) by basic bivariate animal models, using 
ASReml4 (Gilmour et al. 2015). Heritability estimates for a trait were averaged over the 
bivariate analyses. The model used for reproductive traits was, 
𝒚 = 𝑿𝜷 + 𝒁𝒖 + 𝒆, 
where 𝜷 included the fixed effects of parity (1 through 8), farm (1, 2, or 3), breed (YORK, LR), 
and farm-year-month (FYM), and the 30-day rolling herd average of the trait analyzed as a fixed 
covariate (following Lewis et al., 2009). The vector 𝒖 represents the random additive genetic 
effect of the sow [~N(0, 𝑨𝜎[\Z3 )] where 𝜎[\Z3  is the sow variance and 𝑨 is a matrix of additive 
genetic relationships among pigs, and the vector 𝒆 represents the random residual term [~N(0, 
𝑰𝜎d3)]. Very few sows had repeated records for traits prior to and after the outbreak and in these 
cases, the second record in the dataset was removed such that a repeatability model was not 
needed. The final multivariate dataset included 2014, 1428, and 1626 records for the prior, 
during, and after phases, respectively. The model used for S/P ratio (only recorded during the 
outbreak) also was a simple animal model, with parity, breed, date of sample collection (June 16-
19), and the plate of the assay (96 well plates used) as fixed effects. Collection date was 
confounded with farm (see above) and, therefore, farm was not fit in the model. Random effects 
were the same as for the reproduction traits. The pedigree included at least three generations to 
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calculate the numerator relationship matrix (A matrix), for a total of 6202 animals. Animal 
models for variance components were analyzed with ASReml 4 (Gilmour et al., 2015).  
Reaction Norm Analysis 
 Reaction norms were used to analyze NBA by regressing on estimates of farm-year-week 
(FYW) effects for NBA (estimates ranging from -4.11 to 2.33) that were obtained using the 
animal models described above for each phase. For this analysis, the entire dataset was kept 
intact for each trait, without splitting it into phases. This dataset included 6328 records from 
3378 sows. These sows recorded between one (1397), two (1209), three (575), and four (197) 
records (farrowings). The healthy phase started at approximately -1 on the FYW scale, which 
would include data from both prior to and after the PRRS outbreak phase. The model used was, 
𝒚 = 𝑿𝒃 + 𝑸𝒂 + 𝒁𝒑𝒆 + 𝒆, 
where the fixed effects vector b included breed, farm, parity, status (prior, during, after), and the 
fixed covariate of FYW effect estimates for NBA, with corresponding design matrix X. Matrix Q 
contains coefficients for the random additive genetic effects (𝒂), which included correlated 
random intercepts (𝒂𝒊) and random slopes (𝒂𝒔) on FYW effect estimates for each individual in 
the pedigree, connected through the pedigree relationship matrix (A). The variance-covariance 
structure of 𝒂 was, 
	𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝒂] = 𝑉𝑎𝑟 n
𝒂𝒊





where 𝑮qr is the genetic (co)variance matrix, with 𝜎uv,ux, 𝜎uv
3 , and 𝜎ux
3  denoting the covariance 
and additive genetic variances for intercept and slope, respectively. Three different scales were 
used for the random regression coefficients for the 170 unique FYW classes (𝚽 matrix): i) the 
raw scale of estimated FYW effects, ii) Legendre polynomial terms from the FYW effects (leg 
function in ASReml) and iii) orthogonal polynomial terms based on the pol function in ASReml 
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(Gilmour et al., 2015). No information is reported on model fit, as these were equivalent models. 
Vector pe contains random permanent environmental effects for animals with records, with 
matrix Z being diagonal with only an intercept term (1/0), as in a normal repeatability model. 
More complex models for the permanent environmental effects did not converge, possibly due to 
the low number of records per sow (Meyer, 2005). Finally, vector e contains residuals which, 
after a preliminary analysis (fitting many different group sizes), were fitted using heterogeneous 
residual variances with five discrete classes based on the NBA FYW effect estimates {-Inf, -2, -
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Estimates of genetic correlations of NBA between FYW classes were obtained from the 
estimated genetic covariance matrix 𝑮qr using 𝚽𝑮qr𝚽′, which results in a square, symmetric 
matrix with dimensions equal to the number of FYW effects that is used to calculate 𝚽. 
Estimated breeding values for each animal for each FYW level were calculated as 𝚽(𝒒𝒙𝟐)𝑼′(𝟐𝒙𝒏), 
where 𝑼  is a matrix of estimates of the random intercept and slope effects from the reaction 
norm model, where q is equal to the number of FYW levels (170) and n is the number of animals 
in the pedigree (n=6451). For the current data, this resulted in a 170 by 6451 matrix of EBVs.  
Results 
Summary Statistics Across Phases 
Table 1 shows means and standard deviation for the five reproductive traits during the 
three phases (prior, during, and after). The average TNB was similar across phases, although 
slightly lower after the outbreak. All other traits were greatly affected by the PRRS infection. 
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The average NBA dropped from 10.6 prior to the outbreak to 7.7 during the PRRS phase. The 
average NSB rose from 0.5 to 1.2 per litter during the outbreak. The average number mummified 
went from 0.3 prior to the outbreak to 2.6 per litter during the outbreak. Finally, average NBD 
went from 0.8 to 3.8 during the PRRS outbreak. All four traits (removing TNB) returned to their 
pre-challenge average after the outbreak.  
Identification of Outbreak Phases 
Figure 1 displays the raw averages by FYW for each trait. The severity of the disease 
during the PRRS outbreak in the spring of 2015 is evident. Weekly means for TNB did not show 
large changes over time but did trend downward starting midway through the PRRS phase. All 
other traits were affected much more severely by the PRRS outbreak as expected. NBA dropped 
below 7 pigs in all three farms. For farm 2, the mean for NBD was higher than the mean NBA 
for one week. Farm 2 had a spike in NSB immediately after the outbreak and then returned to a 
normal level after approximately five weeks. Farm 3 was slightly less affected by the outbreak in 
terms of NBA and NBD. An important note is that the majority of the in-utero mortality during 
the PRRS phase was due to mummies (68%) and not stillborns. Prior to and after the outbreak, 
the percent of deaths due to mummies was 36 and 42%, respectively. Standardized estimates of 
FYW effects followed the same trends as the raw means (Figure 2). The PRSS outbreak 
corresponded to spikes in mortality traits and drops in the estimates of FYW effects for TNB and 
NBA. The most extreme standardized effects were from farm 2, where some estimates were as 
high as four. Trends in estimates over time were similar for all traits, except for TNB. For farm 
2, the NSB returned to baseline quicker than farm 3.   
Heritability of Reproduction Traits Across Phases 
 Heritability estimates were less than or equal to 0.13 for all reproductive traits for all 
phases (Table 2). The estimate of heritability for S/P ratio was also relatively low at 0.17±0.05. 
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Heritability estimates for mortality traits (LNSB, LNBM, and LNBD) ranged from 0.01 to 0.06 
prior to the outbreak, increased during the outbreak (0.06 to 0.13), likely because of the higher 
incidence of mortalities during the outbreak, and then reduced again after the outbreak. However, 
only the estimate of heritability of LNBM returned to its estimate prior to the outbreak, while 
estimates for both LNSB and LNBD remained slightly elevated after the outbreak (0.09±0.04 
and 0.06±0.04, respectively). The estimate of heritability of TNB (0.13±0.05) did not change 
during the outbreak but reduced to 0.08±0.04 after the outbreak.  
Genetic Correlations of Reproduction Traits Between Phases 
Estimates of genetic correlations of traits between the three phases are displayed in Table 
3. Estimates of the genetic correlation between prior to and during the outbreak for TNB and 
NBA were greater than 0.85, indicating similar genetic backgrounds. Genetic correlations for 
TNB and NBA were much lower between prior to and after the outbreak (0.32±0.33 and 
0.27±0.42, respectively). Again, this may be expected when sows are being bred during the 
outbreak. The genetic correlation between TNB during and after the outbreak was higher 
(0.72±0.55) than for NBA (0.21±0.54). Estimates of genetic correlations for mortality traits prior 
to and during the outbreak were inconsistent; they were positive for LNSB and LNBD but 
negative for LNBM (-0.42±0.55). Trends in estimates of genetic correlations for reproductive 
performance between prior to and after the outbreak were similar to those between during and 
after the outbreak.  
Genetic Correlations Between Reproductive Traits and S/P Ratio 
Estimates of genetic correlations of S/P ratio with reproductive traits are presented in 
Table 4. Prior to the outbreak, estimates of the genetic correlations ranged from 0.05 to 0.85, but 
with very large SE for LNBM and LNBD. Most estimates of the genetic correlation of S/P ratio 
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with reproduction traits during the outbreak, which was of main interest, were close to zero, with 
the exception of LNSB, which had an estimate of -0.73±0.29 with S/P ratio. The negative genetic 
correlation estimates of S/P ratio with LNSB and LNBD during the outbreak were in the 
favorable direction (i.e. sows with higher antibody level are expected to have fewer stillborn pigs 
phenotypically/genetically). After the outbreak, estimates of genetic correlations of S/P ratio 
with reproductive traits were low (-0.20 to 0.05). Negative genetic correlations may be as 
expected because producing more antibody during the infection may have diverted resources 
away from reproduction while the sow was cycling during the outbreak, leaving fewer 
embryos/fetuses to develop and be born after the outbreak.  
Genetic Correlations Among Reproduction Traits Within Phases 
 Genetic correlations among reproductive traits within phase are displayed in Table 5. 
TNB and NBA had high genetic correlations prior to and after the outbreak (>0.90) but the 
correlation dropped to 0.71±0.16 during the outbreak, likely due to greater prenatal mortality 
during the outbreak. TNB was positively correlated, genetically, with all mortality traits during 
all three phases (0.23 to 0.56), as expected, but correlations were slightly stronger during and 
after the outbreak (0.56±0.23 with LNBD during the outbreak). NBA had close to zero genetic 
correlation estimates with mortality traits prior to and after the outbreak but slightly negative 
estimates during the outbreak (-0.14 to -0.22). Estimates of genetic correlations among mortality 
traits within phase were all positive (0.23 to 0.98) for all phases. Prior to and after the outbreak, 
LNSB and LNBD were genetically highly correlated, at 0.94±0.07, likely because most 
mortalities at those times are due to stillborns rather than mummies. The estimate of the genetic 
correlation between LNSB and LNBD dropped to 0.73±0.23 during the outbreak but the estimate 
of the genetic correlation between LNBM and LNBD increased from 0.68±0.28 prior to the 
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outbreak to 0.80±0.15 during the outbreak, as a greater proportion of mortalities was due to 
mummies during the outbreak. The estimate of the genetic correlation between LNSB and 
LNBM was moderate prior to the outbreak (0.40±0.47) and low during the outbreak (0.23±0.48). 
All estimates of genetic correlations among mortality traits after the outbreak were greater than 
0.83.  
Reaction Norm Model 
 The three parameterizations of the reaction norm model only differed in estimates of 
genetic variances for the intercept and slope, and in estimates of the genetic covariance or 
correlation between intercept and slope (Table 6). However, estimates of genetic variances and 
covariances for NBA at given FYW levels were unaffected, as expected. Estimates of the genetic 
variance of the intercept and slope ranged from 0.52 to 0.81 and from 0.07 to 1.21, respectively. 
All estimates of the genetic covariance between intercept and slope were positive (0.11 to 0.51). 
Estimates of the genetic correlation between the intercept and slope were 0.54±0.35, 0.24±0.50, 
and 0.52±0.36 for the raw, Legendre, and the polynomial (pol) function of ASReml, 
respectively. Estimates of residual variance increased slightly from the first FYW level to the 
second (estimated from 12.21 to 12.73) and then reduced as the FYW effect increased (10.54, 
8.70, and 6.84). Figure 3 shows estimates of genetic covariances (left) and correlations (right) 
from the reaction norm model for NBA between FYW levels which, as indicated, were the same 
for all three parameterizations. Estimates of genetic covariances (diagonals) showed the expected 
quadratic trend (given the 1st order model) and were negative only between the most extreme 
FYW classes. Estimates of genetic correlations for NBA between FYW levels showed two fairly 
distinct blocks during the healthy and diseased phases (diseased in the top left, healthy in the 
bottom right). The transition from diseased to healthy started for NBA FYW effects around -1 
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(with a very small overlap of the two phases, see Figure 2). Genetic correlations between the two 
blocks were moderate, except for the very extreme FYW levels, which was consistent with the 
multi-trait analysis of traits defined by phase.  
 Table 7 shows estimates of correlations of EBV from the multivariate analysis of NBA 
by phase with EBV obtained from the reaction norm model using the raw FYW scale. 
Correlations of EBV for the additive genetic intercept and slope terms with EBV for FYW levels 
equal to -4, -2, 0, and 2 are also shown, with the first two (-4 and -2) being during the outbreak 
and the other two (0 and 2) from the two healthy phases (representing a combination of prior to 
and after the PRRSV outbreak). The EBV for the intercept terms from the reaction norm model 
had the highest correlation with EBV for NBAp (0.82), while EBV for NBAp and NBAd were 
highly correlated with EBV from the reaction norm model at FYW equal to -2 and 0 (0.78 to 
0.80). The EBV for the intercept was almost perfectly correlated with EBV for the reaction norm 
at FYW equal to 0 (as expected) and were also highly correlated with EBV for the reaction norm 
at FYW equal to -2. Correlations between EBV at different FYW levels were very similar to the 
estimates of genetic correlations from the reaction norm model, showing decreasing correlations 
with increasing distance between FYW levels.  
Discussion 
Genetic Parameters for S/P Ratio 
 Estimates of heritability and genetic correlations for S/P ratio with reproductive 
performance during a PRRS outbreak were mostly inconsistent with previous studies. Serão et al. 
(2014) reported a heritability of 0.45±0.13 for S/P ratio after a PRRS outbreak in a multiplier 
herd in Canada, which was validated in a more complex independent study (Serão et al., 2016). 
The estimate of heritability of S/P ratio from the current study was, however, substantially lower 
at 0.17±0.05. Estimates of genetic correlations of S/P ratio with reproductive traits also did not 
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completely agree with previous results, except for the genetic correlation of S/P ratio with LNSB 
(Serão et al., 2014). Although this is favorable, most of the prenatal mortality (68%) during the 
PRRS outbreak in this study was due to mummified piglets, as mentioned above. This is 
important because although S/P ratio was more correlated with LNSB, it would not change 
overall mortality as much because more piglet mortality stems from mummified piglets. Serão et 
al. (2014) found that S/P ratio tended to have moderate/strong genetic correlations with 
reproduction traits, ranging from -0.72 (NSB) to 0.73 (NBA); the lowest estimate in absolute 
value was 0.27 (NBD). The only genetic correlation that was similar in the current study was for 
LNSB (-0.73). Both TNB and NBA were not strongly associated with S/P ratio in the current 
study. Note, however, that these estimates come with large standard errors when dealing with 
small sample sizes and lowly heritable reproductive traits, therefore strong conclusions cannot be 
drawn until further studies are conducted.  
One notable difference between the current study and the studies of Serão et al. (2014, 
2016) is the use of different antibody assays for semi-quantification of antibody levels. The 
IDEXX PRRS X3 ELISA (at the same lab) was used in both Serão et al. (2014) and Serao et al. 
(2016), while the Luminex® (Luminex Corp., Austin, TX) microsphere assay was utilized in the 
present study. Although the IDEXX is considered an industry/research gold standard for 
measuring PRRS antibody (Sattler et al., 2014), the microsphere (or microbead) assay is rising in 
popularity because the Luminex multiplex system allows for the detection of numerous analytes 
within a single biological sample, saving cost, time, and labor (Lin et al., 2011). The Luminex 
assay was also used by the same lab in the study of Hess et al. (2018) on nursery pigs following 
experimental PRRSV infection, resulting in a moderate to high heritability estimate. The 
microbead assay is not a traditional ELISA but is conceptually similar to an indirect ELISA, as 
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both measure antibodies against the nucleocapsid (N) protein (inside the complete PRRS virus). 
Lin et al. (2011) compared an earlier version of the standard single plex ELISA (IDEXX 
Herdchek PRRSV 2XR kit) and the microsphere-based immunoassay and found the spearman 
rank correlation to be 0.72 for PRRS antibody. The sensitivity and specificity between the assays 
were 91 and 93% for PRRS in young pigs, respectively (kappa coefficient of 0.67). Commonly, 
young pigs are used for testing and validating assay results for several reasons (cost, ease of 
sampling, availability, etc). In adult pigs, however, 64% (16/25) of samples were found to be 
positive by the Luminex assay but negative by the IDEXX HerdChek PRRS X3 assay (Giménez-
Lirola et al. 2014). Giménez-Lirola et al. (2014) used the newest IDEXX (HerdChek PRRS X3), 
the same test used in Serão et al., (2014, 2016). Adults pigs (sows and boars) may have higher 
background reactivity than young pigs (Giménez-Lirola et al. 2014), possibly due to a more 
mature immune system and antigens seen later in life and will need to be investigated further. 
Although we do not have direct evidence that the differences in variance components estimated 
between the present study and Serão et al., (2014, 2016) can be attributed to the differences 
between the IDEXX and Luminex platform, it should be a major consideration in future research, 
along with the age of the animal being tested.  
There are several other possible reasons for the difference in estimates of genetic 
parameters for S/P ratio between the current and previous PRRS outbreak studies. These could 
include other aspects of the assay such as in-house diagnostic target variations, time of year, the 
strain of the virus, sample processing, and other unknown environmental effects. In contrast to 
Serão et al. (2014), sows in the current study were inoculated three weeks after the confirmed 
outbreak, followed by MLV vaccination. Vaccination is not expected to impact antibody levels 
at 40 days after inoculation, as a secondary type of response in a relatively short time after 
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infection is not expected due to the persistency of infection of the PRRS virus (Lunney et al., 
2016; discussed below). However, it still could contribute to differences. Typically, antibody 
response studies in pigs are conducted in designed experiments with one injection given 
simultaneously to all animals. In a natural disease challenge, this consistency is lost and sows in 
a large farm are consistently re-exposed to antigens, some possibly due to ‘rebound’ animals 
(Boddicker et al., 2012). In Serão et al. (2016), antibody levels were measured on gilts following 
acclimation across many commercial farms, which represented a range of times following 
exposure, either through infection or MLV vaccination, again strengthening the idea that some of 
these other factors may not play a large role.  
Multiple factors make determining the cause of differences between estimates of genetic 
parameters for S/P between studies hard to understand. These will continue to be an issue as 
what is best for measuring antibody response in research (i.e. this study) may not be optimal for 
production and clearing the virus from a commercial farm, such as inoculation and vaccination 
observed in the current study. This may provide some insight into the difficulty of conducting 
this type of research in field conditions and therefore alternatives will be needed (e.g. separate, 
carefully designed challenge studies in sows). Perhaps other measures such as interferon-g (IFN-
g) response after inoculation might be useful, along with antibody response. Collecting antibody 
response at multiple time points may also be helpful to determine the approximate date of 
infection, but this would be expensive and not feasible on a commercial farm.  
Genetic Parameters for Reproduction Traits 
Ranges of heritability estimates for litter size and mortality traits were consistent with 
previous estimates (0.01-0.13; Bidanel, 2011). Trends in heritabilities between phases generally 
followed results by Lewis et al. (2009). Heritability for NBA was lower during the outbreak, 
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while estimates of heritability for mortality traits were higher during the outbreak, most likely 
due to the increased incidence of mortality under PRRS challenge. Heritability of TNB was not 
affected by the PRRS phase like the other traits but was after the outbreak. Biologically, this 
makes sense, as sows that farrowed during the outbreak were bred prior to the outbreak and all 
fetuses would be counted in the total born. However, sows bred during the outbreak farrowed 
later during or after the outbreak, which affects the total born observed due to possibly fewer 
oocytes being fertilized or fetuses being absorbed. There is no verification of this because 
pregnancies were not evaluated by ultrasound. Low to moderate genetic correlations for 
reproduction traits between prior to and during the PRRS phase likely indicate the influence of 
disease resistance QTL during the outbreak phase, making them different traits. Serão et al. 
(2014) found similar trends as observed in the present study for estimates of heritability prior to 
and during the outbreak for NBM, NBD and NSB but their estimates of heritability for NBA was 
higher during the outbreak.  
Estimates of genetic correlations for reproduction traits between phases were fairly 
consistent with previous estimates (Lewis et al., 2009; Rashidi et al., 2014; Herrero-Medrano et 
al., 2015), although these studies combined data from prior and after the outbreak into one trait. 
For instance, the genetic correlation from Lewis et al., (2009) for NBA was 0.56 between healthy 
and diseased phases, which would be a combination of the current estimates for NBA between 
prior and during (0.98) and between during and after (0.21). Rashidi et al. (2014) estimated 
genetic correlations for NBA and NBD at 0.87 and 0.57 between healthy and diseased phases, 
respectively. Herrero-Medrano et al. (2015) estimated these same correlations at 0.75 and 0.74, 
respectively.   
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Differences between studies in estimates of genetic correlations for reproduction traits 
between diseased and healthy phases in PRRS outbreak herds can also be due to other factors. 
The strain that caused the outbreak in the current study was a very severe strain of the PRRS 
virus. More studies are needed to determine whether results from Serão et al. (2014) also hold for 
other virus strains, such as those used in the PRRS host genetics consortium and associated trials 
(Hess et al., 2016; Waide et al., 2018). New viral strains develop and results from previous 
antibody studies may not apply. For instance, a new PRRS strain that developed in China in the 
last decade shows very different clinical signs than normal strains (see Figure 2 from Tian et al., 
2007). Diseases such as PRRS can change and antibody measures as indicator traits need to 
continually be re-evaluated for effectiveness in a breeding program.  
Reproductive Performance After the PRRS Outbreak 
To date, all studies have divided the reproduction data from PRRS outbreak herds into 
only healthy and diseased phases. A finding from this research was that estimated genetic 
correlations may support keeping the time period after the PRRS phase as a separate trait from 
prior to the PRRS outbreak, although standard errors were large. PRRS can be a persistent 
infection (Lunney et al., 2016) and, thus, it is possible that PRRS still affects reproductive 
performance after the outbreak has cleared, perhaps sub-clinically. Lunney et al. (2016) 
discussed the three stages of a PRRS infection: acute, persistent, and extinct. The virus can 
persist in tonsils and lymph nodes and has been identified in animals as long as 175 to 251 days 
post infection (Wills et al., 2003; Molina 2008), although most cleared within three to four 
months (Wills et al., 2003). In the present study, the after phase included approximately four 
months of data. It is possible that the large farm sizes contributed to the persistent nature of the 
infection. It is also possible that the less than 1 genetic correlation between traits prior and after 
the outbreak was caused by genotype-by-environment interactions due to reasons such as 
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seasonality, which will need to be investigated further in another study. The outbreak phase for 
the current study was during the late spring/summer months.  
Another reason why the after-period may need to be analyzed separately is that some 
sows that farrowed after the outbreak were bred during the outbreak, which could result in some 
residual effects. Any sow bred during the PRRS phase could suffer reduced TNB from reduced 
fertilization, embryos not surviving, or fetuses being absorbed. In contrast, most sows that 
farrowed during the outbreak phase were bred during the healthy phase prior to the outbreak and, 
thus, TNB should not be severely affected due to the piglets already being fully-formed, as 
observed in the present study, especially in farm 3. This was also reinforced by the low estimate 
of the genetic correlation for TNB between before and after the outbreak (0.32±0.33). Thus, it 
may be better to consider leaving the after phase a separate trait or to remove this data for routine 
genetic evaluation. Further research will be needed to determine how long this period extends.  
Reproduction Traits During the Outbreak 
 Previous reproductive disease outbreak studies have separated reproduction data into two 
phases (healthy and diseased) but, to our knowledge, this is the first study to report estimates of 
genetic correlations within phase (e.g. NBAp with LNSBp or TNBd with NBAd). The phase prior 
to infection represents typical variance components for litter size without major disease (e.g. Su 
et al., 2007; Putz et al., 2015). Not separating data from herds that experience disease outbreaks 
into three phases could affect estimates of genetic correlations between traits (e.g. TNB and 
NBA or their genetic correlation with mortality traits). For example, the genetic correlation 
between TNB and LNBD was 0.28±0.26 prior to infection and 0.56±0.23 during the PRRS 
outbreak. This should be as expected, as more total born during the outbreak would allow more 
pigs to be affected by disease and die prior to farrowing.  
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Reaction Norm Model 
One possible downside of the use of reaction norms for analysis of disease outbreak data 
is that they do not differentiate records obtained prior to and after the outbreak. Separate 
stressors may cause dips in performance. This may be a disadvantage of the reaction norm 
models, especially for other situations such as outbreaks from different pathogens or different 
strains of the same virus (observed in Herrero-Medrano et al. 2015). Multivariate analyses may 
also not be able to disentangle causes if multiple pathogens are involved in the infection. In 
Medrano et al. (2015), both PRRS and a coronavirus caused outbreaks that led to a high 
challenge load (described by Mathur et al., 2014) of over 15 index units (the challenge load). The 
reaction norm model treats both of these outbreaks being very similar traits (in terms of regressor 
values, here the FYW effects), when in fact they most likely have different genetic backgrounds 
in terms of genetic resistance. For example, two FYW effects around -1 NBA may be the result 
of separate environmental changes; one could be the result of porcine epidemic diarrhea (PED) 
and the other from heat stress for example. Any FYW effect would be a combination of any 
management environments and challenges/stressors. Regardless of this, given enough data, these 
models should still result in sows that are more resilient/robust to environmental challenges. The 
advantage of the reaction norm is that it would average over all of these effects in one 
parsimonious model without regard to specific causes. Knap and Su (2008) stressed the need to 
have large datasets for reaction norm models to be effective. The optimal breeding objective 
should include general resilience/robustness to any number of stressors, including different 
diseases, not to single diseases or stressors. Therefore, for the reaction norm models to be 
effective, it would be advantageous to have a large number of environments classified from 
many different farms with as many different management practices as possible, such that the 
values used to regress on capture as many stressors and different environments as possible 
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(Knap, 2005). When thinking about testing a sire, it would be best to have as many daughters in 
as many different farms/environments as possible. One issue is that there can be high leverage on 
the slope of the reaction norm slope for extreme FYW observations (Pool et al., 2000).  
It is known that different parameterizations of the regressor value (FYW estimates) leads 
to different variances and covariances for the intercept and slope terms. Therefore, it can be 
dangerous to interpret these estimates, as was done by Knap and Su (2008). Another factor that 
can influence the (co)variances is using different contemporary group sizes (week, month, or 
season). Knap and Su (2008) utilized estimates for herd-year-season contemporary groups 
instead of herd-year-week contemporary groups used in the current analysis. The estimate of the 
genetic correlation between the intercepts and slopes from the three parameterizations used in the 
current study were different (as expected), although all were positive. This indicates that 
selection for improved NBA of animals with the standard animal model (related to the reaction 
norm intercept) would result in animals with greater reaction to changes in the environment. 
Again, as expected, estimates of genetic covariances and correlations between EBVs from each 
FYW from the reaction norm model were not affected by the parameterization of the model 
(Figure 3).  
The correlation between EBV for the intercept term from the reaction norm model and 
EBV from a typical animal model was high, which agrees with previous research (Knap and Su, 
2008). The current analysis expanded this by calculating the correlations of EBV from the 
multivariate phases (prior, during, and after) model with the reaction norm estimates of 
intercepts and slopes and EBV at discrete FYW levels. Knap and Su (2008) found EBV from the 
multivariate animal model and EBV for the intercept terms from the reaction norm to be 
correlated 0.78 to 0.85, similar to the current analysis, which found correlations between 0.75 to 
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0.82 (for prior, during, and after for NBA). EBV from the reaction norm model at different levels 
of FYW were also correlated with EBV from the multivariate model. EBV from the reaction 
norm between -2 and +2 were moderate to highly correlated with EBV from the multivariate 
analysis (between 0.64 to 0.80). The highest correlation between the multivariate EBV and the 
EBV at -4 from the reaction norm was for NBA during the outbreak, as expected (0.38), 
however, this was at the very extreme of the outbreak phase. The EBV for the slope from the 
reaction norm was negatively correlated with the EBV at -4 (-0.55) and strongly positively 
correlated with EBV at 2 (0.91), which is as expected. Animals with EBV for the slope that 
deviate from zero are considered sensitive to environmental changes. Therefore, the optimum 
selection would be for animals with a high EBV for the intercept and an EBV for the slope close 
to zero, indicating high producing animals that produce uniformly (in ranking) across 
environmental gradients.  
The reaction norm can capture more than just health, which may contribute to the 
difference in genetic correlations observed between the multivariate and reaction norm models. 
Guy et al. (2012) discussed resilience to not only health challenges but also other environmental 
challenges. In commercial data, challenges for pigs can encompass social, environmental, 
metabolic, immunological, and human interactions (Martínez-Miró et al., 2016). Seasonality 
encompasses effects of heat stress and disease and both affect FYW estimates. For instance, 
there is a positive seasonality effect during the summer months for pigs weaned/sow/year 
(Stalder, 2017). Sevillano et al. (2016) showed that seasonal infertility can be impacted by 
photoperiod and not just by ambient temperatures. So, as long as data is captured over long 
periods of time and plenty of heterogeneous environments, the reaction norm should also be 
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thought of as general resilience, instead of only disease resilience. Of course, the multivariate 
model could also pick up effects from other stressors.  
 Bishop and Woolliams (2014) stated that the requirement to measure resistance 
phenotypes is a rate-limiting step in breeding for disease resistance. One problem for both the 
multivariate and reaction norm models is that it is difficult to get enough records in the diseased 
phase to obtain accurate EBV for disease resilience; most of the information for either model 
will come from correlated data, i.e. from the ‘healthy’ phase in the multivariate case. For the 
reaction norm model, most data are from healthy weeks when an outbreak has not occurred for 
an extended period of time. For instance, in farm 1 of Herrero-Medrano et al. (2015), only 1 
outbreak occurred over a 6-year span of the data and only five total outbreaks occurred in the 
three farms. The reaction norm is only observed on part of the FYW estimates for many animals, 
especially because many sows are culled early (especially in nucleus environments), although 
this is partially overcome by the use of the pedigree relationships. The use of random regression 
models for a reaction norm is different from many other situations in which random regression 
models are used for genetic analyses, such as milk yield in dairy cattle, growth or feed intake in 
pigs, and egg production in poultry. In those situations, animals have repeated records that span 
most of the lactation, growth period, or egg-laying cycle, leading to more accurate estimates of 
breeding values than obtained for the sparser reaction norm model (Knap and Su, 2008). In the 
current study, sows had between one and four records for the reaction norm model. Meyer 
(2005) stated that using higher order polynomials when a substantial proportion of animals have 
fewer records than the order of polynomials fitted can lead to erratic and implausible estimates. 
One should be careful before applying complex models to this type of data. The total range in 
estimates of NBA FYW effects was 6.43 on the original scale. A total of 47, 70, and 89% of 
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sows had phenotypes in contemporary groups that ranged less than 0.5, 2.0, and 3.0, 
respectively, in NBA FYW effects (i.e. the x-axis). This may contribute to the poor accuracy 
referred to by Knap and Su (2008).  
Future Work 
There is some work needed prior to the swine industry adopting antibody response to 
PRRS outbreaks or MLV vaccination. Novel strains of PRRSV are continuing to show up 
because of the high mutation rate of the PRRS virus and predictive ability in terms of genetic 
correlations should be regularly checked. Antibody tests continue to change over time and 
differences among labs exist, although the HerdChek PRRS X3 antibody test seems to be very 
repeatable within and across labs (Kittawornrat et al., 2012). This possible instability over time 
in other antibody assays such as the Luminex (or future IDEXX assays) is risky for 
implementation into the swine breeding industry. One important validation needed is to send 
samples to multiple veterinary diagnostic labs and with multiple tests (e.g. IDEXX vs Luminex) 
to verify results for each test and each lab to make sure genetic analyses agree. Perhaps even lab 
replicates will need to be performed to determine the repeatability. Thus, at this point, it is 
unclear whether selection on antibody response (possibly to PRRS vaccines) will be highly 
useful to the swine breeding industry.  
Conclusions 
Antibody level in sows to PRRS following a PRRS outbreak, measured as S/P ratio, was 
low to moderately heritable (0.17±0.05) and had low genetic correlations with reproductive traits 
except for LNSB (-0.73±0.29). Standard errors for variance component estimates were large 
because of a relatively small dataset and lowly heritable traits, so no strong conclusions can be 
drawn. More research will be needed to understand why these results did not completely validate 
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previous findings on S/P ratio heritability and genetic correlations with reproductive 
performance. It is possible that the differences in the antibody assay were the cause, but this is 
still unknown. The genetic correlation between reproductive performance prior to and during the 
PRRS outbreak was high for both TNB and NBA. The only negative genetic correlation between 
performance prior to and during the PRRS outbreak was for LNBM. TNB had a genetic 
correlation of 0.32 between prior to and after the outbreak. It may be useful to consider 
reproductive performance several months after the outbreak as a separate trait from performance 
prior to the outbreak, as sows farrowing after the outbreak were bred during the outbreak. The 
reaction norm model for NBA showed similar trends in genetic correlations as the multivariate 
model that considered reproductive performance prior, during, and after the outbreak as separate 
traits, although it considered data from prior and after the outbreak as having overlapping 
environments. Overall, future work will need to address some of the differences from previous 
research observed in the current study.  
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Table 3.1. Mean reproductive performance prior to, during, and after the PRRS outbreak (with 
SD in parentheses).  
 
Phase1 Count TNB2 NBA2 NSB2 NBM2 NBD2 
Prior 2478 11.4 (3.4) 10.6 (2.3) 0.5 (0.9) 0.3 (0.7) 0.8 (1.3) 
During 1455 11.5 (3.5) 7.7 (4.0) 1.2 (1.6) 2.6 (3.3) 3.8 (3.6) 
After 1632 11.2 (3.4) 10.4 (3.3) 0.5 (0.9) 0.3 (0.9) 0.8 (1.3) 
1 Phases were split using a mixed linear model, fitting farm-year-week (FYW) as a random effect 
and extracting the predicted values. Visual appraisal was used to split phases into prior, 
during, and after the PRRS outbreak 
2 Total number born (TNB), number born alive (NBA), number stillborn (NSB), number born 
mummified (NBM), number born dead (NBD) 
 
Table 3.2. Heritability estimates (with SE in parentheses) for S/P ratio and reproductive traits 
prior to, during, and after the outbreak.  
 
Trait1 Prior2 During2 After2 
TNB 0.13 (0.05) 0.12 (0.05) 0.08 (0.04) 
NBA 0.11 (0.04) 0.05 (0.03) 0.05 (0.04) 
LNSB 0.06 (0.03) 0.13 (0.06) 0.09 (0.04) 
LNBM 0.03 (0.03) 0.12 (0.06) 0.03 (0.04) 
LNBD 0.01 (0.02) 0.06 (0.04) 0.06 (0.04) 
S/P3 NA1 0.17 (0.05) NA1 
1 Total number born (TNB), number born alive (NBA), log number stillborn (LNSB), log 
number born mummified (LNBM), log number born dead (LNBD), sample-to-positive 
(S/P) ratio of the PRRS antibody levels 
2 Phases were split using a mixed linear model, fitting farm-year-week (FYW) as a random effect 
and extracting the predicted values. Visual appraisal was used to split phases into prior, 
during, and after the PRRS outbreak 
3 S/P ratio was only collected during the PRRS outbreak  
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Table 3.3. Estimates of genetic correlations (with SE in parentheses) for reproductive traits 
between the three phases relative to the outbreak (prior to, during, and after).  
 
Trait1 Prior-During2 Prior-After2 During-After2 
TNB 0.86 (0.23) 0.32 (0.33) 0.72 (0.28) 
NBA 0.98 (0.38) 0.27 (0.42) 0.21 (0.54) 
LNSB 0.65 (0.43) 0.40 (0.41) 0.81 (0.28) 
LNBM -0.42 (0.55) -0.40 (0.88) -0.363 
LNBD 0.29 (1.39) 0.69 (1.52) 0.07 (0.48) 
1 Total number born (TNB), number born alive (NBA), log number stillborn (LNSB), log 
number born mummified (LNBM), log number born dead (LNBD) 
2 Phases were split using a mixed linear model, fitting farm-year-week (FYW) as a random effect 
and extracting the predicted values. Visual appraisal was used to split phases into prior, 
during, and after the PRRS outbreak 
3 Completed with remlf90 from BLUPF90 programs in place of ASReml due to convergence 
issues, no SE available 
 
Table 3.4. Estimates of genetic correlations (with SE in parentheses) of S/P ratio with 
reproductive traits prior to, during, and after the outbreak.  
 
Trait1 Prior2 During2 After2 
TNB 0.27 (0.25) -0.10 (0.26) -0.17 (0.29) 
NBA 0.19 (0.25) 0.05 (0.35) -0.12 (0.32) 
LNSB 0.05 (0.35) -0.73 (0.29) -0.06 (0.31) 
LNBM 0.85 (0.90) 0.02 (0.42) 0.053 
LNBD 0.69 (0.79) -0.18 (0.28) -0.20 (0.32) 
1 Total number born (TNB), number born alive (NBA), log number stillborn (LNSB), log 
number born mummified (LNBM), log number born dead (LNBD) 
2 Phases were split using a mixed linear model, fitting farm-year-week (FYW) as a random effect 
and extracting the predicted values. Visual appraisal was used to split phases into prior, 
during, and after the PRRS outbreak 
3 Completed with remlf90 from BLUPF90 programs in place of ASReml due to convergence 
issues, no SE available  
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Table 3.5. Estimates of genetic correlations (with SE in parentheses) between reproductive traits 
within each of the three phases relative to the outbreak (prior to, during, and after).  
 
Traits1 Prior2 During2 After2 
TNB-NBA 0.96 (0.02) 0.71 (0.16) 0.92 (0.04) 
TNB-LNSB 0.23 (0.26) 0.32 (0.28) 0.33 (0.28) 
TNB-LNBM 0.23 (0.42) 0.34 (0.36) 0.33 (0.38) 
TNB-LNBD 0.28 (0.26) 0.56 (0.23) 0.33 (0.27) 
NBA-LNSB 0.00 (0.27) -0.20 (0.35) -0.05 (0.31) 
NBA-LNBM 0.05 (0.44) -0.22 (0.41) 0.01 (0.42) 
NBA-LNBD 0.03 (0.28) -0.14 (0.33) -0.05 (0.31) 
LNSB-LNBM 0.40 (0.47) 0.23 (0.48) 0.84 (0.36) 
LNSB-LNBD 0.94 (0.07) 0.73 (0.23) 0.98 (0.06) 
LNBM-LNBD 0.68 (0.28) 0.80 (0.15) 0.90 (0.16) 
1 Total number born (TNB), number born alive (NBA), log number stillborn (LNSB), log 
number born mummified (LNBM), log number born dead (LNBD) 
2 Phases were split using a mixed linear model, fitting farm-year-week (FYW) as a random effect 
and extracting the predicted values. Visual appraisal was used to split phases into prior, 
during, and after the PRRS outbreak 
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Table 3.6. Estimates of variance components (with SE in parentheses) for three 
parameterizations of the reaction norm model, regressing on the predicted farm-year-
week (FYW) effects for number born alive (NBA).  
 
 Reaction norm parameterization 
Variance component Raw scale1 Legendre2 Polynomial3 
Var(intercept) (𝝈𝒂𝒊
𝟐 ) 0.54 (0.17) 0.81 (0.38) 0.52 (0.17) 
Var(slope) (𝝈𝒂𝒊
𝟐 ) 0.07 (0.06) 0.15 (0.28) 1.21 (0.90) 
Cov(intercept,slope) (𝝈𝒂𝒊,𝒂𝒔) 0.11 (0.07) 0.51 (0.38) 0.41 (0.27) 
Cor(intercept,slope) (𝒓𝒂𝒊,𝒂𝒔) 0.54 (0.35) 0.24 (0.50) 0.52 (0.36) 
Var(permanent envir.) (𝝈𝒑𝒆𝟐 ) 1.30 (0.24) 1.30 (0.24) 1.30 (0.24) 
Residual Variance 1 (𝝈𝒆𝟏
𝟐 ) 12.21 (1.06) 12.21 (1.06) 12.21 (1.06) 
Residual Variance 2 (𝝈𝒆𝟐
𝟐 ) 12.73 (0.62) 12.73 (0.62) 12.73 (0.62) 
Residual Variance 3 (𝝈𝒆𝟑
𝟐 ) 10.54 (0.58) 10.54 (0.58) 10.54 (0.58) 
Residual Variance 4 (𝝈𝒆𝟒
𝟐 ) 8.70 (0.31) 8.70 (0.31) 8.70 (0.31) 
Residual Variance 5 (𝝈𝒆𝟓
𝟐 ) 6.84 (0.45) 6.84 (0.45) 6.84 (0.45) 
1 Predicted values of farm-year-week (FYW) effects used as covariate.  
2 Predicted FYW effects scaled using leg function in ASReml 4.  
3 Predicted FYW effects scaled using the pol function in ASReml 4.  
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Table 3.7. Correlations among EBV from the multivariate analysis of number born alive (NBA) 
prior to, during, and after the outbreak (NBAp, NBAd, NBAa) and with EBV obtained 
from the reaction norm (RN) model using the raw scale for farm-year-week (FYW) 
estimates, including EBV for intercept (RNint) and slope (RNslope), along with the EBV 
for NBA for FYW estimates equal to -4, -2, 0, and 2 (RN-4, RN-2, RN0, and RN2).  
 
 NBAd NBAa RNint RNslope RN-4 RN-2 RN0 RN2 
NBAp 0.99 0.48 0.82 0.42 0.36 0.80 0.78 0.68 
NBAd  0.45 0.81 0.39 0.38 0.80 0.76 0.66 
NBAa   0.75 0.59 0.09 0.64 0.77 0.74 
RNint    0.59 0.34 0.93 0.97 0.88 
RNslope     -0.55 0.26 0.77 0.91 
RN-4      0.66 0.11 -0.15 
RN-2       0.82 0.64 










Figure 3.2. Standardized estimates of farm-year-week random effects for litter size traits from a 
linear mixed model. Shaded boxes represent the PRRS outbreak phase 
 
 
Figure 3.3. Matrix of genetic covariances (left) and correlations (right) for NBA based on the 
reaction norm model as a function of estimates of NBA farm-year-week effects. The 
PRRS outbreak phase begins at approximately -1 for the NBA farm-year-week effect. 
Same for all parameterizations of the reaction norm intercept and slopes 
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CHAPTER 4.    NOVEL RESILIENCE PHENOTYPES USING FEED INTAKE DATA 
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The objective of this study was to extract novel phenotypes related to disease resilience 
using daily feed intake data from growing pigs under a multifactorial natural disease challenge 
that was designed to mimic a commercial environment with high disease pressure to maximize 
expression of resilience. Data used were the first 1341 crossbred wean-to-finish pigs from a 
research facility in Québec, Canada. The natural challenge was established under careful 
veterinary oversight by seeding the facility with diseased pigs from local health-challenged 
farms, targeting various viral and bacterial diseases, and maintaining disease pressure by entering 
batches of 60 to 75 pigs in a continuous flow system. Feed intake (FI) is sensitive to disease, as 
pigs tend to eat less when they become ill. Four phenotypes were extracted from the individual 
daily FI data during finishing as novel measures of resilience. The first two were daily variability 
in FI or FI duration, quantified by the root mean square error (RMSE) from the within individual 
regressions of FI or duration at the feeder (DUR) on age (RMSEFI and RMSEDUR). The other two 
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were the percentage of off-feed days, classified based on negative residuals from a 5% quantile 
regression (QR) of daily feed intake or duration data on age across all pigs (QRFI and QRDUR). 
Mortality and treatment rate had a heritability of 0.13 (+0.05) and 0.29 (+0.07), respectively. 
Heritability estimates for RMSEFI, RMSEDUR, QRFI, and QRDUR were 0.21 (+0.07) 0.26 (+0.07), 
0.15 (+0.06), and 0.23 (+0.07), respectively. Genetic correlations of RMSE and QR measures 
with mortality and treatment rate ranged from 0.37 to 0.85, with QR measures having stronger 
correlations with both. Estimates of genetic correlations of RMSE measures with production 
traits were typically low, but often favorable (e.g. -0.31 between RMSEFI and finishing ADG). 
Although disease resilience was our target, fluctuations in FI and duration can be caused by 
many factors other than disease and should be viewed as overall indicators of general resilience 
to a variety of stressors. In conclusion, daily variation in FI or duration at the feeder can be used 
as heritable measures of resilience.  
Introduction 
Disease resilience can be defined as the ability to maintain relatively undiminished 
performance levels under infection (Albers et al., 1987; Doeschl-Wilson et al., 2012; Mulder and 
Rashidi, 2017). In the literature, much focus has been placed on separating disease resistance and 
tolerance (Bishop, 2012; Bishop and Woolliams, 2014; Lough et al., 2015). Disease resilience is 
an alternative to selection for a combination of resistance and tolerance (Guy et al. 2012; Mulder 
and Rashidi, 2017). Most studies on resilience (e.g. Mulder and Rashidi, 2017), however, 
consider only a single disease but an animal could be resistant or tolerant to one disease and 
more susceptible to other diseases. Currently, there are dozens of pathogens for swine around the 
world, including viral, bacterial, and parasitic infectious diseases (Zimmerman, 2012). Pathogens 
can be spread around the world. New pathogens and alternative strains will continue to develop 
as well. Breeding companies that market breeding stock across the globe have to simultaneously 
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consider disease resilience to many of these pathogens and environments. Selecting animals that 
maintain performance in a typical commercial system provides a natural weighting of resilience 
to each disease based on the impact of each disease on productivity, along with the incidence or 
prevalence of the disease. Van der Waaij et al., 2000 stated that observed production can be 
viewed as a selection index where the underlying components are weighted based on their 
impacts on performance. It is important, however, that the testing environment is representative 
of the target commercial environments. Resilience can be an effective, but ‘black-box’ approach 
to selection for disease resistance and tolerance in animals (Mulder and Rashidi, 2017). One of 
the challenges, however, is to obtain heritable measures or indicators of resilience for selection, 
as elite breeding populations are typically kept in high-health conditions. 
 Recently, Elgersma et al., (2018) exploited routinely collected daily milk yield to 
quantify resilience in lactating dairy cows because daily milk yield is sensitive to diseases such 
as mastitis. Both significant drops in milk yield and day-to-day variation in milk yield within 
cow were used to quantify resilience. These phenotypes did not quantify disease resilience 
specifically, as it was not possible to validate that all changes in milk yield were related to 
infectious diseases. This becomes a multifactorial issue as causes for drops in milk yield can 
include mastitis, lameness, subclinical ketosis, and displaced abomasum, among others (King et 
al., 2018). This leads to these types of phenotypes capturing disease resilience along with general 
resilience (Elgersma et al., 2018). When selection for growth under a high stress environment 
was practiced in cattle, Frisch (1981) found that the selected animals were more productive 
under challenge but that this selection did not change their growth potential. If the goal is to only 
target disease resilience, this is a disadvantage for measuring production or deviations in 
production. For instance, in dairy cattle, using somatic cell count as an indicator trait may be 
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better for selection against only mastitis than measuring productivity fluctuations in milk yield or 
feed intake. However, if the breeding objective is to maintain productivity regardless of the 
causes associated with milk yield deviations (i.e. general resilience), phenotypes that measure 
changes in productivity over time within animal are likely to have an economic value themselves 
(Elgersma et al., 2018).  
 Much is known about the relationship between feed intake (FI) and anorexia (Sandberg et 
al. 2006; Kyriazakis and Doeschl-Wilson, 2009). Production of cytokines such as interleukin-6 
(IL-6) and tumor necrosis factor-alpha α (TNF-α) can cause a loss of appetite (Webel et al., 
1997; Petry et al., 2007; Kyriazakis and Doeschl-Wilson 2009). Knap (2009) suggested that 
individual day-to-day variation in feed intake could be utilized to quantify environmental 
sensitivity such as resilience to heat stress. Animals with more day-to-day variation in FI would 
indicate animals that are less resilient. Under a disease challenge, day-to-day variation in FI 
would reflect resilience to disease.  
 Alternative feed intake traits from individual FI electronic systems has been analyzed 
previously for the purpose of developing indicator traits for feed intake or feed efficiency in a 
selection index (de Haer et al., 1993; Von Felde et al. 1996; Schulze et al., 2003; Young et al., 
2011; Lu et al., 2017). The most common and simplest of these traits investigated are occupation 
time at the feeder (or duration), number of visits, and FI rate (kg feed / unit time). Other feeding 
traits during the course of a day have also been investigated (Kyriazais and Tolkamp, 2018). 
Individual FI is typically recorded in high-health environments, which limits the use of these 
data in nucleus herds to quantify traits related to environmental sensitivity or resilience (mostly 
due to health). FI traits such as feeding duration (i.e. time at the feeder) could also exhibit day-to-
day variability from causes such as illness and may be a more feasible alternative to collecting 
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individual FI in these challenged environments if typical commercial feeders could be enhanced 
with antennae to collect time at the feeder on individual pigs (with RFID tags). Feeding traits, 
such as duration, become more valuable in severely challenged environments due to the fact that 
if a pig stops eating completely their time at the feeder is expected to be zero.  
 The objectives of this study were to (1) develop and evaluate novel measures of resilience 
based on daily feed intake and feeding duration data for finishing pigs in a health-challenged 
environment and (2) determine heritabilities and genetic correlations of these measures with 
mortality, treatments, and other economically important production traits.  
Materials and Methods 
This study was carried out in accordance with the recommendations of the Canadian 
Council on Animal Care (https://www.ccac.ca/en/certification/about-certification/). The protocol 
was approved by the Protection Committee of the Centre de Recherche en Sciences Animales de 
Deschambault (CRSAD; http://www.crsad.qc.ca/). The Centre de développement du porc du 
Québec (CDPQ) had full oversight on the project along with veterinarians.  
Natural Challenge Protocol 
 A natural challenge wean-to-finish protocol was established in late 2015 at CDPQ in 
Québec, Canada, with the aim to mimic a commercial farm with high disease pressure to 
maximize expression of genetic differences in resilience. The protocol was established at a 
research facility to allow detailed phenotype recording, blood sampling, and in vivo assays. This 
is an ongoing project that will conclude in early 2019. The natural challenge facility consists of 
three consecutive phases: (1) a healthy quarantine nursery for ~19 days after weaning, (2) a late 
nursery phase, where pigs are first exposed to disease for ~4 weeks, and (3) a finishing phase for 
the remainder of the growing period (69 to 181 days of age on average). Phases 2 and 3 are in the 
same barn, connected by a hallway and are collectively referred to as the ‘challenge facility’. 
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Phase 1 is at a nursery approximately 1 km south of the challenge facility and is kept free of 
disease using strict biosecurity between the facilities. In the quarantine nursery, samples and 
measurements are taken for future development of early predictors of resilience in a non-
challenged environment, typical of a genetic nucleus. The number of pigs per pen is 
approximately four, seven, and thirteen for phases one to three, respectively. The quarantine 
nursery was not available for cycle 1 (first seven batches), for which phases 1 and 2 were 
combined. During this period, strict biosecurity was practiced between the nursery and finishing 
unit (same building connected by a hallway) but this was not sufficient to keep diseases from 
getting into the nursery, after which the quarantine nursery was established.  
 The natural disease challenge was established by bringing in naturally infected animals 
(seeder pigs) from strategically selected farms into the challenge barn (late nursery and 
finishing). Four groups of 12-28 pigs were introduced from three different commercial farms in 
the first four months of the study as seeder pigs. Thereafter, monitoring for diseases was focused 
on the test population and less on the seeder pigs. Initially, the targeted diseases included porcine 
reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus (PRRSV), porcine circovirus type 2 (PCV2), 
Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae (M. hyo.), Actinobacillus pleuropneumonia (APP), and swine 
influenza, and various opportunistic bacterial pathogens, including Streptococcus suis and 
Haemophilus parasuis. APP strain 12 was present. Three different strains of PRRSV present had 
~85-90% sequence identity to the PRRS-MLV (Boehringer Ingelheim, St. Joseph, MO). Every 
batch was confirmed to have been exposed to PRRSV based on sampling a subset of individuals 
using PCR and serology four- and six-weeks post challenge, respectively. Multiple influenza 
subtypes were present in the barn including the H1N1 and H3N2 based on serological testing of 
a subset of the population at 18 weeks post entry. No typing for PCV2 or M. hyo was completed. 
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The disease challenge was a function of these pathogens collectively in combination with the 
environment, management, and veterinary strategies designed to obtain a target infection 
pressure for each batch. The natural challenge was set up as a continuous flow system in order to 
maintain a steady health challenge without having to keep introducing pathogens, as well as for 
labor and flow considerations. A new batch of naïve pigs enters every three weeks and is 
generally provided fence-line contact with the preceding batch for ~1-week period, except during 
periods of excessively high infection pressure when it is discontinued to help reduce mortality 
rate to sustainable levels established by the Animal Protection Committee. For the data used in 
this study, the following viruses were identified in the challenge facility: PRRSV (3 strains), 
Influenza A virus of swine (AIV; 2 strains), porcine circovirus type-2 (PCV2), and porcine 
rotavirus A (RVA). Bacterial pathogens diagnosed included: Actinobacillus pleuropneumoniae 
(APP), M. hyo., Streptoccus suis, Haemophilus parasuis, Brachyspira hampsonii, Salmonella 
sp., Cystoisospora suis (Coccidiosis), Ascaris suum, Erysipelothrix rhusiopathiae, and 
Staphylococcus hyicus (causative agent for Exudative Epidermititis). Not all pathogens were 
identified in all batches, as would be the case on a commercial farm and other unidentified minor 
pathogens may also have been present. Although fairly endemic in the US, porcine epidemic 
diarrhea (PED) was not present in Québec and was therefore not present in the challenge facility. 
To maintain acceptable levels of animal welfare and morbidity, individual treatments 
were given on a case-by-case basis, along with periodic batch-level (or mass) treatments. The 
treatment protocol was established by the consulting veterinarian, who is licensed in the province 
of Québec, Canada. Veterinarians had close oversight on the treatment protocol over time, which 
was adapted as needed to maintain acceptable levels of disease and minimize animal suffering. 
In addition, some treatment decisions were made by multiple veterinarians and trained barn staff, 
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introducing some level of subjectivity, as would be the case in a commercial facility. Pigs 
exhibited clinical signs indicative of pneumonia, diarrhea, lameness, arthritis, meningitis, 
dermatitis, pallor, lethargy, weight loss, unthriftiness, cyanosis, or conjunctivitis. Pigs were 
treated with one of ten different antibiotics as per a regimented treatment protocol outlining 
primary and secondary (if needed) treatment choices for each ailment. For some clinical signs, 
one of two anti-inflammatory drugs were also administered. Batch-level water medication was 
used in the nursery when deemed necessary during periods of severe illness. One of two 
antibiotics were used in these batches. Furthermore, a water-soluble anti-inflammatory drug was 
also periodically administered in the nursery to treat batches that suffered from severe respiratory 
disease (primarily related to PRRSV infection). After the first seven batches, vaccination for 
PCV2 was added to the quarantine protocol in response to necropsy data linking characteristic 
lymphoid lesions with the presence of the virus. Reports from feed intake recording were 
generated daily for farm staff to identify sick pigs that did not eat as much as expected. 
Euthanasia decisions for animal welfare reasons were made by farm staff, with appropriate 
veterinary oversight. Barn air and temperatures were controlled with a ventilation system and a 
heater was used to regulate the lower bound temperatures within the barn.  
A new batch of pigs entered the natural challenge protocol every three weeks. Each batch 
consisted of ~60 or ~75 weaned Large White by Landrace (or reciprocal mating) barrows 
(castrated male pigs) that were provided by one of the seven members of PigGen Canada 
(https://piggencanada.org/) from healthy multiplier farms. Each batch was sourced from one 
multiplier, but over time different multipliers could supply pigs for a given PigGen member. 
Variables collected on piglets at the multiplier farms were date of birth, wean age, and biological 
sow ID. The protocol specified that two to four weaned barrows should be sampled per litter. 
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Eighty-seven percent of all piglets met that criterion. Piglets were retagged with a sequential ID 
tag when they arrived at the first nursery. Every seven batches were considered a cycle, 
numbered one to three in the current study. Each company was represented once each cycle (i.e. 
one batch per company per cycle). This continued for a total of three cycles, therefore each 
company was represented three times in the data analyzed here. This came to a total of 1341 pigs 
that entered the facilities within the time period studied.  
A fixed weight system was used to identify pigs for slaughter, starting at approximately 
180 days of age. Pigs that were not heavy enough were delayed for three weeks and then 
evaluated again. Most batches took between two to four slaughter groups to slaughter all pigs 
from a batch. Figure 1 shows a timeline of all batches analyzed in this study, with timing of date 
of birth, entry into the first nursery, entry into the finisher, and slaughter dates. 
Data 
All data and samples were collected by trained research staff from CDPQ following 
established protocols. Body weights were taken approximately every three weeks. However, if a 
pig was unhealthy, it may have been weighed a few more times, closer together in time. To 
obtain daily weights, a LOESS (Locally Weighted Scatterplot Smoothing) regression was fit to 
all weights available for an animal, using the loess function in R using defaults (R Core Team, 
2017). LOESS regression is a form of nonparametric regression, also known as local regression, 
that can fit non-linear trends in a flexible enough manner to ‘connect the dots’ between weight 
measurements. The correlation of LOESS predicted with observed weights was 0.9995 for days 
with an observed weight. The LOESS predicted daily weights were utilized for calculations of 
production measures such as feed efficiency and growth (see below).  
Feed intake data was recorded in the finishing phase using IVOG® feeding stations 
(Insentec, Marknesse, The Netherlands). Feed was available ad libitum throughout the study. The 
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nursery feeding protocol consisted of four diet phases, while the finishing period included two 
diet phases. Individual feed intake visits were processed and cleaned by CDPQ staff using the 
methods of Casey et al. (2005) and were aggregated into daily totals for each pig, including total 
amount of feed consumed (kg) and duration (time) at the feeder (minutes). Daily totals of more 
than 5 kg of feed were set to missing. Missing daily values were subsequently imputed using a 5-
day rolling average within animal (also used if there were two adjacent days missing).  
Figure 2 shows the distribution of death age for pigs that died prior to slaughter (344 or 
26% of the 1341 total animals). All treatment and mortality events and reasons were recorded 
(assigned by CDPQ research staff). Main treatment reasons included respiratory distress 
(thumping), grey/brown scours, coughing, lameness, yellow scours, arthritis, and failure to 
thrive/poor/skinny/hairy. Main mortality reasons included failure to thrive/poor/skinny/hairy, 
thumping/heavy breathing, sudden death, meningitis, and lameness/arthritis. Only individual 
treatments were included in the analyses and batch treatments were removed. Virtually all 
treatment reasons and ~89% of the mortality reasons were disease-related.  
Traits 
 Traits used for validation of the resilience traits developed herein included mortality 
(binary 0/1, 1=died), number of treatments (TRT), and number of treatments per 180 days 
(TRT180). Number of treatments was a count of the number of individual treatments received 
by a pig. An individual treatment included any drug injection into an individual animal. Group 
treatments applied to batches were not included, as these would be accounted for in the model by 
the fixed effect of batch anyway. Only pigs that survived to slaughter received a phenotype for 
TRT. TRT180 was the number of treatments standardized to 180 days and was computed for 
animals that reached 65 days of age (approximate age of entry into the finishing unit). For 
instance, if an animal received three individual treatments and died on day 80, the animal’s 
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adjusted TRT180 was (3/80)*180=6.75. This was to standardize treatment rate to approximately 
the same scale as TRT and to be interpretable from a practical standpoint (number of treatments 
to slaughter).  
 Two sets of resilience traits were derived from the daily FI data available for each pig. 
The first set of traits were derived as the root mean square error (RMSE) within animal from the 
regression of feed intake (FI) or duration (DUR) on age (RMSEFI and RMSEDUR, respectively), 
using ordinary least squares (OLS) linear regression. Duration is the daily time spent at the 
feeder in minutes. An example of the RMSE for one pig with two large deviations from illness is 
shown in Figure 3 for FI (Figure 3A) and duration (Figure 3B). To obtain a phenotype for 
RMSE, animals had to have a minimum of 60 days of FI recorded. A less resilient animal is 
expected to have a larger value for RMSE. Preliminary analyses showed that without setting this 
minimal number of days, animals that died early in finishing were grouped on the left side of the 
distribution of RMSE (i.e. they would be considered more resilient). Duration (time) at the 
feeder was chosen over traits such as number of meals due to its strong association with off-feed 
events (e.g. Figure 3).  
The second set of novel resilience phenotypes was based on quantile regression (QR), 
which can be useful for regression problems that include heterogeneous variances (Cade and 
Noon, 2003). A 5% quantile regression was performed using all data across batches, separately 
for FI and duration (Figure 4A and 4B). Negative residuals (below the regression line) from 
these regression equations were used to classify a day of FI or duration for an individual pig as 
an off-feed day (Figure 4C and 4D). These were aggregated within animal to a percentage of 
‘off-feed’ days (one record per animal). As with RMSE, each animal received only one 
phenotype for FI and for duration (QRFI and QRDUR). The 5% threshold was set based on 
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Figures 4A and B, as it separated the ‘cloud’ of relatively healthy days from off-feed days, as 
well as appraisal of FI plots within animal. In total, 258 animals (25%) did not have any day 
below the 5% quantile regression for QRFI, while a 1% threshold resulted in 677 animals (65%) 
not having any days below the threshold. To obtain a phenotype for QR, animals had to have at 
least 60 days of FI recorded (same for RMSE). As with RMSE, susceptible animals are expected 
to have larger values for QR than resilient animals.  
 Production traits analyzed included nursery ADG (NurADG), finishing ADG (FinADG), 
average daily feed intake (ADFI), feed conversion ratio (FCR), residual feed intake (RFI), 
carcass weight (CWT), dressing percentage (DRS), lean yield (LYLD), carcass backfat (CBF), 
and carcass loin depth (CLD). To obtain a phenotype for a production trait, pigs had to complete 
the corresponding phase (nursery or finishing). Nursery and finishing ADG were calculated from 
regression slopes of daily LOESS weights (see above) on age for the entire nursery period 
(quarantine and challenge nursery) and the finishing period, respectively. NurADG started when 
the pig entered the quarantine nursery. NurADG ended and FinADG started the first day FI was 
recorded. LOESS predicted daily weights were used to compute ADG because a weight was not 
always available for the days when pigs were moved to the finishing unit. Also, some animals 
received more weights prior to being euthanized or death, which would influence the regression 
of weight on age (not evenly spaced). The impact of using LOESS predicted instead of observed 
weights was very small for FinADG (more weights) but was more significant for NurADG, as 
the correlation for FinADG with or without use of LOESS prediction was very high when using 
the closest endpoints, but much lower for NurADG. This was because the nursery period was 
much shorter, and many pigs only had two weights prior to being moved to the finishing unit and 
therefore a larger change in ADG was observed. Average daily feed intake (ADFI) was the 
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average feed intake of daily records during the finishing period. Feed conversion ratio (FCR) 
was defined as the sum of daily records for FI over the total body weight gain for that same 
finishing period. Residual feed intake (RFI) was computed in a one-step analysis following Cai 
et al. (2008), using ADFI as the response variable and average body weight (average weight in 
the finisher), finishing ADG, and ultrasound backfat as covariates, along with other fixed effects, 
as described below. Ultrasound backfat was taken just prior to slaughter at the 10th rib. Dressing 
percentage was calculated by dividing the carcass weight (head on, leaf lard in, warm carcass) by 
the live weight prior to slaughter. Carcass backfat (CBF) and loin depth (CLD) were recorded 
using a Destron FearingTM machine (Texas, USA) at the abattoir. Lean yield was calculated 
using the following regression equation for lean yield in Québec: LYLD = 68.1863 – 
(0.7833*CBF) + (0.0689*CLD) + (0.008*CBF2)-(0.0002*CLD2)+(0.0006*CBF*CLD) (Pomar 
and Marcoux, 2003). This equation was mostly driven by backfat (r = -0.98). Not all batches had 
carcass data, leading to some variation in the number of observations for these traits. Carcass 
phenotypes were also captured at different time points within batch due to the protocol to only 
send the pigs that met market weight at each slaughter date, as mentioned above. The average 
live weight at slaughter was 118.9 kg.  
Genotyping 
 Animals were genotyped with the 650k Affymetrix Axiom Porcine Genotyping Array by 
Delta Genomics (Edmonton AB, Canada). In total, 658,692 single nucleotide polymorphisms 
(SNPs) were included on the chip. Raw Affyymetrix SNP data output was processed separately 
for each cycle by Delta Genomics with the Axiom® Analysis Suite using all defaults. The SNPs 
that passed quality control for all three cycles were utilized for analysis, for a total of 516,066 
SNPs. Imputation of missing genotypes was completed with FImpute (Sargolzaei et al., 2014). 
The pedigree was utilized for imputation but only included the dam at the multiplier, since sire 
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was typically unknown due to the use of pooled semen. Genotypes were then processed using the 
preGSf90 software from the BLUPF90 family of programs, using defaults (Misztal et al., 2002). 
Genotypes on seventeen samples were found to be duplicates and were removed. After all 
quality control, genotypes on 1215 animals and 487,762 SNPs remained.  
Variance Component Analyses 
Variance components were estimated by single-step GBLUP with the H matrix (Legarra 
et al., 2009; Christensen and Lund, 2010), using the BLUPF90 family of programs (Misztal et 
al., 2002). Data included phenotypes on 1341 animals, of which 1215 had genotypes. Basic 
animal models were fit for all traits, with random animal genetic effects (using the H matrix) and 
random residuals. The genomic relationship matrix (G) was calculated using ZZ’/sum2pq 
(VanRaden, 2008), where Z = M - P. Only the dam was available to construct the A matrix. 
Single trait models were used to obtain heritability estimates and bivariate models for genetic 
correlations. Models for mortality and number of treatments included batch and age of entry into 
the quarantine nursery as fixed effects and were modeled as linear traits. Mortality was initially 
analyzed as a threshold trait but resulted in unrealistically large estimates of heritability. A 
simulation was used to confirm that threshold models tended to significantly overestimate 
heritability with small sample sizes such as this study. One alternative could be to use a more 
recent approach from Ødegård et al. (2010) but mortality was not the main focus of this research. 
More data may be needed to analyze mortality as a threshold trait. Analyses for finishing traits 
included fixed effects of batch, finishing start age, and finishing pen. Litter effects (random) 
were minimal (below 0.05 for the proportion explained and within one SE of zero) for the traits 
analyzed and, therefore, were subsequently dropped from all analyses. Litter effects were also 
difficult to estimate, with an average of 2.02 litter mates per pig. Not all animals survived to 
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record a phenotype for traits recorded later such as FinADG or carcass traits, therefore for these 
traits the average was less than two litter mates per pig.  
Results 
 Table 1 shows summary statistics for the three cycles of data used in the analyses (seven 
batches per cycle). Batches included from 59 to 77 pigs, except for one batch of 28 (not shown), 
and each cycle ranged from 441 to 452 pigs (1341 total). Mortality was highest in cycle one 
(35%), decreased in cycle 2 (13%), and then returned to a higher rate in cycle 3 (29%). Mortality 
per batch ranged from 4 to 57%, with the median being 18%. The continuous flow system 
maintained pathogen burden throughout the study, however, seasonality clearly led to higher 
mortality during the winter months. In contrast to TRT180, TRT did not follow the mortality 
trend due to the requirement of survival to slaughter. In general, the FI resilience phenotypes 
followed the same time trend as mortality, except for QRDUR.  
 Table 2 shows the number of observations and summary statistics for each trait. RMSE 
and QR measures of resilience were required to have 60 days of FI to receive a phenotype, which 
removed 188 animals from those that made it into the finishing unit. The average RMSEFI was 
0.47 kg, ranging from 0.19 to 0.97 kg. RMSEDUR averaged 13.10 min, with a range of 5.71 to 
37.54 min. One major difference between TRT and TRT180 was that TRT180 allowed animals 
that died after 65 days of age to record a phenotype, which added 219 phenotypes. Of those that 
survived, the number of treatments was 1.79 on average, but 2.43 for TRT180 (median of 1.97). 
Due to the health challenges, many of the production phenotypes had a wide range. Nursery 
ADG ranged from 0 to 0.67 kg/d and finishing ADG from 0.36 to 1.20 kg/d. This caused carcass 
weights to have a wide range as well, despite the aim to slaughter at a ‘fixed weight’.  
 Table 3 shows estimates of heritabilities and genetic correlations among the resilience 
traits and between resilience traits and production traits. Many estimates had large SE due to 
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relatively small sample sizes. Heritability estimates for the novel resilience traits ranged from 
0.15 to 0.26. Mortality had a heritability estimate of 0.13+0.05, while TRT and TRT180 had 
estimated heritabilities of 0.13+0.07 and 0.29+0.07, respectively. The estimate of the genetic 
correlation between mortality and TRT180 was 0.93+0.29 (results not shown). Estimates of 
genetic correlations among the novel resilience measures ranged from 0.01 to 0.67, indicating 
they are different genetic traits. Estimates of genetic correlations of mortality and TRT180 with 
novel resilience traits were positive, as expected, and ranged from 0.37 to 0.85. Due to data 
processing and removal of phenotypes from TRT because of the requirement of survival to 
slaughter, TRT180 was deemed to be a better phenotype for validation of the novel traits (Table 
2). The estimate of the genetic correlation of RMSEDUR was 0.12±0.76 with TRT and 0.62±0.13 
with TRT180. Of the two RMSE measures of resilience, RMSEDUR was more highly correlated 
genetically with mortality and treatments than RMSEFI. For the QR traits, QRFI had a slightly 
higher genetic correlation with mortality and number of treatments than QRDUR, which could be 
because farm staff received daily reports of which pigs were not eating enough feed and were 
flagged for further evaluation (see discussion).  
Estimates of genetic correlations of RMSE traits with production traits were low, but 
many were favorable (Table 3). Nursery ADG was unfavorably correlated with RMSEFI 
(0.77±0.24) but most of the other production traits had favorable or close to zero genetic 
correlations with the two RMSE measures of resilience. Finishing ADG had a genetic correlation 
estimate of -0.31±0.26 with RMSEFI and of -0.19±0.26 with RMSEDUR. Feed efficiency based on 
FCR and RFI were genetically correlated with RMSEFI (0.39±0.21 and -0.22±0.27, respectively). 
Resilience based on QR measures was more strongly associated with production traits than 
resilience based on RMSE. Both QRFI and QRDUR had strong genetic correlations with FinADG, 
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at -0.75±0.26 and -0.70±0.17, respectively. Notice, however, that QR was not strongly correlated 
with NurADG, likely because feed intake was only collected in the finisher. ADFI was 
negatively correlated with QRFI and QRDUR, at -0.79±0.19 and -0.58±0.16, respectively. 
Estimates of genetic correlations of QR with FCR were low, at -0.14±0.35 and 0.02±0.24, versus 
-0.78±0.21 and -0.63±0.16 with RFI, which were similar to those for ADFI. Carcass BF and LD 
had negative genetic correlations with QR measures of resilience (-0.36 to -0.21).  
 Table 4 shows estimates of genetic correlations of production traits with mortality and 
number of treatments. Production traits tended to have low genetic correlations with mortality 
(less than 0.30 in absolute value) but higher with number of treatments for some traits. Estimates 
of the genetic correlation of finishing ADG and ADFI with TRT and TRT180 ranged from -0.60 
to -0.70. Carcass weight also showed a strong negative genetic correlation of -0.67±0.14 with 
TRT180, similar to FinADG. Carcass BF, LD, and LYLD were weakly genetically correlated 
with both number of treatments and mortality.  
Discussion 
Novel disease resilience measures were extracted from daily feed intake data of grow-
finish pigs that were exposed to a multifactorial natural disease challenge that was designed to 
mimic a commercial environment with high disease pressure to maximize the expression of 
genetic differences of resilience between animals. Although the specific disease and 
environmental conditions that were established in this study cannot be exactly replicated, the 
general protocols established can be replicated in both research and commercial settings, similar 
to the replication of field studies on health-challenged farms. Moreover, although infection 
pressure waxes and wanes over time, it is assumed to be relatively consistent within batch 
because of the close proximity in which new batches are housed.  
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The resilience traits that were derived from individual daily feed intake data showed 
moderate heritabilities and moderate to strong genetic correlations with mortality and treatment 
rate. Genetic correlations production traits tended to be low for the RMSE measures of resilience 
but higher for the QR measures. Data from the most important disease exposure period, i.e. the 
challenge (2nd) nursery, were not included in either RMSE or QR measures of resilience because 
individual feed intake could only be collected in the finishing unit. The challenge nursery period 
was, however, critical, as this represented the first exposure to many pathogens in the barn for 
most batches (nose-to-nose contact for new batches with older already infected batches). Thus, 
pigs could have been infected with pathogens and recovered in the nursery before feed intake 
recording started in the finishing unit. This may have reduced genetic correlations of the 
evaluated novel resilience traits with mortality or number of treatments. Future research could 
address this by collecting important phenotypic data during the entire challenge period or by 
setting up the nursery away from the finishing challenge facility.  
The RMSE measures of resilience proposed here were designed to quantify severity of 
disease and other stressors on individual animals over time (see below), whereas QR measures of 
resilience classified days as off-feed events, reflecting more extreme events, making the QR 
measures less sensitive and showing less variation than RMSE measures. This may partially 
explain the slightly lower estimates of heritability for QR compared to RMSE measures and the 
higher genetic correlations of QR with TRT180 and mortality than RMSE, as both mortality and 
treatments are the result of severe clinical disease. Pigs were typically not euthanized until the 
disease had progressed and the animal was clearly suffering. Treatments were generally given 
only when clinical signs of illness were present (e.g. diarrhea, coughing, lethargy, etc). RMSE 
measures of resilience may have the ability to capture subclinical disease and other stresses in 
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addition to clinical disease, enabling it to be more sensitive than number of treatments, mortality, 
and QR measures of resilience, which typically capture only severe events. This would make 
RMSE measures of resilience different traits than treatments, mortality, and QR, which was 
supported by the estimates of genetic correlations. Although QR measures of resilience can also 
capture the effects of stressors other than disease, it is less likely to do so compared to RMSE 
due to the larger impact of disease on feed intake compared to other stressors (results not 
shown).  
Quantile regression measures of resilience tended to have higher genetic correlations with 
production traits than RMSE, likely because pigs that grow slower typically have lower ADFI 
and, thus, when they get sick, they need a smaller drop in FI to drop below the QR line. In 
contrast, animals with high ADFI must drop further to have a drop below the QR threshold. 
Thus, pigs with low average FI across the finishing period are expected to have more days 
classified as being off-feed days, resulting in higher genetic correlations of QR measures of 
resilience with traits that are closely related to FI such as ADG, than RMSE. Refining these 
resilience phenotypes will be a focus of future research.  
Feed Intake Duration 
Feeding duration was used in this study as a proxy for drops in FI. In the past, there have 
been many attempts to link feeding traits with FI (de Haer et al., 1993; Von Felde et al. 1996; 
Young et al., 2011; Lu et al. 2017). In animal breeding, these traits include duration (time at the 
feeder), number of visits, and feed intake rate. Previous studies were typically conducted in 
healthy environments and feeding traits such as duration at the feeder may become more 
valuable under disease challenge. Figures 3 and 4 show how the pattern of FI and duration were 
very similar across time for this selected animal. Measures of resilience based on duration had 
comparable genetic correlations with mortality and number of treatments as measures of 
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resilience based on FI in the present study. Day-to-day variation in duration at the feeder could 
be more applicable on commercial farms if commercial feeders could be retrofitted to record 
individual time at the feeder using antennae and RFID tags. This could also be extended into the 
nursery, allowing feeding traits to be collected over the entire wean-to-finish period. Additional 
research is needed to evaluate other feeding traits that can be extracted from electronic feeders 
(Kyriazakis and Tolkamp, 2018). Feeding patterns within a day may be useful and could be 
utilized better quantify resilience. The current study took the simple approach and used daily 
totals, but this is only be a starting point for more research on this topic.  
Causes of Variation in FI and their Relationship with Resilience 
Colditz and Hine (2016) presented a holistic view of resilience by including other 
stressors to define general environmental resilience. In the current study, it is not possible to 
verify that all drops in FI and duration at the feeder observed in our data are due to disease alone. 
Martínez-Miró et al. (2016) categorized animal stressors into social, environmental, metabolic, 
immunological, and human interactions. Each of these could be decomposed into more detailed 
stressors. For instance, immunological stressors can be broken down further into individual 
resistance, tolerance, or resilience towards PRRSV or PCV2 (among others). There can also be 
interactions between these stressors (Salak-Johnson and McGlone, 2007), although other studies 
have suggested some stressors may be additive (Hyun et al., 1998).  
 There is a long list of stressors that can impact feed intake and performance on swine. 
The impact of pathogens on feed intake has been well established in the literature (Sandberg et 
al., 2006; Kyriazakis and Doeschl-Wilson, 2009) and dependent upon, but is not limited to, the 
type of pathogen, the strain of the pathogen, previous exposure, and vaccinations. Porcine 
reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus alone costs the swine industry an estimated $664 
million annually in the US (Holtkamp et al., 2013). Heat stress is another common reason why 
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animals deviate from their expected FI (Guy et al., 2017), which has been characterized in 
growing pigs (Rauw et al., 2017) and in sows (Vilas Boas Ribeiro et al., 2018). Mycotoxins have 
been known for a long time to influence feed intake (Smith et al., 1997). Social interactions (i.e. 
space requirements) are another common source of stress in swine (Hyun et al., 1998). These 
social effects have been investigated in piglets (Bouwman et al., 2010), in growing pigs (Street 
and Gonyou, 2008), as well as in sows (Hemsworth et al., 2013). Martínez-Miró et al. (2016) 
discussed many other stressors including human handling, vaccination, dust/gas/ammonia, and 
out of feed and water events.  
Knap (2009) originally used an example of heat stress in pigs to show the potential 
relevance of day-to-day variability in feed intake. The measures of resilience developed here 
could also be used to quantify resilience to heat tolerance (Fragomeni et al., 2016, Guy et al., 
2017), activity level (Gilbert et al., 2017; Sadler et al., 2011; King et al., 2018), and possibly 
even reduce stressful interactions for pigs (Rauw et al., 2017). Heat stress was estimated to cost 
the US swine industry $299 million per year (St-Pierre et al., 2003). These measures could also 
be based on other sources of data such as water intake data (Madsen and Kristensen 2005; 
Rusakovica et al., 2017) or body temperature recordings on individual pigs (Petry et al., 2005; 
Petry et al., 2017). Elgersma et al., (2018) developed variation and ‘drop phenotypes’ from milk 
yield data in dairy cows. The phenotypes developed in the current study could also be used to 
develop similar phenotypes for other species.  
A problem with the interpretation of the types of resilience measures developed here and 
by Elgersma et al. (2018) is that factors influencing resilience phenotypes in general are still a 
‘black-box’ (Mulder and Rashidi, 2017), not only in terms of different diseases but for all the 
other stressors described above. This is one reason why we cannot expect the genetic correlation 
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between RMSE and mortality or treatments to be one, as factors that influence feed intake, could 
be non-health related. Another reason may be that RMSE captures sub-clinical disease better 
than QR (Elgersma et al., 2018 mentions this also for their resilience traits). Although from a 
practical or commercial breeding standpoint, it probably matters little why animals deviate from 
expected feed intake. Traits presented in the current study should be thought of as having 
economic value (Elgersma et al., 2018). The usefulness of these novel traits in a breeding 
program will depend on the commercial environment and how representative the testing herds 
are of the target environments.  
Genetic Parameters 
Most estimates of heritability for production traits were within the accepted industry 
range (Clutter 2011; Ciobanu et al., 2011), although this study was conducted under a strong 
health challenge. To the best of our knowledge, there are no estimates of genetic parameters for 
the novel resilience traits evaluated here in pigs. Variation for different traits has been explored 
as a potential indicator trait for resilience in dairy cattle. Green et al. (2004) evaluated the use of 
changes in somatic cell count (SCC) over time as an indicator for mastitis in lactating dairy cows 
and concluded that the maximum SCC and the standard deviation of log SCC were the best 
phenotypic indicators for incidence of mastitis. Recently, Elgersma et al. (2018) estimated 
genetic parameters for resilience traits from daily milk yield data from automated milking 
systems. Resilience indicators from milk yield data were calculated using the sum of ‘drop’ days, 
negative slopes, and overall variation in milk yield calculated within lactation for each cow. 
Heritability estimates ranged from 0.06 to 0.10 and genetic correlations of variation in milk yield 
with udder health, ketosis, longevity, and persistency ranged from -0.29 to -0.52 (Elgersma et al., 
2018). Elgersma et al. (2018), however, did not account for the individual cow milk yield 
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trajectory over lactation when computing day-to-day variation in milk yield but targeted this for 
future research.  
Heritability estimates for mortality and treatments in pigs are difficult to find in literature 
because of the swine pyramid structure, which results in most studies focusing on data collected 
in herds with limited disease. Guy et al. (2018) estimated the heritability of treatments to be 
between 0.04 and 0.06. Commercial test herds using the three-way terminal cross are becoming 
more popular in the swine industry but results from such data are not commonly reported in the 
literature. One example is Dufrasne et al. (2014), who used a sire model to estimate variance 
components for mortality (culling) traits. Heritability estimates ranged from 0.03 to 0.14 using 
threshold models (Dufrasne et al., 2014) but the rate of mortality after weaning was very low 
(less than 1%), which seems very unrealistic as typical commercial wean-to-finish barns have 
between 6 to 9% mortality on average (Stalder, 2017). Estimates of heritability for treatment and 
mortality could change with the amount of health challenge and incidence (Bishop and 
Woolliams, 2014). Companies will need to decide how much of a health challenge they need if 
they aim to select for resilience to disease. Challenging pigs too much comes at an economic and 
animal welfare cost. If not challenged enough, heritabilities of mortality and treatments may 
become lower and response to selection will be slowed (Mulder and Rashidi, 2017), although 
low heritabilities may be partially overcome with very large family sizes (many matings per 
sire). Treatment data is also challenging to collect in commercial testing systems. Many use mass 
treatments for disease outbreaks (e.g. feed and water medication). Water treatments may be more 
helpful for treatment under challenge, while feed medications may be more helpful for 
prevention (due to the off-feed events under challenge). Although it is possible to collect 
individual treatment data, commercial farms differ in the amount of data and details they record. 
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Factors such as withdrawal times may influence when and if an animal receives treatment. When 
animals are treated and/or euthanized is based in part on subjective decisions by farm or 
veterinary staff. If antibiotic free production is involved, this may also influence the decision to 
treat an animal or not. Resilience is expected to be more economically important in those 
conditions as management cannot mask the genetic potential for resilience.  
Implementing Quantile Regression (QR) Phenotypes 
One of the challenges when implementing QR phenotypes is that the quantile regression 
equation will depend on the severity of the disease challenge. For instance, if one barn is 
completely healthy over the years and another barn is severely challenged, the QR equation for 
each barn will be very different even if both are at the 5% level. This difference will be tied to 
how often contemporary groups are challenged and to what degree they are challenged. Mulder 
and Rashidi (2017) discussed the percentage of contemporary groups challenged and how that 
affects selection efficiency. When starting a commercial testing system, setting this initial QR 
threshold may be difficult. If the first groups are not heavily challenged, it will lead to setting the 
QR equation too high and capturing days that are not due to illness and other stressors, simply 
normal daily variation in FI. With a weaker disease challenge, a more appropriate QR may be 
1%. One possibility is to create a training dataset for QR based on contemporary groups that 
were challenged and set the threshold based on that regression. Another possibility would be to 
take only healthy contemporary groups and set a lower bound threshold based on that data.  
Heterogeneous Residual Variance in FI Data 
One problem with using daily variation in FI versus in duration is that the variance of FI 
increases with age, which is not observed for daily duration data. This results in stressors having 
a greater impact of on FI for older versus younger pigs. As a result, RMSEFI puts a greater 
weight on later compared to earlier ages. Mean duration showed a slight negative trend with age 
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and its variance was fairly constant across the finishing period. This may be one reason for the 
fairly low genetic correlation between FI and duration measures and could also explain why 
RMSEDUR had slightly higher genetic correlations with mortality and number of treatments than 
RMSEFI, as RMSEDUR weighs the early finishing period the same as the late finishing period. An 
attempt was made to adjust RMSEFI for this increasing variation over time, but this still resulted 
in large outliers at later ages and did not improve the phenotype much in terms of genetic 
correlations to mortality and treatments (results not shown).  
Causes of Mortality 
Most recorded mortality reasons were linked to disease. Exceptions included death from 
blood sampling, rectal prolapse, fighting, and fracture/sprains, which amounted to ~11% of the 
344 mortalities observed in these data. Removing mortality records due to non-health reasons, 
however, only resulted in small changes in estimates of heritability and genetic correlations, so 
they were left in the dataset for the current analyses, also because mortality by definition 
includes any pig that died regardless of cause. Although we typically think of mortality as health 
related, it is very multifactorial, as is sow mortality. One could decide to separate mortality by 
cause due to different genetic architecture for each cause and different economic weights (due to 
the average timing of death), but it is likely that the heritability would be even lower due to 
lower incidence, which would limit genetic selection. In addition, mortality for non-health 
related reasons could also have a genetic component. Treatments were almost exclusively linked 
to disease. Although some, such as lameness, could be argued to not be linked to disease, some 
diseases can be linked to lameness and removing them then becomes controversial.  
Impact of Increased Variation in Performance 
One major impact of disease is the increase in variation in production phenotypes such as 
growth, causing some pigs to be less than full value when harvested (Fix et al., 2010). In the 
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current study, if pigs did not make weight, they were held in the finisher until they made the 
target weight range, resulting in more pigs achieving full value when harvested. The definition of 
full value is not consistent in research or the swine industry and was therefore avoided in this 
analysis. Some production systems require all animals to leave at a certain date regardless of 
weight (i.e. fixed time systems). This would lead to additional costs from disease as a result of 
greater variability in slaughter weights and carcass weights. Hubbs et al. (2008) used moments 
beyond the mean to include variance and skew for determining optimal marketing decisions and 
concluded these higher-order statistics appeared to be more important than they were in the past. 
Not only are carcasses lighter and therefore worth less in total, sort loss (or discount losses) from 
not meeting the optimal weight grid will also penalize these animals (Boys et al., 2007). 
Sometimes, these lightweight animals can go to alternative markets, but not always (Fix et al., 
2010).  
Use of Novel Traits in Healthy Nucleus Environments 
The novel traits evaluated here can also be recorded in relatively healthy nucleus 
environments for stressors other than health challenges. A second major factor impacting these 
novel traits may be heat stress. The genetic correlation between RMSE in the nucleus versus in a 
commercial environment (under disease challenge) will likely depend on the level and nature of 
the disease challenge in the commercial environment and the amount of heat stress in each 
environment (among other stressors). Barns located in the Southern/SE USA region will be 
affected differently by heat stress than those in the upper Midwest or Canada. This barn was in 
Québec, Canada, and the heat stress experienced was minimal compared to other areas around 
the world. The novel resilience traits evaluated here will likely have lower means and be less 




Day-to-day variation (RMSE and QR) in feed intake or duration at the feeder can be used 
to quantify resilience in health challenged environments, such as a commercial testing scheme. 
The novel resilience phenotypes studied here were moderately heritable and genetically 
correlated with mortality and treatment rate. The genetic correlations reported here may 
underestimate true correlations because the initial challenge period was missed because pigs 
were first challenged in the nursery and feed intake data for RMSE and QR was recorded in the 
finishing unit only, while mortality and treatments were recorded over the entire wean-to-finish 
period. Many factors can cause variation in feed intake and in time at the feeder, including 
disease, heat stress, handling, and social interactions. Thus, the measures of resilience 
investigated here are still ‘black-box’ phenotypes and should be viewed as general resilience 
instead of the narrower concept of disease resilience. Overall, daily variation in FI or associated 
duration data can be used to quantify resilience.  
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Tables 
Table 4.1. Counts and means for measures of resilience in three cycles of the natural challenge 
experiment (n=1341 total animals entered)  
 










1 441 35 1.45 2.63 0.48 13.90 5.56 5.08 
2 452 13 1.96 2.07 0.46 11.90 4.28 5.42 
3 448 29 1.89 2.61 0.46 13.40 4.32 3.70 
1 Number of treatments, animals must have made it to slaughter  
2 Treatment rate adjusted to 180 days, animals must have made to through 65 days of age to 
obtain a phenotype  
3 Root mean square error (RMSE) from the within animal regression of feed intake (FI) or 
duration (DUR) on age with at least 60 days of FI  
4 Quantile regression (QR) from using the 5% QR over all the feed intake (FI) or duration (DUR) 
data and then aggregating off-feed days within animal as a percentage 
 
Table 4.2. Summary statistics of the analyzed traits (n=1341 total animals) 
 
Trait1 Number of 
Phenotypes 
Mean SD Median Min Max 
Mortality 1341 0.262 N/A 0.183 0.043 0.573 
TRT4 997 1.79 1.56 1 0 10 
TRT1804 1216 2.43 2.33 1.97 0 15.32 
RMSEFI, kg 1036 0.47 0.11 0.45 0.19 0.97 
RMSEDUR, min 1036 13.10 4.36 12.30 5.71 37.54 
QRFI 1036 0.04 0.07 0.01 0 0.67 
QRDUR 1036 0.04 0.06 0.02 0 0.52 
NurADG, kg/day 1218 0.32 0.12 0.31 0.00 0.67 
FinADG, kg/day 992 0.89 0.14 0.91 0.36 1.20 
ADFI, kg/day 997 2.20 0.33 2.23 0.97 3.01 
FCR, kg/kg  997 2.58 0.21 2.57 1.94 3.34 
RFI, kg 991 N/A5     
CWT, kg 837 93.77 10.56 95.00 49.90 118.60 
DRS, % 837 0.78 0.02 0.78 0.68 0.84 
LYLD, % 799 60.92 1.71 60.90 55.20 65.60 
CBF, mm 800 17.96 3.87 17.50 7.50 33.50 
CLD, mm 800 60.69 6.14 60.50 41.50 81.00 
1 TRT = number of treatments for animals that made it to slaughter, TRT180 = treatment rate 
adjusted to 180 days for pigs that made it to 65 days of age, RMSE = root mean square 
error (novel phenotype with FI or duration), QR = quantile regression (novel phenotype 
with FI or duration), NurADG = nursery ADG, FinADG = finishing ADG, ADFI = 
average daily feed intake, FCR = feed conversion ratio (kg feed / kg weight gain), RFI = 
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residual feed intake (adjusted for FinADG, metabolic weight, and ultrasound backfat), 
CWT = carcass weight, DRS = dressing percentage, LYLD = lean yield (equation using 
backfat and loin depth), CBF = carcass backfat, CLD = carcass loin depth. RMSE and 
QR phenotypes required 60 days of FI.  
2 Overall mortality percentage 
3 Median, min, and max by batch, not individual 
4 TRT required the animal to survive to slaughter. TRT180 required the animal survive to 65 
days of age 
5 Residual feed intake (RFI) was calculated using ADFI as the response in a one-step method 
 
Table 4.3. Estimates of heritability (SE) for traits analyzed and of genetic correlations (SE) with 
resilience measures (n=1341 total animals, see Table 2 for actual counts per phenotype)  
 
    Genetic correlation (SE) with 
Trait1 h2 RMSEFI RMSEDUR QRFI QRDUR 
RMSEFI, kg 0.21 (0.07) - 0.47 (0.26) 0.50 (0.31) 0.52 (0.24) 
RMSEDUR, 
min 0.26 (0.07) 
 - 0.67 (0.28) 0.01 (0.29) 
QRFI, % 0.15 (0.06)   - 0.64 (0.30) 
QRDUR, % 0.23 (0.07)    - 
Mortality 0.13 (0.05) 0.37 (0.34) 0.60 (0.26) 0.75 (0.27) 0.70 (0.21) 
TRT 0.13 (0.07) 0.52 (0.48) 0.12 (0.76) 0.76 (0.58) 0.62 (0.56) 
TRT180 0.29 (0.07) 0.56 (0.18) 0.62 (0.13) 0.85 (0.16) 0.65 (0.15) 
NurADG, 
kg/day 0.45 (0.07) 0.77 (0.24) -0.10 (0.19) -0.11 (0.25) 0.21 (0.20) 
FinADG, 
kg/day 0.25 (0.07) -0.31 (0.26) -0.19 (0.26) -0.75 (0.26) -0.70 (0.17) 
ADFI, 
kg/day 0.32 (0.07) 0.03 (0.26) -0.24 (0.21) -0.79 (0.19) -0.58 (0.16) 
FCR, kg/kg 0.35 (0.07) 0.39 (0.21) -0.17 (0.25) -0.14 (0.35) 0.02 (0.24) 
RFI, kg 0.24 (0.07) -0.22 (0.27) -0.35 (0.25) -0.78 (0.21) -0.63 (0.16) 
CWT, kg 0.31 (0.08) -0.04 (0.28) -0.13 (0.24) -0.78 (0.25) -0.63 (0.17) 
DRS 0.10 (0.06) -0.23 (0.07) -0.49 (0.49) -0.73 (0.60) -0.52 (0.53) 
LYLD, % 0.50 (0.08) 0.13 (0.24) 0.00 (0.23) 0.50 (0.24) 0.37 (0.19) 
CBF, mm 0.46 (0.09) -0.14 (0.26) 0.03 (0.23) -0.36 (NA) -0.35 (0.18) 
CLD, mm 0.39 (0.08) -0.20 (0.27) -0.05 (0.24) -0.29 (0.30) -0.21 (0.25) 
1 RMSE = root mean square error (for FI or duration), QR = quantile regression (for FI or 
duration), TRT = number of treatments for animals that made it to slaughter, TRT180 = 
treatment rate adjusted to 180 days for pigs that made it to 65 days of age, NurADG = 
nursery ADG, FinADG = finishing ADG, ADFI = average daily feed intake, FCR = feed 
conversion ratio (kg feed / kg weight gain), RFI = residual feed intake (adjusted for 
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FinADG, metabolic weight, and ultrasound backfat), CWT = carcass weight, DRS = 
dressing percentage, LYLD = lean yield (equation using backfat and loin depth), CBF = 
carcass backfat, CLD = carcass loin depth. RMSE and QR phenotypes required 60 days 
of FI.  
 
Table 4.4. Estimates of genetic correlations (SE) of mortality and number of treatments with 
production traits 
 
Trait1 Mortality TRT TRT180 
NurADG, kg/day 0.27 (0.44) -0.33 (1.28) -0.06 (0.16) 
FinADG, kg/day -0.06 (0.36) -0.68 (0.42) -0.70 (0.13) 
ADFI, kg -0.04 (0.28) -0.60 (0.32) -0.62 (0.13) 
FCR, kg/kg 0.24 (0.28) -0.15 (0.43) 0.13 (0.18) 
RFI, kg -0.29 (0.31) -0.41 (0.45) -0.53 (0.19) 
CWT, kg 0.02 (0.33) -0.57 (0.36) -0.67 (0.14) 
DRS, % dnc2 dnc2 -0.63 (0.35) 
LYLD, % 0.01 (0.34) -0.14 (0.40) -0.01 (0.20) 
CBF, mm dnc2 0.17 (0.48) 0.01 (0.21) 
CLD, mm 0.27 (0.33) -0.04 (0.38) -0.12 (0.20) 
1 NurADG = nursery ADG, FinADG = finishing ADG, ADFI = average daily feed intake, FCR = 
feed conversion ratio (kg feed / kg weight gain), RFI = residual feed intake (adjusted for 
FinADG, metabolic weight, and ultrasound backfat), CWT = carcass weight, DRS = 
dressing percentage, LYLD = lean yield (equation using backfat and loin depth), CBF = 
carcass backfat, CLD = carcass loin depth 






Figure 4.1. Timeline of the batches entered into the natural challenge facility, including mean 
(symbol) and min/max (error bars) of each batch with date of birth (DOB), date of 




Figure 4.2. Age at death of the 344 animals that died prior to slaughter.   
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Figure 4.3. Example of the root mean square error (RMSE) of feed intake (A) and feeding 
duration (B) as measures of resilience. Duration is time spent at the feeder in minutes. 
Each animal received one record from a within animal regression of feed intake or 
duration on age.  
 
 
Figure 4.4. Quantile regression (QR) at the 5% level for feed intake (A) and duration (B). 
Example of classifying off-feed days for animal 0042 using QRFI (C) and QRDUR (D) in 
the lower panels. Red lines are the 5% QR for each FI (A) and duration (B). Red dots 
represent off-feed days used to calculate the QR phenotypes (percent off-feed days).  
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CHAPTER 5.    MEASURES OF RESILIENCE BASED ON RUNS OF DEPRESSION IN 
DAILY FEED INTAKE AND DURATION DATA FROM A NATURAL DISEASE 
CHALLENGE MODEL IN FINISHING PIGS 
A manuscript in preparation to be submitted to Livestock Science, to be combined with 
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The objective of this study was to develop traits to quantify general resilience in finishing 
pigs using individual daily feed intake (FI) data that can be utilized in a genetic improvement 
program. Estimates of heritability, genetic correlations with other resilience phenotypes, and 
genetic correlations with production traits were of interest. Data were collected under a natural 
disease challenge model for wean-to-finish pigs. New measures of resilience based on ‘runs of 
depression’ (ROD) in daily feed intake and duration were established using ideas from statistical 
process control. Theory on runs of consecutive data points on one side of the median was used to 
determine the expected longest length of runs consecutively above or below the median by 
chance, which was ~6 days for a pig that spends 110 days in a finishing unit. Thus, any FI ROD 
greater than 6 days was considered not to be caused by chance alone. Three linear regression 
models of feed intake on age within animal were utilized to identify ROD based on observed 
feed intake being less than the regression line, including ordinary least squares (OLS), 0.50 
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quantile regression (QR0.50), and 0.75 quantile regression (QR0.75). For a series of consecutive 
days to be considered a ROD, the current study required a minimum number of consecutive days 
below the regression line of 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15 days. The percentage of feed intake days that 
fell in a ROD was used as a pig’s phenotype for resilience. Heritability estimates of the ROD 
resilience measures ranged from 0.03±0.04 (OLS 5-day length) to 0.11±0.04 (QR0.50 5- and 7-
day lengths). Estimates of genetic correlations with mortality and treatment rate were highest for 
the ROD phenotype based on the QR0.50 model with lengths between 9 and 13 days (0.82 to 
0.98). Choice of resilience measures that maximize genetic correlations with easily recorded 
traits such as mortality is not ideal because shorter ROD lengths, i.e. 5 or 7 days, are expected to 
capture other stressors that do not cause mortality, which is expected to lower genetic 
correlations with mortality and treatment rate. Estimates of genetic correlations of the ROD 
resilience phenotypes with production traits were mostly favorable (e.g. finishing average daily 
gain and feed conversion ratio) or close to zero (loin depth and backfat). In conclusion, the 
proposed ROD phenotypes quantify resilience and have low heritability estimates and favorable 
genetic correlations with other resilience and production traits.  
Introduction 
Definitions for resilience have continued to evolve over time. Recently, Colditz and Hine 
(2016) defined resilience holistically as “the capacity of animals to cope with short-term 
perturbations in their environment and return rapidly to their pre-challenge status”. This 
definition encompasses a broader array of stressors beyond infectious diseases compared to the 
narrower concept of disease resilience (Albers et al., 1987; Bishop and Stear, 2003; Doeschl-
Wilson et al., 2012; Bishop and Woolliams, 2014). Knap (2005) defined robustness as “pigs that 
combine high production potential with resilience to external stressors”. By this definition, 
robustness becomes an aggregate trait that encompasses production potential, which can be 
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measured by performance in a nucleus herd with minimal stressors, and resilience under stressors 
in the commercial environment. For animal breeders, the focus needs to be on how to improve 
resilience and robustness with phenotypes that are relevant to the commercial sector (under 
challenge). Until recently, phenotypes to quantify resilience from high throughput, precision 
agriculture data were not available. While costly and logistically difficult, many swine breeding 
companies have begun to implement commercial testing systems that feed data back to the 
nucleus breeding population for selection (Knap, 2005; Dufrasne et al., 2014), especially because 
post-weaning survival is currently the economically most important trait in a terminal sire index 
(Hermesch et al., 2014). Disease and other stressors cause lost productivity, which is related to 
opportunity cost in microeconomics. For example, a pig could have reached 120 kg, but without 
disease would have been 125 kg in the same time period, leaving 5 kg of lost revenue. Mortality 
results in a complete loss of productivity, accruing costs prior to death with a $0 revenue, which 
results in the most extreme loss of profit, especially the longer the animal stays alive. While 
working on definitions has helped to advance the field a great deal, animal breeding needs to 
continue to develop measures of resilience to summarize longitudinal data. These traits can 
easily be implemented in a breeding program. Recently, some focus has been placed on the 
development of such phenotypes (Elgersma et al., 2018; Putz et al., 2018) and on how to 
implement them into a breeding program (Knap, 2005; Berghof et al., 2018).  
Colditz and Hine (2016) advocated that resilience phenotypes should focus on 
“measuring summary characteristics of response variables”. This could include collecting 
longitudinal data with frequent data points (e.g. by second, minute, hour, or daily records) and 
summarizing how stable an individual’s production is across time (i.e. maintaining stable 
performance). Many species have examples of this type of data recording, for example milk yield 
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in dairy cattle, feed intake in pigs, and egg production in poultry. Among other industries, 
agriculture has begun to embrace new ‘precision farming’ tools (Berckmans, 2017; Wolfert et 
al., 2017). One of the precision agriculture technologies in dairy cattle is automated milking 
systems (AMS). The use of data from AMS to provide early detection of common disorders such 
as mastitis, ketosis, lameness, purulent vaginal discharge, and displaced abomasum at a 
production level has already been investigated (King et al., 2018). Robotic milking machine data 
can also be utilized to quantify resilience. Elgersma et al. (2018) quantified drops in milk yield 
and overall variation in milk yield as novel measures of resilience. Although these traits were 
found to be lowly heritable, they had favorable genetic correlations with other traits such as 
ketosis, persistency, longevity, and udder health. Putz et al. (2018) utilized daily feed intake data 
from a natural disease challenge in pigs to quantify resilience phenotypes based on daily 
variation in feed intake. Resulting traits were lowly to moderately heritable but showed moderate 
to strong genetic correlations with mortality and treatment rate. While the traits presented in Putz 
et al. (2018) show the ability to quantify resilience, there are opportunities to quantify resilience 
based on periods of time that are impacted by disease and other stressors.  
Statistical process control (SPC) has been historically applied to manufacturing processes 
that require monitoring over time to identify quality issues or other problems (Cook et al., 1992). 
A baseline median and variation can be established for the process and then boundaries can be 
established, along with other statistics, to determine if there is an issue. Many different rules can 
be utilized to identify non-random variation of the process, including the shift rule, cross rule, 
and trend rule (Anhøj and Olesen, 2014). The shift rule quantifies the number of consecutive 
data points on the same side of the median. The cross rule quantifies the number of times the 
graph crosses the median. Finally, the trend rule quantifies the number of data points 
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consecutively going up or down in a row. There are also simpler rules such as the three-sigma 
rule to identify points greater than ±3 standard deviations from the median (Anhøj and Olesen, 
2014). De Vries and Reneau (2010) published a nice review of the use of SPC in animal 
production systems. Surprisingly, from 1977 to 2009, relatively few examples of SPC have been 
published in animal production (12 in swine were listed), possibly because applying SPC in 
biological systems can be much more difficult than manufacturing (discussed by Madsen and 
Kristensen, 2005). Establishing the baseline variation can be difficult at the beginning. Changes 
in the mean and variance occur due to growth, seasonality, and other management changes (e.g. 
diet formulation changes or vaccination). Recently, Knauer et al. (2018) examined the use of 
SPC in dairy calves and found it was marginally useful for predicting illness prior to calf 
personnel. Madsen and Kristensen (2005) applied aspects of SPC to water intake data in order to 
detect illness and other disorders in pigs. For both these studies, the goal was to predict issues 
early from accumulating data as time progresses to help minimize the overall impact of the 
stressor (usually pathogenic diseases). Animal breeders are most interested in ranking animals 
within a contemporary group after the data is collected (i.e. ‘off-tested’ in growing pigs) and for 
this purpose, phenotypes can be derived retrospectively, and, in fact, early intervention may 
mask expression of traits such as disease resilience and should, therefore, be limited or avoided. 
Thus, at the production level, SPC is used forward in time with data that is available early in an 
animal’s productive life, while in animal breeding, data are used retrospectively but the concepts 
from SPC are still useful for developing phenotypes. The current study will explore opportunities 
to quantify resilience with precision agriculture data (feed intake data) but high-throughput data 
will allow phenotypes to be developed to quantify anything of interest. High-throughput activity 
monitors in dairy cattle could be used to quantify reproductive performance.  
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The objective of this study was to further develop resilience traits based on feed intake 
(FI) data under a natural disease challenge, as initiated by Putz et al. (2018). The first objective 
was to use SPC to develop resilience phenotypes based on runs of depression (ROD). The 
second objective was to estimate heritability of these resilience traits and their genetic 
correlations with other resilience and production phenotypes to identify the best resilience 
phenotype based on ROD.  
Materials and Methods 
This study was conducted and monitored under the recommendations of the Canadian 
Council on Animal Care (https://www.ccac.ca/en/certification/about-certification/). The protocol 
was approved by the Protection Committee of the Centre de Recherche en Sciences Animales de 
Deschambault (CRSAD; http://www.crsad.qc.ca/). The Centre de développement du porc du 
Québec (CDPQ) had complete oversight on the project along with help from veterinarians. 
Natural Disease Challenge Protocol 
A natural disease challenge protocol was established in Québec, Canada, to mimic a 
commercial environment with a diverse and heavy disease challenge (described in the next 
section), simulating a natural infection environment, instead of specific dosage injections or 
nasal inoculations of pathogens. While exact replication of this disease challenge is not possible 
and not the goal of this project, the general protocol is repeatable as any barn can be set up to 
enter pigs into a continuous flow diseased challenged barn. The most important aspects of the 
project design will be presented within this manuscript, more extensive details can be found in 
Putz et al. (2018).  
 Batches of ~60 to 75 piglets (barrows) from a maternal F1 (Landrace by Large White or 
reciprocal) cross were brought into a natural challenge facility every three weeks. The general 
protocol consisted of three consecutive phases. The first phase for weaned piglets included a 
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healthy quarantine nursery (average age of 21.5 days), after which pigs were shipped to a nearby 
facility referred to as the ‘challenge facility’ that included the second and third phases 
(physically attached). The second phase was the ‘challenge nursery’, where pigs entered 
approximately 19 days after entering the first nursery. The third phase was the finishing facility 
(average entry age of 68.0 days). A short hallway connects phases two and three in the challenge 
facility. At any point in time, there is typically one batch in the quarantine nursery, two batches 
in the challenge nursery, and six batches in the finishing unit. In general, a new batch entering 
the challenge nursery (phase two) was given nose-to-nose contact with the batch that entered 
three weeks prior. This provided the initial exposure for pigs after the first seven batches. Prior to 
batch eight, the quarantine nursery was not available, but the second phase nursery was still 
biosecure and, thus, pigs from the first seven batches were first exposed to disease in the 
finishing unit. The number of pigs per pen was approximately four, seven, and thirteen for 
phases one, two, and three, respectively.  
Each batch was sourced from one multiplier of one of seven-member companies of 
PigGen Canada (https://piggencanada.org). Different batches over time from the same company 
could be sent from a different multiplier. A ‘cycle’ was complete when each of the seven 
companies entered a batch of piglets from one of their healthy multipliers. Data from the first 5 
cycles were used here. After the 7th company sent pigs (batch 7), the first company sent pigs to 
start cycle 2 (batch 8). Therefore, batches 1-7, 8-14, 15-21, 22-28, and 29-35 represent cycles 1, 
2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively.  
Natural Disease Challenge 
To establish the natural disease challenge, four groups of sick (seeder) pigs were brought 
into the challenge facility from nearby commercial barns near the beginning of the trial in early 
2016 to ‘inoculate’ the barn with disease and to infect the trial pigs naturally (i.e. no injections or 
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nasal inoculations of any kind by personnel). To maintain the pathogen burden over batches 
without having to bring in more seeder pigs, the facility was set up in a continuous flow system.  
Several main diseases were targeted, including porcine reproductive and respiratory disease 
syndrome virus (PPRSV), porcine circovirus type II (PCV2), Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae (M. 
hyo), Actinobacillus pleuropneumonia (APP), and swine influenza type (SIV) type A. These are 
some of the most economically devastating diseases to the swine industry. Other opportunistic 
pathogens also existed within the challenge facility (see Putz et al., 2018). Several different 
strains were present for some of the pathogens, including PRRSV and the influenza virus. Close 
veterinary oversight was utilized to modulate the disease challenge within the barn. Group (entire 
batch) treatments of water and feed were utilized to help reduce the impact of disease when 
mortality and individual treatments increased. Individual treatments were given on a case-by-
case basis based on the clinical signs. Group/batch treatments did not count towards an 
individual animal’s treatment phenotype (see below).  
Data and Traits 
Data for this study were collected from November 11, 2015 (first entry date) to April 5, 
2018 (last slaughter date) on pigs were born between October 20, 2015 and October 7, 2017. 
This data overlaps with Putz et al. (2018), which included data from the first three cycles 
analyzed in the current study. These extra two cycles added another 932 pigs from that dataset 
for a total of 2273 animals that entered the protocol.  
 Mortality and treatment rate (adjusted to 180 days of age, Trt180) were the main traits 
utilized to validate that the phenotypes described below were in fact quantifying resilience. 
Treatment rate (Trt180) was calculated as the number of treatments divided by age at death or 
slaughter, multiplied by 180, as described by Putz et al. (2018). Pigs were required to have 
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survived to 65 days of age to obtain a phenotype for Trt180, which included 89% of the pigs 
entered.  
 Feed intake data were collected in the finisher using IVOG® electronic feeders (Insentec, 
Marknesse, The Netherlands) and edited using techniques from Casey et al. (2005). Daily sums 
were totaled so that each pig received a daily record for feed intake and duration (time at the 
feeder), as described by Putz et al. (2018). Missing daily values were imputed using the 5-day 
rolling average within animal.  
 Resilience phenotypes based on day-to-day variation in feed intake and duration 
developed by Putz et al. (2018) were also used to validate the novel ROD phenotypes, along with 
mortality and Trt180. The root mean square error (RMSE) phenotype quantified the variation in 
feed intake from within individual regressions of FI on age. The quantile regression (QR) 
phenotype quantified the proportion of off-feed days (negative residuals) from the overall 5% 
QR of FI on age using all animals daily FI records. Other production data for this study included 
finishing average daily gain (FinADG), average daily feed intake (ADFI), feed conversion ratio 
(FCR), carcass weight (CWT), carcass backfat (CBF), and carcass loin depth (CLD). Animals 
must have completed finishing to slaughter to receive a phenotype.  
Runs of Depression (ROD) Phenotype of Resilience 
A novel resilience phenotype termed runs of depression (ROD) was developed using ideas 
from SPC as the percentage of days in unusually long stretches of days that are below the 
expected amount of feed intake. The ROD phenotype for each individual was calculated using 
the following steps.  
1. Fit a within animal regression of daily FI on age (using the three models described 
below). 
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2. Extract the residuals from the model and loop through each day to identify off-feed 
periods based on stretches of negative residuals with a set minimum length (5, 7, 9, 11, 
13, or 15, as described below) and set those days as a ROD (ROD=1).  
3. Compute the percentage of feed intake days with ROD=1, resulting in one ROD 
phenotype for each model and length combination for each pig.  
For step 1, the three models that were tested included a simple linear regression (OLS), a 0.50 
(median) quantile regression (QR0.50), and a 0.75 quantile regression (QR0.75), all computed 
within animal. Quantile regression was carried out using the ‘rq’ function from the quantreg 
package in R (Koenker, 2017). Figure 1 shows the three regression lines from OLS, QR0.50, and 
QR0.75 for example animal 0042.  
For step 2, six minimum lengths of consecutive negative residuals were used, including 5, 
7, 9, 11, 13, and 15 days. In a preliminary analysis, minimum lengths of 1, 3, and 20 days were 
found to have a very low heritability and most of the bivariate animal models failed to converge. 
These same ROD phenotypes were calculated for duration (time at the feeder) as well. 
Phenotypes are designated RODFI for feed intake RODs and RODDUR for duration RODs.  
Figure 2 shows an example of feed intake for animal 0042 with all three models and 
minimum lengths of 5 and 11 days, as examples. This figure shows how different periods of time 
(stretches of days) were classified as resilient or not based on the model utilized and length 
specified. The OLS model missed a small stretch of 6 days after the large ROD around day 120 
for animal 0042. The QR0.75 captured a stretch of days between approximately day 130 to day 
145 that was not a strong deviation from expected. The most resilient animals had phenotypes for 
ROD that were zero or close to zero.  
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The ROD phenotype originated from concepts and mathematics of statistical process 
control. Using Schilling (2012), the expectation of the longest run of successes in a string of n 
independent Bernoulli (0/1) trials under the null hypothesis of a normal process is given by, 𝑙 =
𝑙𝑜𝑔7
8
(𝑛𝑞), where l is the expected length of the longest run of ‘successes’; p is the probability of 
‘success’; q is equal to (1 – p); and n is equal to the number of trials (the number of feed intake 
days in the current study). The proportion p in this study equals the probability of a negative 
residual from an individual’s own regression of feed intake on age (described above) as the 
‘success’. As an example, under the null hypothesis, this probability can be assumed to be 0.5, 
resulting in 𝑙 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔3(𝑛/2). Therefore, for a typical finishing pig that spends approximately 110 
days in the finishing unit (median of 113 days in this study), we can expect 𝑙𝑜𝑔3(110/2) 	=
5.78 days (~6 days) as the longest stretch of negative feed intake residuals (days below the 
regression). If animals were to have 60 days of FI (the minimum required, see below), the 
expected maximum is 4.9 (~5) days. There is a relatively small confidence interval around these 
estimates (Schilling, 2012).  
One thing to remember is this is a biological system and each feed intake day is not a 
completely independent trial from the previous day. An autocorrelation is expected, especially 
when stressors are present in the environment. The autocorrelation should be considered for the 
residuals from the model, not the raw FI data. Autocorrelation between days is caused by disease 
and other stressors. In this study, the lag one autocorrelation was 0.32 for the most resilient 
animals based on RMSE (top 5%) and 0.69 for the least resilient animals (bottom 5%). The lag 
three autocorrelation was 0.18 vs 0.47 for the same two groups. Even the most resilient pigs in 
this trial are still exposed to many pathogens and should not be considered stress free. It is 
unknown what the autocorrelation is under completely stress-free conditions, but the 
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autocorrelations observed here are likely upper bounds at least. Therefore, it is useful to test 
different thresholds for the length of RODs to be a significant deviation from expected. Here, we 
chose to test minimum lengths of 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15 days.  
Statistical Analyses 
 The 650k Affymetrix SNP array was used for genotyping the pigs and creating the 
genomic relationship matrix (G). FImpute was used to impute missing genotypes (Sargolzaei et 
al., 2014). After processing, genotypes were available on 494,569 SNPs and 2140 animals (out 
of 658,692 SNPs and 2273 animals). The G matrix was created using the standard ZZ’/sum(2pq) 
(VanRaden, 2008). The H matrix, which combines genomic and pedigree relationships, was 
created using defaults in preGSf90 (BLUPF90) except for using a MAF of 0.01. The sire was 
unknown in the pedigree due to the use of pooled semen at the multipliers. Variance components 
were estimated using single-step GBLUP (Legarra et al., 2009; Christensen and Lund, 2010) 
from the BLUPF90 family of programs (Misztal et al., 2002), using bivariate models to estimate 
genetic correlations and single trait models to estimate heritabilities. The following animal model 
was used, 
𝒚 = 𝑿𝜷 + 𝒁𝒖 + 𝒆, 
where 𝜷 included the fixed effects of batch (contemporary group) and entry age into the 
quarantine nursery (covariate) for mortality and Trt180, and batch, finishing entry age (covariate), 
and finishing pen for all other (finishing) traits, including the ROD phenotypes; the 𝒖 vector 
includes breeding values of animals, estimated using the H matrix. Mortality was analyzed as a 
linear trait because threshold models gave unrealistically high estimates of heritability and are 
also subject to the so called ‘extreme category problem’ (Misztal et al., 1989; Dufrasne et al., 
2014). Inclusion of litter as a random effect was tested but removed due to very low variance 
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estimates, most less than 3% of the phenotypic variance. Estimating this effect is very difficult 
for traits with low heritability and because many finishing pigs only had between one and three 
littermate siblings with records (some full and some half sibs due to pooled semen usage). Only 
two to four litter mates were targeted at the multiplier farms.  
Results 
 Figure 3 shows histograms for the ROD phenotypes using the QR0.50 model and 
requiring 9 consecutive days to be considered a ROD. The left pane of Figure 3 shows the 
histogram including animals that required only 15 days of feed intake, while the right pane of 
Figure 3 shows the same phenotype that required 60 days of feed intake. Pigs that died prior to 
slaughter and that did not record at least 60 days of FI tended to be grouped on the resilient side 
of the distribution (many were 0), making it a poor trait to measure resilience in these animals. 
This was also observed with the resilience traits of Putz et al. (2018), therefore we required 60 
days of FI to record a ROD phenotype.  
Table 1 displays the summary statistics for the RODFI phenotype. The mean decreased 
steadily with increasing minimum lengths of 5 to 15 days for each of the models used. The 
highest mean was 55.56 for the 5-day QR0.75 ROD, while the lowest mean was 5.61 for the 15-
day QR0.50 ROD. This same decrease with increasing lengths was observed for the median and 
max. The medians decreased from 5 to 15-day lengths. Medians from QR0.50 ranged from 0 to 
26.55. As expected, QR0.75 showed the largest median values (25.89 to 55.86). With minimum 
lengths greater than 11-days, the median was 0 for OLS and QR0.50. The minimum was 0 for all 
lengths for both OLS and QR0.50. Only lengths of 5 and 7 days for QR0.75 had a non-zero 
minimum. Maximum values decreased only slightly with increasing minimum lengths. Standard 
deviations peaked at 11-day lengths for OLS and QR0.50, while standard deviations increased 
with minimum lengths for QR0.75. Skew values ranged from -0.44 to 1.43 and increased with 
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minimum length. Finally, the percent of pigs that had zero RODs increased steadily with 
minimum length for all models, indicating a loss of sensitivity as the minimum lengths increase, 
as expected. Table 2 displays the same summary statistics for the duration (time at the feeder) 
data. Trends for all of the statistics were the same as for the feed intake data. Means and medians 
decreased with increasing minimum lengths, with very similar values as the feed intake data 
RODs. Minimums were 0 for most RODDUR traits. Standard deviations peaked at 9-day lengths 
for RODDUR phenotypes when using the OLS and QR0.50 models. Skewness values tended to be 
slightly higher for RODDUR than for RODFI. As with RODFI, the percent of pigs that had zero 
RODDUR increased steadily with minimum length. Minimum lengths of 15-days resulted in 77.27 
and 78.09% of pigs having zero RODs for OLS and QR0.50, showing that quantifying resilience 
using long lengths of daily FI has little sensitivity.  
 Table 3 displays estimates of heritability for RODFI and of genetic correlation of the 
RODFI phenotypes with other resilience traits (mortality, Trt180, RMSEFI, QRFI). Heritability 
estimates peaked at the 11-day length for OLS (0.10±0.04), at 5 and 7-day lengths for QR0.50 
(0.11±0.04), and at 7, 9, and 13-day lengths for QR0.75 (0.07±0.04). Heritability estimates 
increased from the 5 to 11-day lengths in OLS, then declined after (0.04±0.04 for 15-day 
lengths). Heritability estimates declined from 5 to 15 -day lengths for QR0.50. However, the 
estimate of heritability was still 0.08±0.04 for the 9 and 11-day lengths. Heritability estimates 
for QR0.75 were lower and more similar across lengths (ranging from 0.05 to 0.07). Estimates of 
genetic correlations of ROD phenotypes with mortality peaked at 13-day lengths for all three 
models. Except for the 5-day QR0.75 RODFI, the minimum estimated correlation of RODFI with 
mortality was 0.60±0.78 (7-day QR0.75) to a maximum of 0.98 (13-day QR0.50 and QR0.75). 
Estimates of genetic correlations with Trt180 were lower in general than with mortality, but still 
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moderate to high for most traits (0.28 to 0.84). Estimates of genetic correlations with Trt180 
peaked at 11-day lengths for the QR0.50 model (0.84±0.61). Estimates of genetic correlations 
with RMSEFI were typically moderate to high, only correlations for ROD with 13 and 15-day 
lengths for QR0.50 were below 0.60. Estimates of genetic correlations with QRFI were low to 
moderate (-0.25 to 0.64).  
 Table 4 shows estimates of heritability for RODDUR and genetic correlation estimates 
with mortality, Trt180, RMSEFI, and QRFI. Heritability estimates peaked at 7 to 9-day lengths in 
the OLS model (0.08±0.04), at the 9-day length for QR0.50, (0.09±0.04), and at the 5-day length 
for QR0.75 (0.10±0.04). Estimates of genetic correlations with mortality were low to moderate 
for OLS (-0.05 to 0.50), moderate to high for QR0.50 (0.31 to 0.75), and low to moderate for 
QR0.75 (0.11 to 0.41). Estimates of genetic correlations with Trt180 had a large range (-0.01 to 
0.86) but peaked at 13-day lengths for all three models. Estimates of genetic correlations with 
RMSEFI and QRFI covered a wide range of -0.47 to 0.80.  
 Table 5 shows estimates of genetic correlations of RODFI with other production traits, 
including FinADG, ADFI, FCR, CWT, CBF, and CLD. Genetic correlation estimates with 
FinADG were typically low to moderate and were all negative (-0.07 to -0.50), except for the 5-
day QR0.75 ROD, indicating that genetically less resilient animals (higher ROD) have lower 
growth breeding values. Estimates of genetic correlations with ADFI were quite low (less than 
0.35 in absolute value) and did not seem to follow any noticeable pattern, although they tended 
to get stronger (away from 0) for longer lengths for both QR models. Estimates of genetic 
correlations with FCR were all positive, indicating that genetically less resilient animals also had 
poorer feed conversion at the genetic level (many estimates were moderately positive ~0.30-
0.40). Estimates of genetic correlations with CWT were negative (low to moderate), while 
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estimates with CBF and CLD were mostly low, except for the correlation between QR0.75 ROD 
and CLD where some were moderately negative.  
 Table 6 shows estimates of genetic correlations of RODDUR with production traits. 
Estimates of genetic correlations of what with FinADG were similar to those for RODFI. All 
genetic correlations with FinADG were negatively correlated with FinADG, between -0.08 and -
0.75, indicating again that animals with high breeding values for ROD traits tended to have 
lower breeding values for growth under challenge, which is favorable. Estimates of genetic 
correlations with ADFI tended to be negative and tended to become more negative with 
increasing minimum lengths, following the same trend as correlations with FinADG. Genetic 
correlation estimates with FCR were all moderately positive, except for the correlation for 15-
day QR0.50. There did not appear to be any trends in estimates of genetic correlations with FCR 
with increasing day lengths; most of them were moderately positive. Genetic correlation 
estimates with CWT were mostly low and negative for OLS and QR0.50. Estimates of genetic 
correlations with CBF went from from positive to negative from 5 to 15-day lengths for OLS and 
QR0.50. Most of the genetic correlations were low with CBF. Estimates of genetic correlations 
with CLD were all negative, ranging from -0.06 to -0.96. For OLS and QR0.50, genetic 
correlation estimates tended to get more negative with increasing lengths.  
Discussion 
 The runs of depression (ROD) phenotype was introduced and, although lowly to 
moderately heritable, was shown to be genetically correlated with mortality and treatment rate 
(moderate to high). Based on theoretical expectations (Schilling, 2012), it was expected that the 
number of consecutive days under the expected within animal regression line for feed intake on 
age for a finishing pig appearing non-randomly should be approximately 7 days (~6 estimated to 
be the maximum by chance). This study demonstrated that quantifying the percentage of feed 
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intake days that fall into RODs can be used as a simple summary trait to quantify resilience in 
pigs using daily feed intake data during the finishing period. The optimal RODFI phenotype came 
from the median (0.50) quantile regression model, based on heritability estimates and genetic 
correlation estimates with other resilience and production traits. The optimal minimum length of 
consecutive days with lower than expected feed intake to be considered a ROD was between 5 
and 11 days, with longer lengths showing lower heritability estimates. Choice of the optimal trait 
was based on the heritability estimates, which were maximal for minimum lengths of 5 and 7 
days with QR0.50, and the genetic correlations with mortality and treatments, which were 
maximized for mortality with minimum lengths between 9 and 13 days.  
The current study relied on mortality and treatment rate to validate the novel resilience 
phenotypes. However, just because the genetic correlations for ROD traits based on minimum 
lengths of 5 and 7 days were not as strong with mortality and treatment rate compared to longer 
minimum lengths, does not mean they are not useful for selection purposes. Mortality is an easy 
phenotype to collect and, therefore, it is not ideal to have a novel resilience phenotype that 
captures a very similar trait or there would be little advantage to add it into the selection index, 
unless it had a significantly higher heritability. It is likely that RODs with minimum lengths of 5 
and 7 days capture different diseases/stressors than longer lengths that have different genetic 
backgrounds. For their use in genetic improvement, there is a need to capture lost productivity 
for stressors that do not tend to kill pigs (e.g. heat stress or swine influenza) and that, therefore, 
may result in lower genetic correlations with mortality and treatments. This is discussed in more 
detail below.  
The specific disease challenge used in this study cannot be replicated in a future study 
but, as stated above, this was not the goal of this project. This study design is in vast contrast to 
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designed research projects to study disease resistance (or resilience) in livestock that have been 
primarily utilized in the past (e.g. PRRS host genetics consortium trials from Lunney et al., 2011; 
Boddicker et al., 2012), which typically include single pathogen challenges in highly controlled 
environments, although co-infection trials have been used more recently (Dunkelberger et al., 
2017). While these have been very useful for numerous things, including discovering QTL 
(Boddicker et al., 2012; McKnite et al., 2014) and understanding the biology of host responses to 
a specific disease, they do not capture a commercial environment, which includes many different 
pathogenic and non-pathogenic diseases, as well as other stressors such as heat (Colditz and 
Hine, 2016; Martínez-Miró et al., 2016). Several of these stressors can interact with each other 
and some combinations may be found together more often than found by chance. To the best of 
our knowledge, this natural disease challenge protocol is the first protocol of its kind. The 
interest was not on characterizing the biology or understanding responses to specific diseases. An 
additional goal of this project is to identify early predictors of resilience (from the quarantine 
facility) and phenotypes under challenge that could be used by commercial breeding programs 
for genetic improvement of resilience. Early predictors under healthy conditions could be 
utilized in nucleus herds but may be costly. So-called ‘commercial test herds’ are now being 
utilized by commercial breeding companies (Knap, 2005; Dufrasne et al., 2014), enabling use of 
commercial phenotypes under challenged conditions to feedback data to the nucleus animals for 
selection decisions.  
The current study utilized duration (time at the feeder) data as a correlated trait to 
quantify the level of resilience (RODDUR). Minimum lengths of 5 to 9 days performed best in 
terms of heritability for RODDUR. RODDUR however, did not perform as well as RODFI in terms 
of heritability and genetic correlation estimates with mortality and treatment rate. These RODDUR 
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phenotypes were also less genetically correlated to RMSEFI and QRFI resilience traits than 
RODFI. Duration can be used as a practical alternative to collecting feed intake. Cross et al. 
(2018) recently showed the use of “RFID pings” to quantify feeding behavior without collecting 
feed intake directly.  
The current study eliminated pigs from receiving a ROD phenotype that died prior to 
achieving 60 days. These pigs that died prior to 60 days will have a mortality phenotype included 
in the final multivariate BLUP analysis if commercial wean-to-finish mortality is included in the 
selection index (Knap, 2005; Hermesch et al., 2014). When considering progeny testing a sire, 
each sire should have enough commercial offspring that missing phenotypes on those that died 
should have a minimal impact on the EBV for resilience (i.e. there would be enough full and half 
sibs available for phenotyping). Furthermore, typical mortality in commercial barns is much 
lower (~7%) than the observed 27% mortality resulting in far fewer phenotypes that would have 
to be removed, many of which would not make the finishing unit anyway.  
The ROD phenotypes developed here may also have applications for other data and/or 
other species. The dairy industry is probably the best example of the use of high throughput 
phenotyping because of the amount of technology currently available and being implemented 
(estrus detection, activity, robotic milking, and even facial recognition software to identify 
cows). As suggested by Putz et al. (2018) for RMSE and QR phenotypes, ROD phenotypes could 
be expanded to temperature data (Petry et al., 2017), activity (Müller and Schrader, 2003), 
feeding behavior data (González et al., 2008), automatic (robotic) milking systems (King et al., 
2018), estrus detection (de Vries and Conlin, 2003), and possibly many more. This list will 
continue to grow with an increase in precision farming technology in all agriculture industries 
(Berckmans, 2017). The SPC method may need to change with the type of data available. Each 
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SPC statistic such as those mentioned above (e.g. shift rule, trend rule, etc.) has advantages and 
disadvantages and nicely reviewed within agriculture by De Vries and Reneau (2010).  
Thus far, most of the focus of the use SPC has been on the use of group records (De Vries 
and Reneau, 2010). Although the application of SPC for obtaining phenotypes for breeding 
programs does not have the same goal as SPC itself (i.e. early detection), research on SPC in 
other systems (e.g. different species) will help improve resilience phenotypes over time by 
utilizing old and new ideas in SPC. The ROD phenotypes developed in this study were based on 
the ‘shift rule’ from SPC (Anhøj and Olesen, 2014). Using the theory of runs from SPC 
(Schilling, 2012), it was determined that a finishing pig that spends ~100 days growing is 
expected to have a longest run of approximately 6 days. This was validated by setting up a 
simple simulation in R using the rbinom function to sample a binomial distribution under the null 
hypothesis (null p=0.5) with 1000 replicates. The percentage of runs with lengths less than or 
equal to 6 was 98.5%. Runs of length 5 were investigated in this study because 93.9% of runs 
were less than 5 in the simulation. Runs of length 5 still are quite rare in a random binomial 
process. The distribution of the maximum run length over all 1000 replicates ranged from 3 to 
17, with a mean of 6.16 and a median of 6. These results validate the simple equation presented 
above from Schilling (2012). Elgersma et al. (2018) indirectly used the ‘trend rule’ (Anhøj and 
Olesen, 2014) to some degree by detecting slopes that were negative.  
Different models were fit within animal in an attempt to determine what would provide 
the best ROD phenotype based on heritability and genetic correlation estimates with other 
resilience traits. It was expected that the QR0.50 model would be ideal because it regresses on the 
median value, which is typically used in SPC studies for robustness of the regression. The use of 
the QR0.75 model to classify RODs was in an attempt to only capture the regression across 
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‘healthy’ days. When using the QR0.75 model, the expected length of the maximum run will 
change. Using the first formula introduced, 𝑙𝑜𝑔>/?.(110 ∗ 0.25) = 11.52 (~12) days. Thus, for 
this phenotype using the QR0.75 model, we expect approximately 11-12 days to appear by 
random chance, which is much longer than the ~6 days calculated for QR0.50. The feed intake 
patterns of some animals deviated substantially from their OLS or QR0.50 regression line due to 
severe disease and/or other stressors. In order to regress on those days that are healthiest, the 
regression across days using QR0.75 first visually appeared to be superior to OLS or QR0.50. The 
QR0.75 ROD phenotype, however, resulted in lower estimates of heritability (maximum of 
0.07±0.04) and of genetic correlations with mortality and treatments than other ROD traits, 
indicating it does not capture resilience as well as the other ROD phenotypes. 
For early detection, there is a ‘cost’ to false positives and negatives (De Vries and 
Reneau, 2010), but this is not of great concern for the use of ROD for resilience phenotypes in 
animal breeding as there may not be a direct cost to a false positive vs false negatives in terms of 
an action made by the farmer (such as a treatment). The cost might come at lowering the 
accuracy of the ROD phenotype. Determining false positives and false negatives is extremely 
difficult in this large commercial research study and was therefore not pursued. Based on visual 
inspection of FI curves, a large proportion of what appeared to be illness (very large deviations 
from expected or close to 0 feed intake) were not accompanied by treatments and therefore could 
not be validated using treatments.  
Setting variable minimum lengths to become a ROD could be quantifying phenotypes 
that relate to different stressors or disease. Infections with the PRRS virus can be quite severe 
and can last longer than 42 days (VL still present; see figure 1 from Boddicker et al., 2012) since 
neutralizing antibody does not typically develop until 28 days after infection (Lunney et al., 
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2016). Fever from PRRSV infection can last at least 14 days (Petry et al., 2005). PCV2 viremia 
can last at least 28 days (Engle et al., 2014; McKnite et al., 2014). Swine influenza virus has a 
much different clinical pathology than both the PRRSV and PCV2 viruses, with an incubation 
time of between 1 to 3 days, followed by recovery between 4 and 7 days after onset (Vincent et 
al., 2008). SIV also is typically expressed clinically with high morbidity and low mortality 
(Vincent et al., 2008). In the methods used here to calculate the ROD phenotypes, shorter lengths 
would capture the effects from more severe pathogens such as the PRRS and PCV2 viruses, but 
longer lengths would not capture effects from shorter-term pathogens such as SIV, increasing 
sensitivity of short length RODs (e.g. 5-day RODs). One could quantify this phenotype by 
including lengths of 7 days and exclude longer lengths of RODs (e.g. greater than 11 day 
lengths), which likely correspond to different pathogenic diseases. However, longer consecutive 
stretches could be caused by co-infections with SIV for instance, so it is difficult to disentangle 
the cause directly using the feed intake data only.  
Putz et al. (2018) described how the RMSE phenotype could capture effects from other 
stressors beyond disease, such as heat. The ROD phenotypes developed here may be less 
sensitive and less capable of capturing more acute stressors such as heat, especially for longer 
lengths of RODs. Heat stress tends to be acute and more temporary, although this will depend on 
the climate. It is possible that heat stress can cause feed intake depressions that cause longer 
stretches of depressed feed intake, but these are less likely with heat stress than for diseases such 
as PRRS. As an example, animal 0348 contained a ROD that was present later in finishing and it 
appeared to be due to heat stress, with highs in August above 29.4 degrees C (85 degrees F), 
while treatments were observed for this animal during this period. After examining the other 
animals in this batch, the effect of heat stress on feed intake appeared to be quite acute and 
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animals recovered after one or two days, if affected at all. With a heavy disease challenge 
however, the cause of this long stretch of depressed feed intake will remain unknown because 
there was not veterinary diagnostic samples to validate. Because of the confounding between 
disease and heat stress within this study, more research is needed in non-diseased challenged 
farms with heat stress to determine what may be expected under heat stress for novel phenotypes 
such as ROD, RMSE, and QR. Disease is still expected to be the major driving factor behind 
longer ROD phenotypes (e.g. greater than 9 days).  
Conclusions 
 The novel phenotype runs of depression (ROD) can be used to quantify resilience using 
daily feed intake and associated duration (time at the feeder) data from growing pigs. This 
phenotype was established based on the so-called shift rules of statistical process control. 
Applied to feed intake data, consecutive feed intake days below a regression line were 
considered a ROD. The best phenotype was based on median (0.50) quantile regression and 
requiring 5 to 11 consecutive days of less than expected FI (i.e. negative residuals from the 
regression). Heritability estimates were low, as expected (~0.10 depending on the minimum 
ROD length and regression model). Estimates of genetic correlations with mortality and 
treatments tended to increase with longer minimal lengths required for the ROD, however high 
genetic correlations with easily recorded traits such as mortality makes the phenotypes less 
useful because this trait is then being quantified by an easy to record trait (mortality). The 
strongest genetic correlations with mortality and treatment rate were from the QR0.50 model and 
11-day lengths (0.95±1.13 with mortality and 0.84±0.61 with treatment rate). Shorter length 
RODs may be less genetically correlated with resilience traits such as mortality and treatment 
rate but also may provide more value to a breeding program by also capturing resilience to less 
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severe diseases and other stressors that do not cause mortality or treatments, such as the impact 
from heat stress.  
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Table 5.1. Summary statistics of the ‘run of depression’ feed intake traits (RODFI). 
 
ROD Phenotype1 Statistic  
Model2 Length3 Mean Median Min Max SD Skew Percent 04 
OLS 5 25.13 25.00 0 52.27 8.08 0.08 0.06 
 7 18.80 18.54 0 52.27 9.48 0.22 4.71 
 9 14.00 12.61 0 47.15 10.20 0.44 20.26 
 11 10.61 10.81 0 47.15 10.40 0.70 39.28 
 13 8.02 0 0 47.15 10.07 0.98 55.48 
 15 6.05 0 0 47.15 9.51 1.33 68.02 
QR0.50 5 26.17 26.55 0 46.15 7.70 -0.13 0.06 
 7 19.56 19.64 0 45.45 9.24 0.05 4.06 
 9 14.18 13.39 0 45.08 10.11 0.30 20.44 
 11 10.49 10.81 0 45.08 10.29 0.63 39.93 
 13 7.81 0 0 43.96 9.93 0.99 56.12 
 15 5.61 0 0 43.96 9.20 1.43 69.73 
QR0.75 5 55.56 55.86 26.37 72.95 6.79 -0.33 0 
 7 48.19 48.65 6.25 70.80 9.16 -0.44 0 
 9 41.69 42.31 0 68.47 11.36 -0.31 0.12 
 11 35.82 36.94 0 68.29 13.70 -0.30 1.94 
 13 30.70 31.53 0 68.29 15.29 -0.16 7.13 
  15 26.05 25.89 0 68.29 16.38 0.00 16.08 
1 ROD = ‘runs of depression’ calculated from stretches (runs) of consecutive negative residuals 
from a regression model.  
2 Model used for the regression to calculate the ROD phenotype. OLS = ‘ordinary least squares’, 
QR = ‘quantile regression’ using the ‘rq’ function in R from the quantreg package. t sets 
the quantile for the regression, 0.50 regresses across the 2nd quartile (median) and 0.75 
across the 3rd quartile of the individual’s data.  
3 Minimum number of consecutive days below the regression line (negative residuals) to be 
considered a ROD.  




Table 5.2. Summary statistics of the ‘run of depression’ duration (time at the feeder) traits 
(RODDUR).  
 
ROD Phenotype1 Statistic  
Model2 Length3 Mean Median Min Max SD Skew Percent 04 
OLS 5 23.99 24.06 4.46 56.15 8.42 0.19 0 
 7 17.43 17.08 0 56.15 9.72 0.31 7.36 
 9 12.26 10.81 0 56.15 10.21 0.57 27.62 
 11 8.81 9.82 0 56.15 9.97 0.95 47.59 
 13 6.00 0 0 56.15 9.12 1.42 65.02 
 15 4.12 0 0 50.55 8.16 1.93 77.27 
QR0.50 5 24.32 24.40 4.46 45.08 7.76 -0.04 0 
 7 17.20 16.96 0 43.80 9.14 0.16 6.60 
 9 12.00 10.81 0 40.86 9.62 0.40 26.80 
 11 8.41 9.82 0 40.86 9.45 0.85 47.94 
 13 5.66 0 0 40.86 8.66 1.33 66.14 
 15 3.86 0 0 40.86 7.76 1.91 78.09 
QR0.75 5 55.81 56.09 31.25 73.63 6.72 -0.34 0 
 7 48.11 48.59 15.18 73.63 9.30 -0.33 0 
 9 40.96 41.96 0 70.49 11.71 -0.34 0.18 
 11 34.70 35.71 0 70.00 13.68 -0.19 1.88 
 13 29.38 29.73 0 70.00 14.95 -0.04 7.24 
  15 24.54 23.91 0 70.00 15.97 0.12 17.31 
1 ROD = ‘runs of depression’ calculated from stretches (runs) of consecutive negative residuals 
from a regression model.  
2 Model used for the regression to calculate the ROD phenotype. OLS = ‘ordinary least squares’, 
QR = ‘quantile regression’ using the ‘rq’ function in R from the quantreg package. t sets 
the quantile for the regression, 0.50 regresses across the 2nd quartile (median) and 0.75 
across the 3rd quartile of the individual’s data.  
3 Minimum number of consecutive days below the regression line (negative residuals) to be 
considered a ROD.  




Table 5.3. Estimates of heritability and genetic correlations with other resilience traits for the 
‘runs of depression’ feed intake traits (RODFI).  
 
ROD Phenotype1  Genetic Correlation with4: 
Model2 Length3 Heritability Mortality Trt180 RMSEFI QRFI 
OLS 5 0.03(0.04) 0.79 (0.84) 0.28 (0.65) -5 0.06 (0.98) 
 7 0.08 (0.04) 0.70 (0.94) 0.24 (0.54) - 0.22 (0.55) 
 9 0.09 (0.04) 0.89 (0.68) 0.52 (0.37) - 0.40 (0.48) 
 11 0.10 (0.04) 0.87 (0.72) 0.48 (0.36) 0.78 (0.47) 0.44 (0.39) 
 13 0.05 (0.04) 0.94 (1.25) 0.66 (0.65) 0.69 (0.56) 0.31 (0.83) 
 15 0.04 (0.04) 0.84 (1.16) 0.53 (0.74) 0.61 (0.74) 0.20 (0.97) 
QR0.50 5 0.11 (0.04) 0.84 (0.28) 0.69 (0.24) 0.78 (0.43) 0.28 (0.98) 
 7 0.11 (0.04) 0.75 (0.37) 0.61 (0.25) 0.76 (0.34) 0.33 (0.49) 
 9 0.08 (0.04) 0.93 (0.64) 0.83 (0.32) 0.89 (0.56) 0.60 (0.55) 
 11 0.08 (0.04) 0.95 (1.13) 0.84 (0.61) 0.88 (1.58) 0.63 (0.56) 
 13 0.05 (0.04) 0.98 (0.25) 0.82 (1.98) 0.48 (0.61) 0.48 (0.89) 
 15 0.06 (0.04) 0.84 (0.98) 0.72 (1.11) 0.40 (0.59) 0.37 (0.80) 
QR0.75 5 0.05 (0.04) 0.18 (0.82) 0.52 (0.66) 0.94 (0.03) -0.25 (0.97) 
 7 0.07 (0.04) 0.60 (0.78) 0.58 (0.52) 1.00 (0.02) 0.31 (0.61) 
 9 0.07 (0.04) 0.64 (0.87) 0.57 (0.67) 0.92 (1.00) 0.22 (0.66) 
 11 0.05 (0.04) 0.66 (1.27) 0.49 (0.77) 0.93 (0.03) 0.45 (0.92) 
 13 0.07 (0.04) 0.98 (1.11) 0.65 (0.75) 0.72 (0.65) 0.47 (0.61) 
  15 0.06 (0.04) - 0.67 (0.78) 0.62 (1.15) 0.64 (0.76) 
1 ROD = ‘runs of depression’ calculated from stretches (runs) of consecutive negative residuals 
from a regression model.  
2 Model used for the regression to calculate the ROD phenotype. OLS = ‘ordinary least squares’, 
QR = ‘quantile regression’ using the ‘rq’ function in R from the quantreg package. t sets 
the quantile for the regression, 0.50 regresses across the 2nd quartile (median) and 0.75 
across the 3rd quartile of the individual’s data.  
3 Minimum number of consecutive days below the regression line (negative residuals) to be 
considered a ROD.  
4 Trt180 = treatment rate adjusted to 180 days of age, RMSEFI = root mean square error using the 
feed intake data, QRFI is the 5% quantile regression phenotype from the feed intake data.  




Table 5.4. Estimates of heritability and genetic correlations with other resilience traits for the 
‘runs of depression’ duration (time at the feeder) traits (RODDUR).  
 
ROD Phenotype1  Genetic Correlation with4: 
Model2 Length3 Heritability Mortality Trt180 RMSEFI QRFI 
OLS 5 0.03 (0.04) 0.50 (1.40) 0.38 (0.93) 0.28 (1.76) 0.09 (1.12) 
 7 0.08 (0.04) 0.00 (0.65) -0.01 (0.50) 0.21 (0.56) 0.00 (0.83) 
 9 0.08 (0.04) 0.40 (0.55) 0.28 (0.48) 0.36 (0.40) 0.30 (0.45) 
 11 0.04 (0.04) 0.34 (1.07) 0.48 (0.68) 0.16 (0.89) 0.25 (1.01) 
 13 0.00 (0.03) 0.15 (0.08) 0.57 (0.06) -0.30 (0.06) 0.47 (1.02) 
 15 0.00 (0.00) -0.05 (0.08) 0.53 (0.07) -0.47 (0.05) 0.68 (0.06) 
QR0.50 5 0.07 (0.04) 0.75 (1.18) 0.49 (0.49) 0.30 (0.50) 0.37 (2.51) 
 7 0.08 (0.04) 0.31 (2.70) 0.06 (0.54) 0.36 (0.93) 0.07 (0.68) 
 9 0.09 (0.04) 0.40 (0.74) 0.24 (0.56) 0.38 (0.57) 0.48 (0.37) 
 11 0.01 (0.03) 0.69 (1.20) 0.50 (1.01) 0.19 (1.13) 0.66 (1.09) 
 13 0.00 (0.00) 0.42 (0.08) 0.65 (0.06) -0.11 (0.06) 0.80 (0.05) 
 15 0.00 (0.00) 0.51 (0.07) 0.48 (0.07) -0.14 (0.06) 0.79 (0.05) 
QR0.75 5 0.10 (0.04) 0.11 (0.53) 0.27 (0.41) 0.48 (0.44) -0.11 (0.60) 
 7 0.07 (0.04) 0.29 (0.77) 0.35 (0.50) 0.33 (0.58) -0.10 (0.75) 
 9 0.07 (0.04) 0.18 (0.87) 0.36 (0.43) 0.74 (0.79) 0.10 (0.83) 
 11 0.04 (0.04) 0.41 (0.96) 0.50 (0.73) 0.72 (3.81) 0.38 (0.86) 
 13 0.05 (0.04) -5 0.86 (0.85) 0.50 (0.81) 0.47 (1.48) 
  15 0.07 (0.04) - 0.73 (0.59) 0.30 (0.61) 0.35 (0.71) 
1 ROD = ‘runs of depression’ calculated from stretches (runs) of consecutive negative residuals 
from a regression model.  
2 Model used for the regression to calculate the ROD phenotype. OLS = ‘ordinary least squares’, 
QR = ‘quantile regression’ using the ‘rq’ function in R from the quantreg package. t sets 
the quantile for the regression, 0.50 regresses across the 2nd quartile (median) and 0.75 
across the 3rd quartile of the individual’s data.  
3 Minimum number of consecutive days below the regression line (negative residuals) to be 
considered a ROD.  
4 Trt180 = treatment rate adjusted to 180 days of age, RMSEFI = root mean square error using the 
feed intake data, QRFI is the 5% quantile regression phenotype from the feed intake data.  
5 Dashes indicate the analysis did not converge. 
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Table 5.5. Estimates of genetic correlations with production traits for the ‘runs of depression’ 
feed intake traits (RODFI). 
 
ROD Phenotype1 Genetic Correlation with4: 











































































































































































































































1 ROD = ‘runs of depression’ calculated from stretches (runs) of consecutive negative residuals 
from a regression model.  
2 Model used for the regression to calculate the ROD phenotype. OLS = ‘ordinary least squares’, 
QR = ‘quantile regression’ using the ‘rq’ function in R from the quantreg package. t sets 
the quantile for the regression, 0.50 regresses across the 2nd quartile (median) and 0.75 
across the 3rd quartile of the individual’s data.  
3 Minimum number of consecutive days below the regression line (negative residuals) to be 
considered a ROD.  
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4 FinADG = finishing average daily gain, ADFI = average daily feed intake, FCR = feed 
conversion ratio, CWT = carcass weight, CBF = carcass backfat, CLD = carcass loin 
depth. 
 
Table 5.6. Estimates of genetic correlations with production traits for the ‘runs of depression’ 
duration (time at the feeder) traits (RODDUR).  
 
ROD Phenotype1 Genetic Correlation with4: 



































































































































































































































1 ROD = ‘runs of depression’ calculated from stretches (runs) of consecutive negative residuals 
from a regression model.  
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2 Model used for the regression to calculate the ROD phenotype. OLS = ‘ordinary least squares’, 
QR = ‘quantile regression’ using the ‘rq’ function in R from the quantreg package. t sets 
the quantile for the regression, 0.50 regresses across the 2nd quartile (median) and 0.75 
across the 3rd quartile of the individual’s data.  
3 Minimum number of consecutive days below the regression line (negative residuals) to be 
considered a ROD.  
4 FinADG = finishing average daily gain, ADFI = average daily feed intake, FCR = feed 
conversion ratio, CWT = carcass weight, CBF = carcass backfat, CLD = carcass loin 
depth.  






Figure 5.1. Feed intake on age for animal 0042. Three different regressions are shown, including 
ordinary least squares (OLS, blue) line, 0.50 (median) quantile regression (QR, orange), 





Figure 5.2. An example from animal 0042 of feed intake regressed on age, with identified runs 
of depression (ROD) (in red) requiring lengths of at least 5 (left) or 11 days (right). Part 
A uses ordinary least squares (OLS) regression, part B uses 0.50 quantile regression 





Figure 5.3. Histogram of the feed intake runs of depression (RODFI) phenotype with minimum 
ROD length of 9 days lengths to be considered a ROD. The left panel includes animals 
with at least 15 days of feed intake data and the right panel includes animals with at least 
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Phenotyping using high throughput precision agriculture technologies is expected to 
increase in coming years. The ability to summarize and harness this data for genetic evaluation 
of resilience is needed. This study investigated the ability to improve upon previously identified 
resilience phenotypes using individual daily feed intake (FI) from pigs in the finishing period. 
Improvements evaluated for the root mean square error (RMSEbase) phenotype to quantify day-
to-day variation in feed intake included the use of random regression models, log10 
transformations, and prior body weight adjustments. Smoothing methods were utilized to reduce 
random noise due to day-to-day variation in feed intake, including rolling averages and LOESS 
smoothing. A novel resilience trait, called the percentage change phenotype, was calculated from 
the residuals and fitted values from a random regression model that included 1st order fixed and 
random terms for feed intake on age (RMSEPC). Improvements in the quantile regression 
(QRbase) resilience phenotype to quantify the proportion of off-feed days were evaluated, 
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including prior body weight adjustments and utilizing residuals from a random regression model. 
Finally, an improvement in the runs of depression (ROD) resilience phenotype was evaluated by 
combining it with the RMSE phenotype (RODRMSE). Results showed that random regression 
models to quantify RMSE traits did not significantly improve the heritability or genetic 
correlation estimates with mortality, while log10 transformations provided inconclusive evidence 
for the RMSE trait. The novel RMSEPC phenotype resulted in higher estimates of heritability and 
genetic correlations with mortality and treatment rate than RMSEbase; heritability estimates 
improved from 0.13±0.05 for the RMSEbase phenotype to 0.16±0.04 for the RMSEPC phenotype. 
Genetic correlation estimates of RMSEPC with mortality and treatment rate were 0.94±0.20 and 
0.89±0.10, respectively. For QR, adjustment of FI for prior body weight improved heritability 
estimates compared to the QRbase phenotype but did not improve genetic correlations with 
mortality and treatment rate. Combining the ROD and RMSE phenotypes did not improve the 
phenotype over RMSEbase. Overall, only the RMSEPC phenotype was found to be significantly 
better than previously identified resilience phenotypes and should be investigated in future 
studies and other datasets.  
Introduction 
Past literature on resilience has mainly focused on the narrower concept of disease 
resilience (Bishop and Stear, 2003; Doeschl-Wilson et al., 2012; Bishop and Woolliams, 2014). 
While these studies have provided a lot to the literature, applying them to commercial data is not 
practical due to the many stressors that impact pigs at the commercial level (Martínez-Miró et 
al., 2016). Colditz and Hine (2016) defined resilience in a broader sense as “the capacity of 
animals to cope with short-term perturbations in their environment and return rapidly to their 
pre-challenge status”, which will be referred to as general resilience. In a commercial 
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environment, all production traits (e.g. average daily gain) are a function of the animal’s 
production potential and the animal’s ability to cope with stressors Van der Waaij et al. (2000) 
presented a simple model for commercial production as a function of production potential and 
resistance. For the current study, resistance can be replaced by general resilience. Performance of 
animals in a biosecure nucleus breeding herd is expected to capture an animal’s production 
potential, although some stressors still exist in these herds. Resilience phenotypes are needed to 
quantify each individual’s ability to cope with stressors such as disease and heat. Robustness is 
another common term used in this area of research referring to the same concept as resilience 
(Knap, 2005; Rönnegård et al., 2010). Colditz and Hine (2016) attempted to separate resilience 
from robustness based on macro- versus microenvironmental disturbances, but the distinction 
between these definitions can be arbitrary and difficult to determine at times. The current study 
makes no attempt to differentiate between resilience and robustness and uses them 
interchangeably.  
 Resilience phenotypes can be derived using high density phenotyping data from precision 
agriculture technology at the individual level (Berckmans, 2017; Vranken and Berckmans, 
2017). Elgersma et al. (2018) introduced three resilience traits for dairy cattle using daily milk 
yield records from automated milking systems, including a drop phenotype, a drop regression, 
and day-to-day variation in milk yield. Putz et al. (2018) derived resilience phenotypes for 
finishing pigs using individual feed intake data under a heavy disease challenge, which allowed 
quantification of each pig’s ability to handle impacts (or perturbations) from stressors such as 
disease and heat. The first phenotype introduced was the root mean square error (RMSE), which 
quantifies day-to-day variation in an animal’s feed intake from the within animal regression of 
feed intake on age. The second phenotype introduced, the quantile regression (QR) phenotype, 
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measured the proportion of off-feed days for animal based on days with feed intake below the 
5% quantile regression line across all daily feed intake data from all animals. For both these 
phenotypes, higher values indicate less resilient animals. Another resilience trait, runs of 
depression (ROD), was introduced by Putz et al. (2019) based on statistical process control 
(SPC). The ROD phenotype quantifies the percentage of off-feed days that fall below a 
regression line of feed intake on age for a minimum number of consecutive days, typically 
greater than expected from random chance, indicating an issue with disease or other stressors. 
The ROD phenotype attempts to reduce noise from random day-to-day fluctuations of feed 
intake to only capture the more major impacts of stressors on feed intake.  
Many improvements to the resilience phenotypes presented by Putz et al. (2018) are 
possible, several of which will be explored here. First, the RMSE phenotype of Putz et al. (2018) 
used simple within animal regressions of feed intake on age. This is a simple and easy to 
implement resilience phenotype that resulted in moderate heritability estimates and moderate to 
high genetic correlations with mortality and treatment rate (Putz et al., 2018). While within 
animal regressions are adequate, random regression (or coefficient) models have the ability to fit 
all the daily feed intake data simultaneously to estimate individual intercepts and slopes deviated 
from their respective means (Longford, 1995). Random regression models provide opportunities 
to include data on animals that died early in the finishing unit, due to the shrinkage property of 
random regression to estimate the regression slope for those animals. Putz et al. (2018) required 
60 days of feed intake to record a RMSE and QR phenotype. Random regression models are also 
not limited to only fitting an intercept and a linear term, although these are most common for the 
use of random regression models in statistics, and it may be useful to test different degree 
polynomials for the fixed and random terms of the random regression model. It has been 
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common in animal breeding to use much higher order random regression models (Pool et al., 
2000).  
Feed intake data is well known to suffer from scaling, as the mean and variance increase 
over time due to the growth of animals. Because of the scaling, residuals tend to get larger as 
pigs age. As a result, RMSE effectively weights feed intake drops later in finishing more than 
drops early in finishing. One simple technique to account for this scaling would be to transform 
the response variable, i.e. daily feed intake or duration (time at the feeder), prior to calculating 
resilience phenotypes. Log transforming weight data was tested when modeling the additive 
genetics of residual variation in double hierarchical generalized linear models (DHGLM, see 
more on these in the discussion; Sae-Lim et al., 2015; Sae-Lim et al., 2017). The RMSE 
phenotype could replace raw feed intake values with log transformed daily feed intake values as 
the response.  
Quantile regression is a useful option for feed intake data due to the increasing variance 
as pigs age (QR discussed in Cade and Noon, 2003 for biological science applications). Quantile 
regression is best for data with increasing variances because of the ability to regress across a 
specific quantile of data, in the present case to separate off-feed days from normal variation. One 
issue with the QR resilience phenotype of Putz et al. (2018) is that faster growing animals 
(heavier) will eat more on average and therefore have a greater distance to drop below the 
population/group-based quantile regression line to be counted as an off-feed day. Adjusting the 
daily FI data for body weight can be used as the response variable before calculating the QR 
phenotype in order to reduce the association with body weight (captured by average daily gain). 
In a similar manner, residuals of daily feed intake can be extracted from a random regression 
model, followed by fitting the QR for all animals using these residuals. This is expected to have 
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a similar effect as a prior weight adjustment because lower feed intake curves are associated with 
lower body weights (phenotypic correlation of 0.78 between feed intake and body weight).  
The ROD phenotype quantifies the percentage of days that fall in extended consecutive 
stretches of days with feed intake below a regression line. One issue with the ROD phenotype 
(Putz et al., 2019) is that it is not as sensitive as it could be because two stretches of consecutive 
days that are flagged as a ROD could have very different deviations in feed intake from 
expected. For instance, one stretch of consecutive days could be 0.2 kg on average below the 
regression, another could average 2 kg below the expected regression line. One possibility to 
address this is to combine the ROD phenotype with the RMSE phenotype by computing RMSE 
only based on residuals for feed intake days that fall within a ROD. This phenotype is expected 
to be more sensitive and help improve the quantification of resilience using the ROD phenotype.  
The main objective of this research was to improve upon the previously investigated 
resilience phenotypes of Putz et al. (2018) and to combine two previously developed resilience 
phenotypes, the RMSE phenotype of Putz et al. (2018) and the ROD phenotype from Putz et al. 
(2019). Phenotypes presented by Putz et al. (2018) were simple and will be used as the 
benchmark for potentially improved resilience phenotypes. Many objectives were tested with the 
current analysis including i) utilize random regression models with differing polynomial degrees 
for fixed and random terms, ii) utilize the log transformed feed intake data for the RMSE trait, 
iii) smooth over random day-to-day fluctuations using rolling averages and a LOESS regression, 
iv) utilize log adjusted feed intake, weight adjusted, and the residuals from a random regression 
model with the QR phenotype, and v) to test the combined ROD and RMSE phenotype as an 
update to the previous ROD phenotype (Putz et al., 2019). Two new ways of adjusting the feed 
intake data were implemented to potentially include all animals with feed intake data, not only 
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those that made it 60 days in the finishing unit. The first method introduced is a percentage drop 
phenotype by first utilizing a random regression model, extracting residuals, and scaling these 
residuals from their predicted values. The second method involves standardizing the feed intake 
values within age, very similar to a z-score, but adjusting for the changing mean and variance 
across time.  
Materials and Methods 
This study was conducted and monitored under the recommendations of the Canadian 
Council on Animal Care (https://www.ccac.ca/en/certification/about-certification/). The protocol 
was approved by the Protection Committee of the Centre de Recherche en Sciences Animales de 
Deschambault (CRSAD; http://www.crsad.qc.ca/). The Centre de développement du porc du 
Québec (CDPQ) had complete oversight on the project along with help from veterinarians. 
Natural Disease Challenge Protocol 
 Putz et al. (2018) presented extensive details on the overall project. A natural disease 
challenge protocol was established in Québec, Canada, to study pigs in a commercial 
environment with a steady, heavy health challenge (described below). A batch of ~60-75 piglets 
entered the facility every three weeks, using a continuous flow to continuously infect new pigs. 
The general protocol was established in three phases. First, newly weaned piglets from a PigGen 
Canada multiplier were sent to a quarantine nursery after weaning (average of 21.5 days). Pigs 
were then shipped to a nearby facility (~1 km) that included a secondary nursery attached to a 
finishing facility (short hallway in between). The secondary nursery and finishing facility were 
considered the ‘challenge facility’. Pigs entered the secondary nursery approximately 19 days 
after entering the first nursery. Pigs entered the finishing phase on average at 68.0 days. At any 
one point in time there is expected to be one batch in the quarantine nursery, two batches in the 
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challenge nursery, and six batches in the finishing unit, except when pigs are moved between 
facilities or to the abattoir.  
Each ‘batch’ of pigs was provided by one of seven companies that are members of 
PigGen Canada (https://piggencanada.org). A ‘cycle’ was complete when each of the seven 
companies entered a batch of piglets from one of their healthy multipliers. After the 7th company 
sent pigs (batch 7), the first company sent pigs to start cycle 2 (batch 8). Therefore batches 1-7, 
8-14, 15-21, 22-28, and 29-35 represented cycles 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Each company 
would be represented five times, once in each cycle.   
Natural Disease Challenge  
Diseased pigs were brought into the challenge facility from nearby commercial barns 
experiencing a health challenge. There were several major diseases targeted including porcine 
reproductive and respiratory disease syndrome virus (PPRSV), porcine circovirus type II 
(PCV2), Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae, Actinobacillus pleuropneumonia (APP), and swine 
influenza type (SIV) type A. Other viral and bacterial pathogens were found within the challenge 
facility as well. Different strains existed for several of the pathogens including the PRRSV and 
influenza virus. Close veterinary oversight was performed to modulate the disease challenge 
within the barn. Entire batch treatments in the water and/or feed were utilized to help reduce the 
impact of disease as mortality and individual treatments increased within the challenge facility. 
Individual treatments were given on a case-by-case basis. Each individual treatment was given 
according to the clinical signs they were showing. For more on the challenge, please see Putz et 
al. (2018).  
Data and Traits 
 Data for this study were collected from November 11, 2015 (first entry) to April 5, 2018 
(last slaughter). Data from the first five cycles of this project and added another 932 pigs from 
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Putz et al. (2018), for a total of 2273 animals that entered at least the first quarantine facility. The 
main traits used to validate that the novel phenotypes below were in fact quantifying resilience, 
were mortality and treatment rate (adjusted to 180 days of age, Trt180). Mortalities were classified 
as a one (zero if they survived to slaughter) in this dataset and included all animals that entered 
the quarantine facility. Treatment rate was calculated as the number of treatments divided by the 
age at death, either prior to slaughter (mortality) or their slaughter date and then multiplied by 
180. As an example, a pig that died at day 100 with 4 treatments would have a treatment rate of 
0.04 per day (4/100), the total number of treatments expected over 180 days would be 0.04*180 
= 7.2 treatments. This creates a more interpretable trait and standardizes the trait across pigs that 
died prior to slaughter with those pigs that made it to slaughter. For instance, a pig with 3 
treatments that died at 80 days of age is not the same as a pig that had 3 treatments and made it to 
slaughter at 180 days of age, see Putz et al. (2018) for more on the treatment rate trait. Pigs must 
have made it to 65 days of age to obtain a phenotype for TRT180 (89% of pigs entered made it to 
65 days old), this removed those pigs that died prior to the challenge nursery (2nd nursery) and 
those that died too early in the challenge nursery to get treated enough to create a valid 
phenotype.  
 Starting in the finishing unit, individual feed intake data was collected using IVOG® 
electronic feeders (Insentec, Marknesse, The Netherlands). Individual feed intake records over 
the course of the day were aggregated to get a total amount of feed intake (kg) and total time at 
the feeder (duration), therefore each pig had only one record per day for feed intake and duration. 
Methods from Casey et al. (2005) were used as a guide to clean the individual visit (raw) data 
from the electronic feeder. After some data processing/cleaning, individual visits were summed 
to daily totals for further analysis. Missing daily values were imputed using the 5-day rolling 
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average within animal, several of the missing days had adjacent missing days due to a broken 
feeder that created missing values for both days as the feeder would impact both days if it was 
broken overnight. These adjacent days were also imputed with a 5-day rolling average.  
Statistical Analysis 
 The 650k Affymetrix SNP array was used for genotyping the pigs and creating the 
genomic relationship matrix (G). FImpute was used to impute missing genotypes (Sargolzaei et 
al., 2014). After processing there were 494,569 SNPs and 2140 animals genotyped (out of the 
2273 animals and 658,692 SNPs). Variance components were estimated using single-step 
GBLUP (Legarra et al., 2009; Christensen and Lund, 2010) from the BLUPF90 family of 
programs (Misztal et al., 2002). The G matrix was created using the standard ZZ’/sum(2pq) 
(VanRaden, 2008). The H matrix was created using defaults in preGSf90 (BLUPF90) except for 
using a minor allele frequency threshold of 1%. Pedigree was only available on the dams due to 
the use of pooled semen at the multiplier level. Simple animal models were used to analyze these 
traits using the following model, 
𝒚 = 𝑿𝜷 + 𝒁𝒖 + 𝒆, 
where 𝜷 includes fixed effects of batch (contemporary group) and entry age into the quarantine 
nursery for mortality and TRT180 phenotypes; 𝜷 includes batch, finishing entry age, and finishing 
pen for all other (finishing) traits, including novel ROD phenotypes. The 𝒖 vector includes 
breeding values of animals calculated using the H matrix (including non-genotyped parents) and 
follows ~[0, 𝑯𝜎3]. Fitting more complex models lead to more convergence issues than already 
observed (dashes in tables indicated the analysis did not converge). Environmental litter effects 
have been shown to impact phenotypes in the wean-to-finish phase. However, in the present 
study, little data was available to estimate litter effects because piglets were sampled from litters 
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between 2-4 piglets, leaving a limited amount of data to estimate both an additive genetic and 
litter effect with the confounding. In a preliminary analysis, when single-trait models were fit for 
highly correlated finishing traits with a random litter effect, some of the analyses would allocate 
part of the additive genetic variance to litter variance, other single trait analyses would set the 
litter variance to zero. In light of these preliminary results and the small data set size, litter 
effects were left out of the final analyses. We are also not certain that piglets with a shared 
biological dam stayed nursing on their biological dam in the multiplier, although there could still 
be an effect from the biological dam (e.g. colostrum). This data was not collected from the 
multiplier.  
Previously Introduced Novel Phenotypes 
 RMSE phenotype. The root mean square error (RMSE) phenotype was introduced by 
Putz et al. (2018). This phenotype was designed to quantify the overall variability of the feed 
intake curve over time using daily feed intake values, therefore aggregating daily feed intake 
values into one phenotype per animal that can be used in a traditional evaluation system. The 
RMSE was calculated by first fitting a simple linear regression of feed intake on age within 
animal (i.e. each animal’s regression was independent of each other). Second, from the model, 
calculate the mean squared residual (within animal) and then calculating the square root of that 
mean. In order to obtain a phenotype, 60 days of daily feed intake were required. Putz et al. 
(2018) utilized a simple linear regression within animal on the raw daily feed intake values. This 
phenotype will be referred to as RMSEbase. The RMSEbase trait is used as a standard to compare 
potentially improved methods for calculating the RMSE phenotype, these are presented below.  
 QR phenotype. The quantile regression (QR) phenotype quantifies the proportion of off-
feed days throughout the feed intake period (finishing in this study), also introduced by Putz et 
al. (2018). This phenotype is quantified using a few simple steps. First, a quantile regression is fit 
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with all the daily feed intake records across all pigs. This establishes a ‘lower-bound’ for off-feed 
days. Second, within each animal, days that fall below the quantile regression (i.e. have a 
negative residual) are considered off-feed and these days are summed. Finally, the proportion of 
days is calculated by taking the sum of off-feed days and dividing by the total number of feed 
intake days for each animal. Putz et al. (2018) utilized a 0.05 (5%) QR across all animals, 
updates to this phenotype for the current study will be described below. The quantile regression 
was carried out using the rq function from the quantreg package in R (R core team, 2017). This 
phenotype will be referred to as QRbase and used as the standard to compare potentially improved 
QR phenotypes.  
ROD phenotype. The runs of depression (ROD) phenotype was introduced by Putz et al. 
(2019). The phenotype was based on statistical process control (SPC), which is typically used in 
manufacturing but also in many other sectors, including health care (Anhøj and Olesen, 2014). 
The ROD phenotype quantifies the percentage of days for each animal that fall within a ROD, 
which is defined as a consecutive stretch (length) of days with feed intake below expected (i.e. 
below a regression line). This phenotype was calculated based on regression of feed intake on 
age within animal (independently of other animals) using the following steps: first, a regression 
line is fit within animal and the residuals are extracted. Second, stretches (lengths) of negative 
residuals were classified as off-feed (or lower than expected) if that specified length of days were 
all below the regression line (i.e. negative residuals). This number of days can be varied to any 
consecutive length of days; however, illness would tend to last 3 to 15 days. The count of days 
that fell into an off-feed period were summed and then divided by the total number of FI days for 
that animal. Putz et al. (2019) determined that fitting a 0.5 (median) quantile regression within 
animal created the best resilience phenotype based on heritability and genetic correlation 
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estimates with mortality and treatment rate. ROD phenotypes also required at least 60 days of FI 
for an animal to receive a phenotype.  
Proposed Improvements to the RMSE Phenotype 
Putz et al. (2018) computed RMSE using separate within animal regressions of feed 
intake on age. One potential improvement of the RMSE phenotype is to implement random 
regression models to simultaneously estimate regression slopes for all animals, predicting 
individual intercept and slope term for each animal as random terms. The following random 
regression (RR) model was used,  
𝐹𝐼HI = (𝛽? + 𝛽?v) + (𝛽? + 𝛽>v)𝐴𝑔𝑒HI + 𝑒HI, 
where 𝐹𝐼HI is the feed intake of the ith animal at the jth age, 𝛽? and 𝛽> are the fixed intercept and 
slope for the regression of feed intake on age (or mean values of the intercept and slope), 𝛽?v and 
𝛽>v are the random intercept and slope for each animal i as deviations from the respective means 
(𝛽? and 𝛽>), which have expectations equal to 0, 𝐴𝑔𝑒HI is the age of the ith animal at the jth age, 
and 𝑒HI is a random residual. This model will be referred to as the RR1,1 model, indicating first 
order terms were fit for both fixed (first number in the subscript) and random (second number in 
subscript). This model is a simplification of the animal breeding models presented by Schaeffer 
(2004) because it does not use an additive genetic covariance matrix to estimate the random 
coefficients but instead uses an identity matrix, assuming homogeneous variances and zero 
covariance between animals. This RR model fits the following covariance structure for the 











3  is the variance of the random intercept terms among animals, 𝜎£7v
3 is the variance of 
the random slope terms among animals, and 𝜎£¤v,£7v  is the covariance between the random 
intercept and slope terms.  
Like a typical regression model, random regression models are not limited to fitting only 
an intercept and slope term. The fixed (𝛽? and 𝛽>) and random (𝛽?v and 𝛽>v) terms can also be of 
different order. Changing the order of the fixed and random effects impacts the interpretation of 
the random coefficients, especially when extending past the linear terms to quadratic or high 
order terms. The goal in this study was to identify models that improved the RMSE phenotype 
and, therefore, interpretation of the coefficients was generally not of interest. Instead, only the 
fitted values, which impact the residuals and RMSE of the model, were of interest. Several 
combinations of orders of fit for the fixed and random effects were evaluated and compared to 
the base RR1,1 model to determine if they improved the RMSE phenotype, including RR1,2, 
RR1,3, RR2,1, RR2,2, and RR3,1. For each fitted model, the RMSE phenotype was calculated as the 
square root of the average (mean) squared residuals for each animal. The subsequent RMSE 
phenotypes will be referred to as RMSE1,2, RMSE1,3, RMSE2,1, RMSE2,2, and RMSE3,1.  
Another alternative to calculate the RMSE phenotype is based on residuals from quantile 
regression within animal, in place of the OLS regression within animal. Here, both a 0.50 
(median) and 0.75 QR were performed within animal (the same used in Putz et al., 2019) as more 
robust regressions compared OLS, which can be highly influenced by outliers, especially high 
leverage data points at the beginning or end of the growth period. The rational here is to 
minimize the impact of these outliers to the fit of the line, possibly improving the RMSE 
phenotype. The RMSE computed using the residuals from these QR models will be referred to as 
RMSEQR. A function in R to fit a random regression QR was tested but proved to be extremely 
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slow and inefficient for this, still relatively small dataset. Industry datasets are typically much 
larger and this method therefore is unlikely to be useful without implementation into highly 
efficient languages.  
One transformation made to the raw data to account for the scaling of the residual 
variance over time was to take the log10 of the feed intake prior to calculating the resilience 
phenotypes RMSE and QR (as in Sae-Lim et al., 2017). To avoid skew of the distribution toward 
the left for very low feed intake values (the minimum was 0.01 kg) the raw daily feed intake 
values were transformed as log10(FI+1). Adding one to FI values prior to taking the log10, set the 
lower bound at 0. The log10(FI+1) values were more normally distributed compared to the 
log10(FI) values, although overall differences between the distributions were relatively small 
(Figure 1). Taking the log of the feed intake values stabilized the variance across ages (Figure 2). 
The log10(FI+1) transformation resulted in more constant variance across ages than the log10(FI) 
transformation. As feed intake increased (past 1 kg raw FI) the variance of log10(FI) stabilized (at 
~90 days of age), as expected, and the difference in values between log10(FI) and log10(FI+1) 
was reduced. The log (any base) of 0 is negative infinity, therefore, outliers can be created with 
very low feed intake values without adding a constant to the feed intake values first. 
Transformation of the data mostly affects RMSE values and was used to compute RMSE 
following analysis of the transformed data with the RR1,1 model (see above).  
As an alternative to the log10 transformation described above individual feed intake data 
can be scaled by computing a ‘percentage-change’ phenotype as the percent difference in 
observed feed intake from the expected (fitted) feed intake values using a random regression 








where 𝑃𝐶HI is the percentage change in feed intake for animal i and age j; 𝑒HI is the residual of 
the random regression model; and 𝑦©HI is the fitted (or predicted) value for each animal and age 
combination from the RR1,1 model (see above). For this analysis, PC was constrained to -100 and 
+100%, outliers were set to either -100 or +100. There was only one value below -100% because 
the predicted value was slightly negative (-0.006 kg) for this animal. Only 441 feed intake points 
had a PC greater than 100%, which accounted for 0.2% of the total number of FI data points. 
These PC values were then used to calculate the RMSE phenotype. This phenotype will be 
referred to as RMSEPC.  
A third way to pre-adjust daily feed intake to reduce the impact of the increasing mean 




where 𝑆𝑡𝑑𝐹𝐼HI is the standardized feed intake value adjusted for the mean and standard deviation 
for animal i at age j; 𝐹𝐼HI is the feed intake of animal i at age j; ?̂?I is the estimated mean for age j 
across animals; and 𝑆𝐷³I is the estimated standard deviation in feed intake at age j across animals. 
Due to the increase in mean and variance over time, leading to changing means and variances 
across time to standardize like a typical z-score. To obtain ?̂?I and 𝑆𝐷³I across ages, the mean and 
standard deviation of raw feed intake data were calculated for each day of age and then used a 
simple linear regression to regress on age to smooth out fluctuations in the means and standard 
deviations over time, as shown in Figure 3, as raw averages and standard deviations were subject 
to noise, especially with limited amounts of data at the extremes. The resulting fitted values of 
the regression models were used for ?̂?I and 𝑆𝐷³I to compute z-scores, which were then used as 
the response variable for the RR1,1 model to compute RMSE, which will be referred to as 
RMSEstd.  
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Previously, animals that died prior to having 60 days of feed intake were removed from 
the analysis (Putz et al., 2018). One interesting advantage of the PC pre-adjustment of feed 
intake data is that animals that died early could receive a phenotype to potentially improve the 
RMSE trait, because it will extend the response variable (-100 to 100%) for those animals that 
died early, which is not the case for raw FI data. This happens because the increase or decrease is 
relative to the predicted value for the PC adjustment. The raw FI contains only low FI (generally 
< 1.0 kg) values for those animals that die early in finishing. To test this, all animals that feed 
intake records were included in the analysis and these variance components were compared with 
an analysis in which animals with less than 60 days of feed intake were set to missing (as with 
RMSEbase). This added RMSE phenotypes on 235 pigs (1693 versus 1933 records).  
 Day-to-day variation is natural for pigs, even without stress, simply due to biological 
variation. In addition, data from individual electronic feeders is typically noisy. To reduce the 
impact of these random fluctuations, it is possible to average over days to smooth the feed intake 
for each animal over time to find periods of time that are truly changing due to a stressor. This 
can be accomplished by using rolling averages (RA) or using a locally weighted scatterplot 
smoothing (LOESS) regression. Both these methods can employ varying degrees of smoothing. 
For the RA method, a different number of days can be averaged over in the sliding window. 
Here, the following five windows sizes were used: 3, 5, 7, 15, and 31 days. An odd number of 
days was used such that the same number of days can be included on either size of the current 







where 𝑅𝐴HI is the rolling average for animal i at age j used as the focal point; m is equal to (k-
1)/2 where k is equal to the RA length (e.g. k=3 for 3-day RA); 𝐹𝐼HI is the feed intake for animal 
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i at age j. 𝑅𝐴HI is therefore the average of the days around the age of interest (focal point day) for 
one animal. Resulting RA values can be utilized as the response value to calculate the RMSE 
value with the RR1,1 model, which will be referred to as RMSERA.  
As an alternative to the RA method, within animal LOESS regressions with differing 
smoothing parameters (span values) were used for smoothing, using the loess function within the 
stats package in R (R core team, 2017). Then the LOESS regression predicted values were used 
as the new response values to calculate RMSE, which and will be referred to as RMSELO value.  
The new response variable is the predicted value from the LOESS regression of FI on age. The 
LOESS regression was calculated with varying span values, which control the amount of 
smoothing, with the level of smoothing increasing with higher span values. This is similar to 
changing the window size of the sliding window, similar to the rolling average. The span values 
evaluated in this study were 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, and 0.50. By default, the loess 
function in R uses 2nd degree polynomials within each sliding window for smoothing. Span 
values less than 1 represents the proportion of all points to be used in each window, for example 
0.50 would represent 50% of all available FI observations for that animal to be used in each 
sliding window, creating more smoothing than 10% for instance.  
Proposed Improvements to the QR Phenotype 
The standard QRbase phenotype was introduced above and can be improved upon in 
several ways. Putz et al. (2018) only reported results for the 5% QR phenotype. The use of a 
lower quantile (e.g. 1%) leads to a more stringent threshold for days being classified as off-feed. 
The risk with using higher quantiles (e.g. 10%) is that these regressions may start to classify feed 
intake days that are due to normal variation as off-feed days, when in fact they are not. Lower 
threshold levels would certainly be quantifying off-feed (or sick) periods, however the number of 
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these very low feed intake days will be limited. Classifying only the extremely low FI days 
(outside of normal variation) is expected result in a QR phenotype that is more closely related to 
mortality and treatment rate and less correlated with production traits. For this study, quantiles of 
1, 2.5, 5, 7.5, and 10% were explored to quantify resilience based on the QR phenotype. 
In addition to varying the QR threshold, another possibility to improve the phenotype 
would be to use the log10 transformed FI data as the response. This phenotype will be referred to 
as QRlog. In contrast to the RMSE phenotype, the QR phenotype will equally weight an off-feed 
day at any age (younger versus older).  
 One potential issue for the QRbase phenotype is that higher producing animals that eat 
more (higher ADFI) and grow faster (higher ADG) will need to drop their feed intake much 
more than lower producing animals to reach the QR threshold, because the regression is across 
all FI data. This makes higher producing animals less likely to reach the threshold when 
subjected to a stressor, although their FI could be dropping significantly from expected. One way 
to account for this is to pre-adjust the daily feed intake records for body weight, followed by 
applying the QR across all animals. This is expected to create a phenotype that is independent of 
overall productivity. To achieve this, a simple linear regression of feed intake on the LOESS 
predicted body weight was used and then applying the QR to the residuals of this regression 
model after adjustment for the weight (in kg) for that age, which will be referred to as QRwt. The 
model is as follows, 
𝐹𝐼HI = 𝛽? +	𝛽>𝐿𝑜𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑊𝑡HI + 𝑒HI, 
where 𝐹𝐼HI is the feed intake for animal i at age j; 𝛽? is the regression coefficient for the intercept 
term; 𝛽> is the regression coefficient for the slope; 𝐿𝑜𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑊𝑡HI is the predicted LOESS weight for 
animal i at age j; 𝑒HI is the residual from the model, which was used as the response for the 
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weight adjusted QR phenotype. The LOESS predicted weights were a LOESS regression of 
weights taken every three weeks on age. The predicted LOESS weights were extracted as a 
‘connect the dots’ approach to extract a predicted weight at each age that was very close to the 
observed weight.  
Another way to standardize FI is to is to use residuals from the RR1,1 model described 
above as the response for the QR. Higher producing animals would be fit with their own 
intercept and slope across ages and using the residuals as a response would, therefore, result in a 
measure of resilience that is less related to productivity. As with RMSE above, higher producing 
animals would have steeper slopes (increasing more in feed intake over time) while lower 
producing animals would have lower slopes (on average growing less). Steeper slopes would be 
associated with much lower intercept terms since the ages start far from 0 (68 days of age on 
average). This adjustment then scales the high producing animals down closer to lower 
producing animals with an attempt at least partially breaking the association between QR and 
productivity. This phenotype will be referred to as QRRR.  
Proposed Improvements to the ROD Phenotype 
 Two ROD periods of the same length could have very different deviations from expected 
feed intake. To account for this, the ROD phenotype was combined with the RMSE phenotype 
by computing RMSE for the ROD periods only. This is expected to improve the precision of the 
ROD phenotype to quantify resilience. Another possibility is to utilize shorter minimum ROD 
lengths than used in Putz et al. (2019) (they used minimum lengths of 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15 
days) when using the combined method. For instance, because the interest is mainly in negative 
deviations in feed intake from expected, single FI days that are below expected to could 
classified as a ROD and only the negative residual days could be used to calculate the RMSE. 
Using 1-day lengths for the ROD makes little sense because with a 0.50 QR within animal, the 
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expected number would be 50% for all animals (with small variations around it). Using 1-day 
lengths is expected to be highly related to the RMSEbase phenotype. This study will explore 
lengths of 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15-day lengths for the combined RMSE-ROD phenotype, 
which will be referred to as the RODRMSE phenotype.  
Results 
Figure 4 displays the histograms for two of the RMSE traits, including RMSEbase, 
RMSE1,1, RMSEPC, and RMSEstd. For RMSEbase and RMSE1,1, animals that died prior to 
slaughter were typically grouped on the resilient (left) side of the distribution. The RMSE1,1 
phenotype slightly shifted these animals closer to the mean than RMSEbase. RMSEPC grouped 
most of these animals on the less resilient (right) side of the distribution, many of them falling 
well outside the distribution of animals that made it to slaughter. Since the PC phenotype 
standardized the daily FI data based on fitted values, animals that died early and that had low 
feed intake, can have PC phenotypes ranging from -100 to 100%, allowing them to be grouped 
correctly on the non-resilient (right) side of the distribution. RMSEstd spread the distribution of 
the animals that died prior to slaughter more evenly across the distribution, yet still had a 
considerable number of animals in the middle to resilient side of the distribution, showing only a 
moderate improvement for this phenotype.  
Table 1 displays estimates of heritability and of genetic correlations with other resilience 
traits for the RMSE phenotypes. The standard RMSEbase phenotype from Putz et al. (2018) is 
shown on the first line of Table 1. The estimate of the heritability of RMSEbase was 0.13±0.05 
and its estimated genetic correlations with mortality and Trt180 were 0.83±0.66 and 0.66±0.20, 
respectively. RMSERR phenotypes had very similar estimates of heritability than RMSEbase 
(within 0.01), ranging from 0.12 to 0.14. The RMSERR phenotypes that were based on a 1st 
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degree random effect showed slightly greater heritability estimates (0.14±0.05 for all three with 
1st order random effects). Estimates of genetic correlations of the RMSERR traits with mortality 
ranged from 0.38 to 0.85, with numerically greater estimates for RMSE2,1 and RMSE3,1 (0.85) 
compared to RMSEbase. As with the heritability estimates, estimates of the genetic correlation 
with mortality were greater for RMSERR phenotypes that were based on fitting a 1st order random 
term (intercept and slope). Using higher order random terms lowered the estimate of the genetic 
correlation with mortality by about 50% (~0.80 versus ~0.40). Changing the order of the fixed 
curve did not impact the genetic correlation estimates. Estimates of the genetic correlation with 
Trt180 were slightly higher for the RMSERR traits than for RMSEbase (0.66 to 0.74 for RMSERR). 
Estimates of genetic correlations of the RMSERR traits with the RMSEbase trait were all high 
(0.86 to 0.96), indicating they represent very similar genetic traits as the RMSEbase trait. The 
RMSEQR traits had variance components extremely similar to RMSEbase. RMSE traits based on 
log10 transformation of the FI data showed slightly greater heritability estimates (0.15-
0.16±0.05) and lower estimates of genetic correlations with mortality (0.61-0.76) than 
RMSEbase. Estimates of the genetic correlation with Trt180 were greater for the log10 adjusted 
RMSE traits (0.83-0.89) than for RMSEbase. Adjustment of feed intake data for body weight did 
not impact the heritability estimate (0.13±0.05) and also estimates of the genetic correlation with 
mortality and Trt180 were very similar compared to RMSEbase. All RMSE traits had high 
estimated genetic correlations with RMSEbase (0.75-0.96), while estimated genetic correlations of 
RMSE traits with QRbase were moderate (0.40-0.61).  
Table 2 displays estimates of heritability and of genetic correlations with other resilience 
traits for the RMSEbase, RMSEPC, and RMSEstd traits. This tables also compares the use of 
phenotypes of all animals with FI versus requiring 60 days of FI, with animals without 60 days 
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of FI set to missing. Heritability estimates ranged from 0.07 to 0.17. For the RMSEbase and 
RMSEstd traits, heritability estimates dropped when including all animals with feed intake data, 
from 0.14±0.05 to 0.07±0.04 for RMSEbase and from 0.17±0.05 to 0.09±0.04 for RMSEstd. For 
the RMSEPC, the heritability estimate increased slightly from 0.15±0.05 to 0.16±0.04 when 
allowing all animals with feed intake recorded to obtain a phenotype. The estimated genetic 
correlations with mortality ranged from 0.23 to 0.96, with the highest average estimate for the 
RMSEPC traits. As with the heritability estimates, estimates of genetic correlations with mortality 
dropped when removing the 60-day requirement for RMSEbase and RMSEstd but not for RMSEPC. 
Estimates of genetic correlations with Trt180 ranged from 0.51 to 0.89 and were highest for the 
RMSEPC phenotypes (0.85-0.89). Estimated genetic correlations ranged with RMSEbase ranged 
from 0.87 to 0.99 for all phenotypes and from 0.43 to 0.96 with QRbase.  
Figure 5 shows the comparison between the RA and LOESS methods to smooth the daily 
feed intake data prior to calculating the RMSE phenotypes. Assuming 100 days of FI for an 
animal, a LOESS regression with a span of 0.05 represent 5 FI days within each sliding window, 
creating almost equivalent predictions from the LOESS regression compared to the 5-day rolling 
average method. The difference comes from LOESS utilizing iterative re-weightings used in the 
weighted least squares approach each round. As a result, daily feed intake observations with 
large residuals after the first round, lose weight in the second round within the sliding window. 
Therefore, slight differences are observed although as a whole, predictions are very close 
between the RA and LOESS smoothing methods.  
Table 3 displays estimates of heritability and genetic correlations with other resilience 
traits with RMSE smoothing resilience traits, including the rolling average (RMSERA) and 
LOESS methods (RMSELO) as response variables for calculating the RMSE phenotype. 
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Heritability estimates ranged from 0.11 to 0.15 across all traits, very close to heritability 
estimates for RMSEbase. For both RMSERA and RMSELO traits, estimates of heritability increased 
slightly and then decreased as smoothing increased, with an intermediate optimal at span values 
of 0.10 and 0.15 for the RMSELO and at a sliding window of 5 days for RMSERA. Estimates of 
genetic correlations with mortality and Trt180 showed this same trend for RMSELO phenotypes, 
i.e. increasing slightly before declining with increasing smoothing of the data. Estimates of 
genetic correlations with mortality and Trt180 were similar to the corresponding estimates for 
RMSEbase (Shown in Table 1) at low levels of smoothing. Estimated genetic correlations were all 
high with RMSEbase (0.83-0.97) and moderate with QRbase (0.33-0.61).  
 Table 4 displays estimates of variance components for the QR phenotypes based on the 
raw FI data (QRFI), log10 transformed FI data (QRlog), weight adjusted FI (QRwt), and residuals 
from the RR1,1 of feed intake on age (QRRR). Heritability estimates increased from the 1 to 10% 
regressions for all four trait sets. Estimates of heritability for the standard FI QR phenotypes with 
no adjustments increased from 0.04±0.03 to 0.13±0.04 with increasing percentages. Heritability 
estimates for the QRlog traits ranged from 0.05±0.03 to 0.12±0.04. Heritability estimates for the 
QRwt traits increased the average heritability estimates slightly from QRFI, ranging from 
0.08±0.00 to 0.19±0.05. Estimates of genetic correlations with mortality ranged from 0.60 to 
0.96 and were greatest for QRRR, at 7.5%. For the genetic correlation estimates with mortality, 
there was an intermediate maximum for QRFI, QRlog, and QRRR between 1% to 10% regressions. 
Estimated genetic correlations with Trt180 ranged from 0.63 and 0.96 and were the highest for the 
QRraw phenotypes at the 1% regression. Estimates of genetic correlations of QR phenotypes were 
moderate (0.36-0.70) with RMSEbase and showed a large range with QRbase, although all were 
positive. The range in estimated genetic correlations with QRbase was between 0.53 and 0.96, 
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except for correlations with the QRRR traits, which had genetic correlations with QRbase that 
ranged from 0.22 to 0.28.  
 Table 5 displays estimates of variance components for the RODRMSE traits with varying 
minimum lengths. Heritability estimates ranged from 0.01 to 0.12, with the 1-day RMSEROD 
having the highest estimated heritability (0.12±0.04). The lowest heritability estimate was for 
the 9-day RMSEROD (0.01±0.03). Estimates of genetic correlations with mortality increased 
from 0.62±0.05 for 1-day lengths to lengths of 11 days (0.92±0.04) followed by a decline for 
15-day lengths (0.83±0.83). The trend in estimates genetic correlations with treatment rate 
followed a similar pattern, peaking at 9-day lengths (0.98±0.03), followed by a decline to 
0.79±0.47 for 15-day lengths. Estimated genetic correlations with RMSEbase were high (from 
0.66 to 0.98). Estimates of genetic correlation estimates with RMSEbase decreased with 
increasing minimum lengths of RODs (from 0.98±0.13 for 1-day lengths to 0.66±0.04 for 13-
day lengths). Estimated genetic correlations with QRbase were moderate to high (0.54 to 0.85, 
excluding 7-day lengths).  
Discussion 
The objective of this paper was to determine if improvements could be made to the 
resilience phenotypes introduced by Putz et al. (2018) and Putz et al., (2019). Results from the 
current study are subject to large standard errors due to the relatively small sample size by 
industry standards and should therefore be examined more in depth with much larger datasets if 
possible. This is likely only possible by setting up a similar barn by a commercial breeding 
company. The current study showed that while minor improvements can be made, the base 
phenotypes developed by Putz et al. are quite adequate at quantifying resilience. Many of the 
model adjustments for RMSE had relatively small impacts on the variance component estimates 
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but some differences observed, yet strong conclusions cannot be made based on still relatively 
large standard errors.  
Improving the RMSE Phenotype 
For the RMSE traits, overfitting the feed intake data with the random regression had 
detrimental impacts on the genetic correlation with resilience, which was observed for instance 
with the RMSE1,3 phenotype, which had an estimated genetic correlation with mortality of 
0.38±0.05 compared to 0.83±0.67 for the base RMSE (a ~50% drop). This is because the higher 
order random terms overfitted the FI data and likely removed variation that should be used to 
quantify resilience. Under the ‘null hypothesis’, pigs without stressors are expected slowly 
increase FI each day of growth with relatively small fluctuations day-to-day. Overfitting any 
curves (for instance a LOESS regression) to the data will absorb that variation in FI observed 
during stressful times. Higher order random terms did not appear to impact estimates of genetic 
correlations with treatment rate however, for unknown reasons. In contrast to higher order 
random terms, fitting higher order fixed terms in the random regression models was not observed 
to have a detrimental impact on resilience phenotypes in terms of the genetic variance 
components estimated. The random regression phenotypes RMSE2,1 and RMSE3,1 had slightly 
higher genetic correlations with mortality and treatment rate than RMSEbase, although these 
RMSERR traits were generally similar to the RMSEbase phenotype in terms of heritability and 
genetic correlations with other resilience traits.  
Using quantile regressions did not impact the RMSE phenotype compared to RMSEbase. 
Heritability estimates were very similar to RMSEbase as well as the estimated genetic correlations 
with mortality and treatment rate. Adjusting for weight prior to calculating RMSE also did not 
appear to impact the phenotype in terms of heritability and genetic correlation estimates with 
mortality and treatment rate.  
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Natural Disease Challenge Study Design 
The goal of the natural disease challenge protocol design was to mimic a heavy disease 
challenge in a commercial environment, simulating a natural infection, in place of specific 
dosage injections or nasal inoculations of pathogens. This creates a more realistic exposure to 
pathogens and the ability to study the pig’s responses in a typical environment over the entire 
growth period. This does, however, imply that exact replication of this disease challenge is not 
possible in the traditional sense. Only the general protocol is repeatable as any barn can be set up 
to place pigs into a continuous flow diseased challenged barn such as this one. This design is in 
contrast to designed research projects to study disease resistance (or resilience) in livestock that 
have been primarily utilized in the past, for example the PRRS host genetics consortium trials 
from Lunney et al. (2011) and Boddicker et al. (2012), which typically include single pathogen 
challenges in highly controlled environments, although co-infection trials has been tried more 
recently (Dunkelberger et al., 2017).  
Utilizing Pigs that Died Prior to Slaughter with Resilience Phenotypes 
 The current study showed that pigs that died early in finishing with a limited number of 
days of feed intake data can be utilized with the percent change adjustment prior to calculating 
RMSE (RMSEPC). Using these pigs that died early reduced the heritability estimates and 
estimated genetic correlations with mortality for the RMSE1,1 and RMSEstd traits. Random 
regression improves the PC phenotype because of the ability of the random regression models to 
shrink the slope of individuals with few data points toward the average slope, which does not 
happen for the standard within animal regressions, which showed negative slopes for many pigs 
that died early, resulting in very low PC values. Therefore, the PC phenotype adjusted the raw 
feed intake for these animals and moved them to the less resilient side of the distribution (i.e. the 
right side, shown in Figure 4). For animals with more FI days recorded (e.g. 60 days), 
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differences between the standard within animal and RR model regressions were very minimal. 
The issue with using all animals with the RMSE1,1 trait is that while the random regression 
model regresses the negative slopes of pigs that died early toward the average, it does not 
account for the very low feed intake values and in variance in feed intake of these pigs (typically 
between 0 and 0.5 kg). As a result, pigs that died early are then still grouped on the resilient (left) 
side of the distribution for the RMSE1,1 phenotype (Figure 4). The heritability and genetic 
correlation estimates with mortality and treatments were not greatly impacted by including all 
the animals with FI data for RMSEPC, but these estimates were impacted substantially for the 
worse for the RMSE1,1 and RMSEstd traits (see above).  
Validating Novel Resilience Traits 
 In the present study, mortality and treatment rate were used as ‘gold-standards’ to 
measure the validity of the novel resilience phenotypes based on their heritability and genetic 
correlations with mortality and treatments. The environment in this research facility was fairly 
well controlled compared to a typical commercial barn and all batches were managed very 
similarly. In addition, treatments were also given after careful observations of animals by the 
barn staff, making the treatment rate (Trt180) trait better than expected in a commercial 
environment (i.e. more observation time per pig in this research experiment). Many pigs were 
getting observed by researchers at CDPQ as well as barn staff during blood sampling times. 
Disease burden was the major environmental impact on the pigs in the challenge facility. The 
average mortality in the analyzed batches was 27%, far higher than a typical commercial barn 
(~7%, Stalder, 2018), which makes using mortality and treatments as a gold-standard to validate 
resilience phenotypes from feed intake sensible. In less severe environments with low mortality, 
using mortality as a standard is not expected to be as effective. Lower mortality barns will 
include those that are located remotely and/or that have higher biosecurity. Seasonality is known 
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to impact disease incidence across animals. In summer months with less severe disease 
challenges impacting animals, the resilience traits presented here should allow more effective 
quantification of resilience during periods of lower mortality compared to the higher mortality 
presented in the current study. For instance, the RMSE phenotypes are still expected to show 
variation among animals, with the ability to rank them much more effectively than mortality at 
both a phenotypic and genetic level. This was observed within low mortality batches in the 
current study. One batch contained only two mortalities, while the RMSE1,1 phenotypes for that 
batch spanned almost the entire range of the distribution of RMSE1,1.  
Using Group Averages to Derive RMSE Phenotypes 
Future research can investigate the use of group estimates for calculating the RMSE trait, 
such as measuring the RMSE from a batch regression instead of individual regressions. Fitting a 
batch regression, for example, to calculate the RMSE phenotypes was explored in a preliminary 
analysis, however an attempt was made to use the overall and batch regressions of FI on age to 
calculate the RMSE phenotype in place of within animal regressions with poorer results than the 
RMSEbase trait. The issue for any group-based RMSE is that two equally resilient animals on 
both sides (above and below) the batch regression, for example, with small deviations around 
their own FI trends could be equidistant from the batch regression line, leading to equivalent 
RMSE values. One of these could be a very large animal eating more than average, the other 
could be a very small animal eating much less than average. A third animal may be very close on 
average to the batch regression with large fluctuations, indicating it is less resilient. This animal 
would receive a lower RMSE compared to the other two animals described using the batch 
regression because it is closer to the overall trend in FI, quantifying it incorrectly as more 
resilient. One may think that using the (G)EBV for the regressions may be more optimal, 
however the same issue is present. Animals that are phenotypically farther away from their 
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(G)EBV prediction will have obtained a large positive or negative environmental deviation. 
These animals would receive large RMSE values even if they show no fluctuations in FI over 
time. If considering this approach, this should be taken into consideration.  
Computational Considerations to Phenotypes 
Computationally, one possible reason to choose the RMSEbase trait over the RMSERR 
traits is that with independent, within animal regressions, parallelizing the computation on a 
large scale for within animal regressions while you cannot while using the standard mixed model 
package in R (the lme4 package with the lmer function was used in the current study; Bates et 
al., 2015). The mixed model calculations could be moved to a more efficient software package 
such as ASReml or BLUPF90 or utilize a more efficient language such as the fairly new Julia 
language. Currently, MixedModels.jl is available on GitHub 
(https://github.com/dmbates/MixedModels.jl) from Dr. Douglas Bates who is the author of the 
lme4 package in R. This will be more computationally efficient (time and memory) than using 
the R programming language, as R will likely not be able to handle large industry datasets.  
Log Transformations for RMSE 
When using the log10 transformed FI data for RMSE, its estimated genetic correlations 
with mortality were lower than for the RMSEbase trait, although estimated genetic correlations 
with Trt180 were higher than for RMSEbase. The heritability estimates for RMSElog were slightly 
higher than for the RMSEbase trait. These results do not provide conclusive evidence on whether 
or not using a log transformation of the FI data is needed to improve the RMSE phenotype.  
Log transforming the feed intake data was originally thought to be better because it 
creates equal variance across ages and therefore weights off-feed days more equally across ages. 
Pigs increase their FI as they age and as a result, the RMSE naturally weights squared residuals 
toward the end of finishing more because these residuals can be much larger (e.g. 3 kg late 
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versus 0.5 kg early). Initially, it was thought that the weighting toward higher FI (ages) created a 
poorer RMSE phenotype and weighting different ages equally was expected to be superior. The 
current study provides little support for this idea. One thing to consider is that off-feed days late 
in finishing may cost more than an off-feed day early in growth. This is simply because growth is 
slower during early stages than later in finishing. For example, going off-feed for 5 days early 
may only cost 0.32 kg/day * 5 = 1.6 kg, while going 5 days off-feed later (in finishing) would 
cost 0.89 kg/day * 5 = 4.45 kg, based on the mean ADG (kg/day) in the nursery and finishing 
unit, respectively. Going completely off-feed for 5 days in the nursery versus the finishing unit 
would cost 4.45 – 1.6 = 2.85 kg of gain difference. Therefore, from this perspective, weighting 
the later ages more with RMSE, may be appropriate but the current study provides inconclusive 
evidence either way.  
Application of Resilience Phenotypes Outside Swine and Animal Breeding 
Future applications of methods to calculate resilience traits apply to any high 
throughput/density data from precision agriculture technology (Berckmans, 2017; Vranken and 
Berckmans, 2017) or traits that are easily regularly collected over time, at low cost. There are 
many new and exciting technologies being developed in the livestock industries. Elgersma et al. 
(2018) utilized daily milk yield data from robotic milking systems. King et al. (2018) compared 
dairy cattle that were diagnosed with a disease compared to those who were healthy using the 
previous 15 days’ worth of data using robotic milking system data (yield and other measures), 
activity data, and rumination data. Some of these may be better than others at capturing 
resilience. For instance, if one were to use activity as a response to capture resilience, variation 
in activity (RMSE) may actually capture issues with fertility. Cattle are known to increase 
activity around estrus (Rorie et al., 2002).  
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These resilience traits applied to pigs or to other data and species, have the ability to be 
quantified for research in veterinary medicine, nutrition, and reproductive physiology. For 
instance, two groups of pigs could randomly be assigned to receive a commercial vaccine prior 
to a disease challenge. The RMSE (or similar) trait could be utilized to test the impact of the 
vaccine on variation in FI to determine the effectiveness of the vaccine to limit the disease 
impact on production. This may be a poor example because simply looking at weight gain would 
likely be just as effective and easier to capture. However, variation in FI may be slightly more 
sensitive, increasing the power to detect differences in treatments, especially if the time period 
tested was long enough for pigs to have recovered and started growing normally again.  
When implementing a resilience phenotype with a new species or with new data, it is 
important to carefully consider the data at hand in order to create a new phenotype using that 
particular data. Each type of precision agriculture data in each species will likely have unique 
challenges. Lactation curves with milk yield data for instance, increase rapidly early, peak, and 
then slowly decline until 305 days. Fitting a simple linear model with an intercept and slope such 
as used here for the RMSE phenotype, will not fit this data well. A change in variation over time 
will likely also be observed with milk yield data. Activity data in animals may be highly 
influenced by outliers. Human interventions can cause large swings in day-to-day activity. These 
can include days when animals are moved/shipped or days when animals are handled for 
vaccination. In the current study, animals were bled at least once in the finishing unit, using 
snaring, which is quite a stressful event for a finishing pig but from which they tend to recover 
very quickly (Merlot et al., 2011). These stressful events could cause large outliers in precision 
agriculture technology data. Methods to quantify resilience may need to be robust so as to not 
capture the effects of outliers, for example using quantile regression. Data types that have a very 
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high measurement frequency and a relatively large measurement error may benefit from one of 
the smoothing methods used here. Using a rolling average over time may remove noise from 
measurement errors and natural variation and allow the true underlying signal in the data to be 
captured. It is best to consider the data at hand by first completely summarizing it prior to 
implementing a resilience phenotype.  
Comparison of Current Resilience Traits to DHGLM Models 
There has been a substantial amount of research completed on quantifying additive 
genetic variation in residual variation from sire models (Hill and Mulder, 2010; Rönnegård et al. 
2010; Mulder et al., 2013), which quantifies genetic differences in resilience. These models can 
infer the resilience of families (paternal half sib families) based on availability of one phenotype 
per progeny, such as an off-test weight in pigs. Double hierarchical generalized linear models 
(DHGLM) were introduced for this purpose using ASReml Software (Rönnegård et al., 2010). 
DHGLM models consist of alternating between two sets of mixed model equations, one at the 
level of observations and one at the level of residual variances (Wolc et al., 2009; Rönnegård et 
al., 2010; Mulder et al., 2013). Squared residuals are typically assumed to be gamma distributed 
(as they would all be positive with a significant mass near zero), hence the use of a generalized 
linear model. Sonesson et al. (2013) commented on the bias when utilizing an animal model for 
these DHGLM analyses, therefore sire or sire-dam models are utilized instead.  
Currently, high density phenotyping from precision agriculture allows a much more 
detailed phenotype for each animal. DHGLM models may have some drawbacks in quantifying 
reilience. Lower producing animals in a commercial environment with a single off-test weight 
(such as those used in DHGLM) can be lower than average for two reasons. First, the animal 
could be lower than average due to having a low genetic potential for growth, which varies 
naturally in healthy conditions, and a higher genetic potential for resilience. Alternatively, the 
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animal could have a higher genetic potential for growth and a lower genetic potential for 
resilience. Each of these may lead to a similar final off-test weight, for example. Without 
knowledge of the actual performance over time (e.g. feed intake), there is not a good way to 
determine this on an individual level. As a result, sire models are utilized for the analysis of 
single record phenotypes. The resilience traits introduced by Elgersma et al. (2018) and Putz et 
al. (2018) may be an alternative to more complex models for quantifying resilience such as the 
DHGLM, given that high-density phenotype could be collected. These novel resilience 
phenotypes could also complement DHGLM models, as (G)EBV from a DHGLM model could 
be implemented into a selection index along with (G)EBV from the resilience phenotypes 
derived from repeated measures. They do not have to be exclusive and competing strategies.  
Resilience phenotypes derived from precision agriculture technology may not replace the 
use of DHGLM models, simply because collecting precision data such as feed intake on large 
numbers of animals, especially commercial animals, is unlikely any time soon. More phenotypes 
can be collected at lower costs if only an off-test weight, for example, is collected. Although one 
weight on many animals will still come at a high cost. Alternatively, hot carcass weights could 
be recorded instead of off-test weights in pigs, because pigs would be brought to the abattoir, 
therefore extra labor would not be needed going around to all the farms, carrying large, 
expensive scales in and out to weigh pigs. Prices for individual electronic feed intake technology 
do not appear to be getting significantly cheaper over time. Companies could choose to set up a 
natural disease challenge facility such as the one described by Putz et al. (2018) to test a portion 
of the commercial offspring to calculate resilience phenotypes and integrate those into a routine 
evaluation for resilience, sampling animals to enter the challenge facility within sire half-sib 
families to calculate (G)EBVs.  
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To capture general resilience, animals need to be tested in a large number of 
environments (mentioned in Knap, 2005). DHGLM models using single observations have the 
advantage of being able to collect data from a vast number of environments. Using a testing barn 
such as the one in the current study would only represent one environment, especially for 
stressors such as heat stress, which is influenced by the climate. Ideally, there would be several 
feed intake testing barns spread around areas where many pigs are raised (such as in the 
Midwest, US). In a real breeding program, individual feed intake data to calculate RMSE 
(G)EBVs could be utilized alongside (G)EBVs for resilience from the DHGLM models. 
Resilience phenotypes provide a much higher heritability (~0.10-0.15) than DHGLM models 
provide for off-test weights (~0.01-0.03) and, therefore fewer animals would need to be progeny 
tested to obtain the same accuracy of resilience as EBV of resilience (for sires) obtained from a 
DHGLM model. DHGLM models have a disadvantage of not being able to directly observe 
resilience for each animal, compared to RMSE, as DHGLM models rely on inferring the 
resilience using statistical techniques on large progeny groups. Resilience phenotypes will rely 
on precision technology, which may limit the number of environments in which data is collected, 
unless it is cheap and easy to implement so almost every commercial environment may contain 
that technology (i.e. in all commercial barns). This is very unlikely for feed intake stations.  
An alternative to expensive feed intake recording systems is to retrofit feeders, as 
described in Cross et al. (2018), such that they can be utilized to collect time at the feeder data. 
Putz et al. (2018) showed that correlated traits such as the duration could be utilized in place of 
individual feed intake to quantify resilience. The improvements investigated in the current study 
were not examined in depth for duration data simply because feed intake duration data does not 
suffer from many of the issues observed in feed intake. For example, feed intake duration has a 
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fairly constant mean and variance across time; pigs eat more as they grow but they also eat faster 
at higher weights, maintaining eating times at ~60 min per day.  
Conclusions 
 The goal of the current study was to improve the resilience phenotypes that were 
previously developed based on individual daily feed intake records (Putz et al., 2018; Putz et al., 
2019). Utilizing random regression of FI on age to calculate RMSE traits did not impact the 
RMSE phenotype significantly in terms of heritability and genetic correlation estimates with 
mortality and treatment rate. Other potential improvements to the feed intake data, such as log 
transformation, also did not impact the RMSE phenotype much. RMSE based on percent change 
from expected feed intake provided the highest estimated genetic correlations with mortality and 
treatment rate and allowed animals that died early to obtain a phenotype without impacting 
estimates of heritability and of genetic correlations with mortality and treatment rate. Adding 
these mortalities for the percent change phenotypes also did not improve the phenotype in terms 
of heritability and genetic correlation estimates with mortality and treatment rate. Including 
animals that died early in finishing for the RMSE1,1 and RMSEstd traits lowered their estimates of 
heritability and of genetic correlations with mortality. Estimates of heritability for resilience 
phenotypes based on quantile regression moderately improved when the FI data were adjusted 
for body weight but estimates of genetic correlations with mortality and treatment rate were not 
significantly impacted by any of the attempted improvements. The RODRMSE phenotype 
combined both the ROD and RMSE phenotypes, which showed the ability to quantify resilience 
but not significantly better than the base RMSE phenotype. Overall, analyses validated that 
previously developed resilience phenotypes did quite well at quantifying resilience, as most 
tested improvements had small impacts on estimates of heritability and genetic correlations with 
mortality and treatment rate. The only improvement that should be investigated further is the 
241 
percentage change phenotype, for validation in future studies. The percentage change phenotype 
may potentially improve other phenotypes quantifying resilience in other species data.  
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Table 6.1. Estimates (with SE) of heritability and genetic correlations with other resilience traits 
for alternative feed intake root mean square error (RMSE) phenotypes.  
 
    Genetic Correlation with5: 
Model Type Heritability Mortality Trt180 RMSEbase QRbase 
OLS1 Base 0.13 (0.05) 0.83 (0.67) 0.66 (0.20) NA - 
RR2 
1,1 0.14 (0.05) 0.83 (0.66) 0.66 (0.20) -6 0.61 (0.31) 
1,2 0.13 (0.05) 0.42 (0.05) 0.71 (0.21) 0.86 (0.01) 0.40 (0.05) 
1,3 0.12 (0.04) 0.38 (0.05) 0.74 (0.24) 0.96 (0.16) 0.40 (0.05) 
2,1 0.14 (0.05) 0.85 (0.43) 0.71 (0.17) 0.93 (0.00) 0.45 (0.05) 
2,2 0.13 (0.05) 0.43 (0.05) 0.71 (0.21) 0.86 (0.01) 0.40 (0.05) 
3,1 0.14 (0.05) 0.85 (0.43) 0.71 (0.17) 0.93 (0.00) 0.45 (0.05) 
QR3 0.50 0.13 (0.05) 0.85 (0.39) 0.68 (0.19) - 0.61 (0.32) 
0.75 0.15 (0.05) 0.82 (0.43) 0.63 (0.20) - 0.59 (0.29) 
Other4 
Log10(FI) 0.16 (0.05) 0.61 (0.03) 0.89 (0.13) 0.75 (0.25) 0.54 (0.03) 
Log10(FI+1) 0.15 (0.05) 0.76 (0.06) 0.83 (0.11) - - 
Weight 0.13 (0.05) 0.87 (0.58) 0.66 (0.24) 0.96 (0.02) 0.58 (0.27) 
1 OLS is the ordinary least squares model fit within animal of feed intake (FI) on Age from Putz 
et al. (2018) 
2 Random regression models were fit to extract residuals for the RMSE trait using FI on age. 
Indices 1,1 refer to fitting first order (intercept and slope) terms for fixed (1st index) and 
random (2nd index) regressions.  
3 Quantile regressions (QR) were fit within animal using the 0.50 (median) and 0.75 quantiles.  
4 Other includes log10 transformations with and without adding 1 prior to taking the log10; 
Weight refers to adjustment of FI for LOESS body weights 
5 Mortality was equal to 1 if the animal died prior to slaughter; Trt180 is the treatment rate 
adjusted to 180 days of age; RMSEbase and QRbase are the standard resilience phenotypes 
introduced by Putz et al. (2018) 




Table 6.2. Estimates (with SE) of heritability and genetic correlations with other resilience traits 
for feed intake (FI) random regression (RR), percent change (PC), and standardized (Std) 
root mean square error (RMSE) traits.  
 
    Genetic Correlation with4: 
Type Days Heritability Mortality Trt180 RMSEbase QRbase 
RR1 60 days 0.14 (0.05) 0.83 (0.66) 0.66 (0.20) -
5 0.61 (0.31) 
All 0.07 (0.04) 0.23 (0.08) 0.51 (0.51) - 0.43 (0.05) 
PC2 60 days  0.15 (0.05) 0.94 (0.20) 0.89 (0.10) 0.87 (0.27) 0.87 (0.25) 
All 0.16 (0.04) 0.91 (0.13) 0.85 (0.10) 0.88 (0.12) 0.96 (0.07) 
Std3 60 days 0.17 (0.05) 0.96 (0.59) 0.66 (0.18) 0.99 (0.05) 0.51 (0.28) 
All 0.09 (0.04) 0.70 (0.06) 0.80 (0.48) 0.97 (0.33) 0.62 (0.42) 
1 Random regression models were fit to extract residuals for the RMSE trait using FI on age. 
Indices 1,1 refer to fitting first order (intercept and slope) terms for fixed (1st index) and 
random (2nd index) regressions.  
2 Percent change (PC) phenotype calculated by dividing residuals from the 1,1 RR model fitted 
to feed intake by the predicted value from that model and using these as the response to 
calculate the RMSE using a RR1,1 model on the adjusted data.  
3 Standardized (Std) FI values calculated by adjusted each age by a z-score given the estimated 
mean and standard deviation for each age. This adjusted phenotype was used as the 
response to calculate the RMSE using another RR1,1 model on the adjusted data.  
4 Mortality was equal to 1 if the animal died prior to slaughter; Trt180 was the treatment rate 
adjusted to 180 days of age; RMSEbase and QRbase were the standard phenotypes from 
Putz et al. (2018) 




Table 6.3. Estimates (with SE) of heritability and genetic correlations with other resilience traits 
for the feed intake (FI) root mean square error (RMSE) phenotype utilizing the predicted 
LOESS FI predictions or rolling average (RA) as the response.  
 
    Genetic Correlation with3: 
Phenotype Value Heritability Mortality Trt180 RMSEbase QRbase 
LOESS1 
0.05 0.13 (0.05) 0.86 (0.38) 0.65 (0.20) 0.93 (0.00) 0.57 (0.27) 
0.10 0.15 (0.05) 0.88 (0.66) 0.69 (0.33) 0.89 (0.01) 0.55 (0.30) 
0.15 0.15 (0.05) 0.88 (0.36) 0.66 (0.19) 0.85 (0.01) 0.55 (0.44) 
0.20 0.14 (0.05) 0.86 (0.37) 0.62 (0.21) 0.97 (0.11) 0.52 (0.30) 
0.30 0.13 (0.04) 0.82 (0.49) 0.56 (0.23) 0.93 (0.17) 0.47 (0.34) 
0.40 0.12 (0.04) 0.79 (0.51) 0.48 (0.25) 0.90 (0.15) 0.41 (0.36) 
0.50 0.11 (0.04) 0.77 (0.41) 0.43 (0.28) 0.89 (0.22) 0.33 (0.48) 
Rolling 
Average2 
3 0.12 (0.05) 0.91 (0.49) 0.70 (0.20) 0.91 (0.01) 0.61 (0.29) 
5 0.14 (0.05) 0.87 (0.47) 0.67 (0.19) 0.87 (0.01) 0.57 (0.35) 
7 0.13 (0.05) 0.87 (0.77) 0.66 (0.20) 0.84 (0.01) 0.54 (0.33) 
15 0.12 (0.04) 0.79 (0.56) 0.55 (0.24) 0.92 (0.13) 0.42 (0.36) 
31 0.12 (0.04) 0.61 (0.76) 0.47 (0.28) 0.83 (0.19) 0.36 (0.86) 
1 LOESS regression was fit using the FI data on age using different span values for smoothing. 
The predicted value for that age was used as the response variable to calculate the RMSE 
value. Spans of 0.05 smooth the data less and 0.50 smooth the data much more.  
2 Rolling averages were used as the response value to calculate RMSE. A 3 day rolling average 
would average the previous day, current day, and next day.  
3 Mortality was equal to 1 if the animal died prior to slaughter; Trt180 was the treatment rate 
adjusted to 180 days of age; RMSEbase and QRbase were the standard phenotypes from 




Table 6.4. Estimates (with SE) of heritability and genetic correlations with other resilience traits 
for feed intake (FI) quantile regression (QR) alternative traits using the raw FI, a log10 FI 
adjustment to the raw FI data, a weight adjustment to the FI data, and extracting the 
residuals from the 1st order random regression (RR) for fixed and random components. A 
QR with the specified percentage was used as the quantile in the regression.  
 
    Genetic Correlation with6: 
Phenotype %5 Heritability Mortality Trt180 RMSEbase QRbase 
FI1 
1 0.04 (0.03) 0.65 (0.04) 0.96 (0.22) 0.44 (0.06) 0.57 (0.03) 
2.5 0.05 (0.04) 0.87 (0.32) 0.89 (0.29) 0.41 (0.05) 0.80 (0.01) 
5 0.10 (0.04) 0.77 (1.21) 0.80 (0.17) 0.61 (0.30) NA 
7.5 0.11 (0.04) 0.71 (0.40) 0.76 (0.23) 0.55 (0.27) 0.91 (0.01) 
10 0.13 (0.04) 0.71 (0.34) 0.75 (0.15) 0.51 (0.27) 0.95 (0.05) 
Log102 
1 0.05 (0.03) 0.66 (0.04) 0.90 (0.19) 0.42 (0.05) -7 
2.5 0.06 (0.04) 0.85 (0.57) 0.87 (0.22) 0.39 (0.05) 0.79 (0.01) 
5 0.09 (0.04) 0.79 (0.39) 0.83 (1.76) 0.36 (0.05) 0.93 (0.02) 
7.5 0.11 (0.04) 0.76 (0.31) 0.80 (0.14) 0.62 (0.30) 0.90 (0.01) 
10 0.12 (0.04) 0.72 (0.26) 0.77 (0.15) 0.53 (0.43) 0.96 (0.06) 
Weight 
Adjusted3 
1 0.08 (0.00) 0.60 (0.05) 0.73 (0.23) 0.55 (0.04) - 
2.5 0.11 (0.04) 0.64 (0.03) 0.81 (0.16) 0.53 (0.03) 0.53 (0.03) 
5 0.14 (0.05) 0.62 (0.03) 0.75 (0.15) 0.50 (0.03) 0.65 (0.02) 
7.5 0.16 (0.05) 0.62 (0.03) 0.75 (0.13) 0.49 (0.04) 0.69 (0.02) 
10 0.19 (0.05) 0.84 (0.40) 0.74 (0.13) 0.49 (0.04) 0.66 (0.02) 
RR 
Residuals4 
1 - - - - - 
2.5 0.03 (0.03) 0.72 (0.82) 0.68 (0.54) 0.64 (0.03) 0.22 (0.05) 
5 0.09 (0.04) 0.69 (0.04) 0.80 (0.23) 0.70 (0.02) 0.28 (0.04) 
7.5 0.14 (0.05) 0.96 (0.50) 0.70 (0.19) 0.67 (0.02) 0.24 (0.04) 
10 0.16 (0.05) 0.84 (0.40) 0.63 (0.21) 0.69 (0.02) 0.24 (0.04) 
1 QR on the raw FI values.  
2 Log10 transformation of the FI values prior to running the QR.  
3 FI data was first adjusted using the LOESS weight estimated for each age. This was then used 
as the response in the QR.  
4 The residuals from a random regression (RR) model were extracted and used as the response 
for the QR.  
5 The percentage refers to the quantile used in the regression the 0.01 regression was a 1% 
regression.  
6  Mortality was equal to 1 if the animal died prior to slaughter; Trt180 was the treatment rate 
adjusted to 180 days of age; RMSEbase and QRbase were the standard phenotypes from 
Putz et al. (2018) 
7 Analysis did not converge.  
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Table 6.5. Estimates (with SE) of heritability and genetic correlations with other resilience traits 
for the combined run of depression (ROD) phenotype and the root mean square error 
(RMSE) phenotype using different required minimum lengths to be classified as a ROD. 
 
   Genetic Correlation with2: 
Length1 Heritability Mortality Trt1802 RMSEbase3 QRbase4 
1 0.12 (0.04) 0.62 (0.05) 0.75 (0.19) 0.98 (0.13) 0.63 (0.60) 
3 0.09 (0.04) 0.69 (0.05) 0.81 (0.22) 0.93 (0.01) 0.61 (0.55) 
5 0.04 (0.04) 0.72 (0.07) 0.81 (1.04) 0.88 (0.02) 0.54 (0.80) 
7 0.09 (0.04) 0.84 (0.05) 0.93 (0.33) 0.73 (0.61) 0.23 (0.56) 
9 0.01 (0.03) 0.91 (0.05) 0.98 (0.03) 0.75 (0.04) 0.62 (0.06) 
11 0.06 (0.04) 0.92 (0.04) 0.97 (0.02) 0.79 (0.04) 0.74 (0.05) 
13 0.03 (0.04) 0.90 (0.05) 0.96 (0.03) 0.66 (0.04) 0.70 (0.05) 
15 0.08 (0.04) 0.83 (0.83) 0.79 (0.47) 0.80 (0.70) 0.85 (0.62) 
1 Required minimum length of the consecutive stretches of negative residuals to be classified as a 
ROD 
2 Mortality was equal to 1 if the animal died prior to slaughter; Trt180 is the treatment rate 
adjusted to 180 days of age; RMSEbase and QRbase are the resilience standard phenotypes 







Figure 6.1. Density plot for the distributions of daily feed intake (FI), log10(FI), and log10(FI+1). 
 
 





Figure 6.3. Mean and standard deviation of feed intake (FI) by age.  
 
 
Figure 6.4. Histograms of the root mean square error (RMSE) resilience phenotypes for animals 
that did or did not die prior to slaughter, including base (RMSEbase), random regression 




Figure 6.5. Daily feed intake (FI) for example animal 0042, along with smoothed predictions 
using LOESS regression (left plot) based on span values of 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, and 




CHAPTER 7.    GENERAL DISCUSSION 
This thesis studied resilience in both sows and growing pigs. Improving host genetics for 
resilience in the swine industry is very difficult due to the management differences in the 
breeding pyramid structure and illustrates a need for more reliable and novel selection 
phenotypes. Selection for maternal resilience is even more difficult than selection for resilience 
in terminal lines because of the time lag that the pyramid structure causes between the nucleus 
and commercial sectors for maternal lines. There are two general strategies that could be used in 
a breeding program to increase host resilience to disease and other stressors. First, indicator 
traits, such as antibody levels after an infection or vaccination could be utilized, such as 
presented in chapter 3. Second, commercial data from challenged pigs could be used to progeny 
test sires in the nucleus for at least mortality. Chapters 4, 5, and 6 investigated quantifying 
resilience from individual daily feed intake data on finisher pigs in a natural challenge. This feed 
intake data could be collected in a commercial test herd (CTH) system where the F1 female 
(typically Landrace by Large White or the reciprocal cross) is single sire mated to a terminal 
(usually Duroc) male to produce terminal offspring and these offspring are tracked through the 
system using individual tags. Neither strategy, indicator traits or a CTH, will offer a cheap, easy, 
and quick solution to resilience. There are advantages and disadvantages to each strategy that 
will be discussed in the following sections.  
Antibody Levels After a PRRS Outbreak in a Sow Herd 
 Antibody levels taken from blood samples in sows were examined in chapter 3 to 
quantify resilience to PRRS. Heritability and genetic correlation estimates with common litter 
size traits including number born alive, number stillborn, and number mummified were 
examined. Antibody level taken approximately 60 days after the initial PRRS outbreak was 
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found to have a much lower heritability estimate than previously found (0.17±0.05 versus 
0.45±0.13 from Serão et al., 2014). Additionally, the estimated genetic correlations with litter 
size traits were low, except for with the log number of stillborns (-0.73±0.29). Many reasons for 
the discrepancy in heritability estimates can exist, including differences in the antibody assay 
used, inoculation of all sows with the outbreak virus three weeks after the outbreak and PRRS 
vaccination after that, and farm size, but their contributions to the discrepancy found are not 
clear. Serão et al. (2016) was able to replicate the heritability estimates from Serão et al. (2014), 
which provides some evidence that  the IDEXX PRRS antibody test is stable. Data analyzed in 
Serão et al. (2016) were very diverse, from 23 farms, with little to no control over the gilt 
acclimation protocols. Therefore, it is unlikely that the data structure caused the discrepancy in 
heritability estimates of our study compared with Serão et al. (2014). Additional research to 
determine why our results did not replicate results from Serão et al. (2014) will be valuable. 
Establishing whether differences exist between antibody assays (IDEXX versus the microsphere) 
will be needed in future research. Furthermore, investigating the impact of inoculation after the 
natural outbreak versus no inoculation could also provide valuable evidence for the cause of the 
discrepancy found.   
 If an antibody level assay is reliable and can be used to improve resilience in a breeding 
population, it creates a competitive advantage for a breeding company. Having more resilient 
sows would start limiting the ~$300 million annual (45% of $664 million annually) economic 
impact of PRRS (Holtkamp et al., 2013). Ultimately, it would be best to find an assay that could 
provide information used to decrease the impact of PRRS as well as other diseases such as 
porcine epidemic diarrhea (PED). This may be unlikely, but research should explore this 
possibility such as collecting additional disease or immunology phenotypes.  
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 Our and previous results demonstrate that, while using indicator traits derived from lab 
assays is possible to improve resilience in a breeding program, geneticists must proceed with 
caution. Antibody specific assays are great tools and can be used effectively, however if changes 
occur in the sample collection or assay itself, all previous results may be subject to change, 
which creates an immense risk for breeding programs. The worst outcome, if the assay does not 
improve resilience, is that the introduced assay trait could be unfavorably genetically correlated 
to other economically important traits in the selection index. This should be checked prior 
implementing an indicator trait. Furthermore, if it does not help improve resilience, there is an 
opportunity cost, since a portion of the selection index was devoted to the indicator trait instead 
of a production trait with economic value such as growth or litter size. Either of these negative 
scenarios could bankrupt a genetics company, given the very competitive nature of the swine 
breeding industry. Another issue for a genetics company becomes constantly checking correlated 
responses to the trait of interest, in this case maternal resilience to PRRS. The antibody level 
phenotype could be showing a positive genetic trend, but it may be unknown, without validation, 
how this is changing maternal resilience when using response to vaccination for example (see 
below). If lab assays are not tested using many different diagnostic labs with many different 
people, it is unsure how stable this assay is over time or when changes to the lab are made, such 
as a new lab manager who prefers different lab practices. The heritability and genetic 
correlations with other traits could possibly change rapidly with no warning. A breeding program 
needs to thoroughly consider the risks involved when implementing such an indicator trait. Good 
monitoring and quality control procedures are needed to minimize all risks.  
 Another problem with using sow antibody levels after an outbreak is the ability to collect 
such data in large enough numbers and consistently enough to be useful in a breeding program. 
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Collecting this data on commercial farms is problematic for several reasons. First, it takes a large 
amount of human labor to collect the blood samples. Snaring and bleeding ~300 kg (~660 lb) 
sows is not easy or quick. Chapter 3 presented data from ~1,400 blood samples collected over 
four days. Collection took a team of undergrads, a team of farm staff, and two veterinarians from 
The Maschhoffs. Even with this team, we were still only able to collect ~350 samples per day 
(with a steep learning curve on the first day). This research not only costs labor, but there are 
additional costs in needles, collection tubes, shipping, and the cost of the antibody assay 
(coupled with processing and diagnostic fees). Second, outbreaks are extremely rare on nucleus 
and multiplier farms that would have pedigrees for genetic analyses (pedigree is also not 
commonly tracked on multiplier animals). Outbreaks are fairly common on commercial farms. 
Genotypes from single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) panels could be used to genetically 
connect these animals’ data back to nucleus animals for selection, however, the genetic 
relationship is expected to be too weak to produce accurate EBV estimates for maternal traits. 
Terminal nucleus sires can be bred directly to commercial sows, limiting genetic lag. The swine 
breeding pyramid slows dissemination between the nucleus and commercial tiers. The genetic 
lag for maternal lines impacts collecting commercial antibody levels after PRRS outbreaks and 
commercial reproductive data.  
If a trait such as antibody level is implemented in the commercial breeding industry, 
future research should be conducted on the use of antibody response to a vaccine, in place of any 
live virus challenge. Serão et al. (2016) presented results from PRRS antibody levels that 
included response to a vaccine and live PRRS virus infections. If vaccine response could be used 
in place of natural challenges, it makes it possible to directly ‘challenge’ breeding animals in the 
nucleus. Breeding companies should proceed with caution however, because some believe there 
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is a risk of using the modified live vaccine (MLV) in a nucleus herd. The potential risk is the 
reversion to virulence for the MLV (Opriessnig et al., 2002). An even larger risk is that animals 
being tested to be shipped across country borders will appear to have been infected with the live 
PRRS virus if any antibody tests are required prior to shipping. This again, provides another 
obstacle for selection for resilience in maternal lines. There are no simple, inexpensive solutions 
to selection for maternal resilience. Much more research is needed in the area of maternal 
resilience due to the relatively small amount of research that has been conducted compared to 
research on resilience in growing pigs.  
Resilience Phenotypes from Feed Intake Data 
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 quantified resilience based on individual daily feed intake data in 
growing pigs. With the age of precision agriculture upon us, it is imperative that breeding 
programs can extract and harness the information available in this high-density data as it will 
likely be a by- or co-product of the precision agriculture industry with an initial focus on 
improving commercial production. Hopefully, data from precision agriculture technology is 
readily available to the producers to utilize as they see fit. Producers can then share their data if 
he/she chooses to submit data to national evaluations, such as in the dairy cattle industry, or to a 
genetics supplier for research or genetic evaluations in swine or poultry.  
 At least one major issue exists with research quantifying resilience using individual feed 
intake data in the swine breeding industry, which is the extremely high cost of buying, installing, 
and maintaining electronic feeding equipment. Currently, swine breeding companies typically 
only use this feed intake equipment for their nucleus breeding animals. There are a limited 
number of examples of companies collecting individual feed intake in challenged commercial 
barns. Collecting commercial crossbred data in a diseased challenged barn is only valuable to 
genetics companies if it is shown that traits such as RMSE, QR, and ROD have significant 
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economic weights, beyond what can be captured with mortality data. Future research will be 
needed in this area.  
 This brings up another issue with these traits, which is that mortality is a ‘very easy’ trait 
to record in the commercial industry (in quotes because nothing is ever easy to collect at 
commercial farms). Farm staff in the wean-to-finish sector would only need to record the date of 
death of each pig along with the tag number or alternatively only cut off tags and place in a 
bucket at the farm to at least to show they died at that stage. Collecting mortality would be much 
easier and less expensive than collecting individual feed intake in commercial barns to quantify 
resilience at the genetic level. Therefore, the question becomes what RMSE, QR, and ROD 
provide to the genetics program attempting to improve resilience that mortality does not. All 
three novel resilience traits (RMSE, QR, and ROD) were shown to be moderately to highly 
correlated with mortality. If these genetic correlations hold with larger, more complex datasets 
(more farms, more regions, etc.), there may be little reason to suggest the collection of individual 
commercial feed intake to calculate a resilience trait such as RMSE.  
While it is true that collecting mortality would be easier and more cost efficient than 
collecting individual feed intake data, the barn that was used in these studies had high disease 
pressure, with an average mortality of 27%. Typically, a wean-to-finish unit experiences ~6-8% 
mortality on average, with a finishing unit experiencing ~4-6% on average (Stalder, 2018). This 
means that genetic selection for mortality at the commercial level will likely not provide highly 
accurate EBV, unless very large sample sizes per sire or family are utilized, which adds a large 
cost to the CTH program. When only a limited number of offspring are tested per sire, a trait 
such as RMSE may add significant value to quantifying EBV for resilience in a breeding 
program from commercial data. Future research is needed to address this question. Furthermore, 
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there are periods of time, such as the summer months, which typically experience much lower 
levels of mortality. During these times of limited mortality, it will be highly beneficial to have a 
phenotype that can quantify resilience in individual animals. For instance, from chapter 4, one 
batch of pigs (56 total) experienced only two mortalities but the RMSE values ranged from 0.29 
to 0.91 kg, which spanned almost the entire distribution of RMSE for the entire dataset (ranging 
from 0.19 to 0.95 kg). RMSE would provide a more informative phenotype to separate animals 
and sires based on resilience, when compared to mortality in this batch as an example.  
Heat is also a major stressor, costing the swine industry at least $299 million annually 
(St-Pierre et al., 2003); another estimate was $900 million annually (Pollmann, 2010). Resilience 
traits, such as RMSE may have the ability to quantify pigs that go off-feed due to heat stress. 
Anecdotal visual evidence from individual feed intake curves suggests that some pigs appear to 
be impacted much more by heat stress than other animals, at least at the phenotypic level, 
indicating that genetics likely controls at least some of the phenotypic variation observed in feed 
intake values. Resilience traits presented in this thesis would be especially useful in 
environments that have relatively low disease pressure and more heat stress. Because heat stress 
is present in nucleus herds, it would be useful to quantify resilience traits (such as RMSE) using 
feed intake data collected in nucleus herds and analyze these traits using animal models to 
calculate heritabilities and genetic correlations with other traits.  
One alternative to collecting individual feed intake, which is very expensive, is to collect 
feed intake duration (time at the feeder), which is why this data was explored in chapters 4 and 5. 
Cross et al. (2018) demonstrated the use of technology designed to collect feeding behavior data 
without collecting feed intake. Future research should explore the possibility of duration data in a 
typical commercial barn. Feeding behavior traits could be used to calculate RMSE. Mortality 
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should also be recorded, then a genetic correlation can be calculated between RMSE from 
duration data and mortality in a commercial setting.  
As with indicator traits, commercial testing herds are also very expensive. Possibly the 
biggest ongoing expense for commercial testing herds would come from having to tag every 
piglet at the commercial level to track the pedigree of these animals through the system to link 
back to the genetic nucleus. The tags themselves are expensive on a large scale and there would 
be an added labor cost at sow farms to tag every piglet and record data on them (dam, nurse sow, 
date of birth, sex, etc.). Integrated companies may have to purchase farms or convert at least one 
of their current sow farms to ‘commercial testing farms’ to collect commercial data. Non-
integrated companies will have to contract with a commercial sow farm to conduct single-sire 
matings, tag piglets, and collect data on them. It may be a challenge to find farms willing to 
accept this extra work and responsibility, but with financial incentive in the form of a contract, it 
should be possible. Not only do they have to be willing to do the extra work, but also contract 
farms have to have the ability to collect high-quality data needed for genetic evaluation, reliably 
over time with no gaps. It would obviously be counterproductive to collect commercial data that 
was often incorrect due to the poor data collection and tagging at the commercial level. 
Therefore, companies should screen contract producers to make sure they can collect quality 
data. Besides mortality, which many companies are now collecting on commercial herds, other 
alternative data may be relatively easy to collect at the commercial level such as off-test weight 
or hot carcass weight at the abattoir (e.g. Dufrasne et al., 2014). These could also be integrated 
into the selection index of a breeding program.  
Overall Summary of the Discussion 
 Genetics companies can choose to use indicator traits, implement commercial testing 
herds, or use both to select for resilience. There is nothing that excludes the use of both 
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strategies. Both indictor traits and commercial test herds have challenges and are costly. 
However, due to the high economic weight of mortality (Hermesch et al., 2014), it is valuable for 
companies to integrate mortality and resilience into their breeding objective. Other stressors, 
such as heat stress, also result in lost productivity at the commercial level and have an economic 
weight, what that value is needs to be determined with future research. Developing and utilizing 
methods to capture meaningful phenotypes and improve resilience is important. More research is 
needed to investigate the total economic value of collecting commercial feed intake, including 
the value of traits such as RMSE to the selection index.  
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